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The Nanga Parbat-Haramosh massif (NPHM) is a unique structural

and topographic high in the northwestern corner of the Himalayan

convergence zone. Previously, the NPHM was thought to be bounded by

the MMT, a thrust along which the Kohistan-Ladakh island arc was

obducted onto the northern margin of fridia. This study presents field

evidence for the existence of the Raikot fault, an active dextral

reverse fault which has truncated the MMT and forms the western boun-

dary of the NPHM. The Raikot fault separates medium-grade Mesozoic to

mid-Cenozoic mafic metasediments and intrusive rocks of the Kohistan

sequence from high-grade Proterozoic metasediments and orthogneiss of

the Nanga Parbat group. The Kohistan sequence rocks have experienced

one tight to isoclinal folding event probably associated with the

obduction of the island arc, and a second folding event associated

with movement on the Raikot fault. The Nanga Parbat group rocks were

transposed by a pre-Himalayan isoclinal folding event and have subse-

quently been folded around east-trending axes in the early Cenozoic by



the obduction of Kohistan, then around north-trending axes in the late

Cenozoic, associated with the uplift of the NPHM and the initiation of

the Raikot fault. The Raikot fault consists of both mylonite zones and

numerous major and minor faults. Slickensides and mylonitic lineations

both indicate dextral reverse slip.

The Raikot fault and associated folding appear to have accommo-

dated 15 to 25 km of uplift in the late Cenozoic. The concentration of

the uplift and involvement of the Moho suggests that the Raikot fault

follows a major crustal structure, possibly a pre-collision Indian

plate boundary. If this is the case, rotational underthrusting of

greater India along the MMT would require dextral slip along the

Raikot fault. It is proposed that the Raikot fault is a terminal tear

fault on the MCT.

Four ages of glaciation are recognized in the area, and corre-

lated with regional glacial chronologies. Numerous Holocene offsets of

glacial deposits and alluvial fans occur. A till surface attributed to

the most recent major advance has been offset approximately 160 m

vertically by strands of the Raikot fault. Analysis of the offsets in

combination with thermoluminessence dating yield a maximum Holocene

uplift rate of 3.9 mm /yr. This uplift rate is compatible with publish-

ed values derived from fission-track cooling rates.
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Structure and Neotectonics of the

Northwestern Nanga Parbat-Haramosh Massif.

Introduction

The Nanga Parbat-Haramosh massif (NPHM) is an unique structural

and topographic high which occurs in the northwest corner of the

Himalayan collision zone at a major shift in Himalayan structural

trends (fig. 0-1). Because the NPHM is the northernmost exposure of

Indian continental basement, it provides a deep structural section

through the suture zone between India and the island arc terranes

accreted to the Asian continent to the north. Because it is located in

the core of the western Himalayan syntaxis, it also records the post-

collisional transition from convergence along the Himalayan thrust

systems to left lateral motion along the Chaman transform. Finally,

the NPHM was demonstrated by Zeitler (1985) to be currently undergoing

rapid uplift which began as recently as the late Miocene. All of these

points make the geology and neotectonics of the massif of great inte-

rest and importance in understanding the evolution of the Himalaya and

of collision orogens in general.

Despite its geologic importance, little detailed geologic data

has been available from the NPHM. Early work by Wadia (1933) and Misch

(1949) recognized the existence of the massif, but did not produce

much tectonically applicable data. Geologic data for the northwestern

part of the massif was essentially non-existent. In 1979, Tahirkheli
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Figure 0-1. Plate Tectonic Map. Generalized map of the western part of

the Himalayan collision zone. MMT = Main Mantle thrust.
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et al proposed an interpretation of the large scale structure of the

area based on limited reconnaissance on the NPHM itself, and substan-

tial work in adjacent Kohistan. They proposed that the NPHM bisected

the Kohistan-Ladakh island arc, which had been obducted onto India

during the early stages of collision. The Main Mantle thrust (MMT),

along which the island arc was obducted was thought to loop around the

NPHM to join the Indus suture zone (ISZ) in the east. In 1983,

Lawrence and Ghauri recognized the existence of an active reverse

fault along the northwestern margin of the NPHM, with the opposite

sense of motion to that proposed for the MMT. This study is based on

mapping of the previously unmapped northwestern part of the massif in

an attempt to characterize the Raikot fault, determine its slip direc-

tion and displacement, and evaluate its neotectonic activity. In

addition, the internal structure of the massif has been studied to

understand its tectonic origin.

The results of the study are presented as two manuscripts, one on

the lithostratigraphy, structure and tectonic evolution of the massif,

the second on the Quaternary geology and neotectonic activity on the

Raikot fault. More detailed data are presented in appendices.
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Geology and Structure of the Northwestern Nanga

Parbat-Haramosh Massif; crustal uplift associated with a

terminal tear fault on the Main Central Thrust?

Introduction

The Nanga Parbat-Haramosh massif (NPHM) in northern

Pakistan (Figure I-1) is a nortn-trending topographic and structural

high which forms part of the western Himalayan syntaxis. A part of the

Indian-Asian plate boundary, the syntaxis reflects the transition from

south directed convergence in the Himalaya to left lateral translation

along the Chaman transform zone. The NPHM is doubly important because

it is the locus of the change in trend of the India -Asia plate boun-

dary, and because it is the northernmost exposure of Indian continen-

tal crust, and thus reflects the original collision and suturing of

India and Asia.

The area of this study is located at the northwestern corner of

the NPHM (Figure 1-2) between the western end of the Himalaya at Nanga

Parbat and the Karakoram range to the nortn. Inaccessiblilty and

rugged terrain have limited the geologic data available from the area,

although the structure has been discussed repeatedly in the litera-

ture. This paper presents a tectonic interpretation of the origin of

the NPHM based on previous work and on new geologic data collected in

the northwestern part of the massif.
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Figure 1-2. Location Map. Study area indicated by box. Traverses

indicated by hatched lines in inset.
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Published geologic data for the area is sparse. The earliest work

is that of Wadia (1933), who mapped the southern end of the NPHM, and

recognized its association with the western Himalayan syntaxis. Misch

(1934, 1949) made a petrographic study of the Nanga Parbat area and

concluded that the NPHM was a zone of extensive metasomatic graniti -

zation and that its boundaries were steeply dipping isograds. Desio

(1964) included the area in his geologic map of the Karakoram, and

Gansser (1979) included some reconnaissance data from the area in a

discussion of the Himalayan suture. Zulfigar and others (1977) studied

the petrology of metamorphic rocks just west of the NPHM, and Pet-

tersen (1985) studied and dated intrusive rocks just west of the

massif. Zeitler (1982, 1985) calculated cooling and uplift rates for

the area on the basis of mineral fission track and 39Ar/40Ar ages from

samples collected in the massif, and Coward (unpublished manuscript)

has made a reconnaissance structural traverse across the massif.

With the advent of plate tectonic theory, the NPHM has been

recognized as an important element in the India-Asia collision zone

(Figure I-3). Wadia (1961), Gansser (1964) and Desio (1979) proposed

that the massif might have been a northward directed topographic

promontory of pre-collision India, or a major antiform associated with

the folding of the western Himalayan syntaxis. Tahirkheli et al (1979)

recognized the existence of an island arc terrane between India and

Asia in the western end of the collision zone, and they proposed that

the NPHM separated the western half (Kohistan island arc) from the

eastern (Ladakh island arc). In Pakistan, the Kohistan island arc was

obductea onto the Indian plate along the Main Mantle thrust (MMT),

probably during suturing of the Indian and Asian continents which
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occurred during the Paleocene and Eocene (Klootwijk, 1985). The MMT

is a broad fault zone which contains highly deformed remnants of rocks

characteristic of subduction zones. Tahirkheli further proposed that

the west-trending MMT along with a distinctive metamorphic stratigra-

phy in the Kohistan arc wraps around the NPHM to the north and con-

nects with the Indus Suture Zone in Ladakh (Figure 1-3). Gansser

(1979) proposed a loop of the MMT around the NPHM which is truncated

by the Main Karakoram thrust, a major fault zone between the Kohistan

island arc and the Asian continent. Most recently, Lawrence and Ghauri

(1983) recognized that the structure bounding the western edge of the

NPHM near Nanga Parbat, which had been previously identified as the

MMT, is an active fault (Raikot fault) lacking characteristic suture

and subduction zone rocks.

This report is based on geologic mapping carried out during two

two-month long field seasons in 1983 and 1984, and a petrographic

survey of approximately 100 samples. The mapping covers a strip 30 km

wide straddling the western boundary of the NPHM north of the mouth of

the Astor river.

Extremely rugged terrain and a lack of Indus river crossings

prevented direct observation of many features, but excellent exposure

allowed for accurate telescopic observation and air photo interpreta-

tion. The actual traverse lines are indicated in Figure 1-2, and the

nature of geologic data, direct, telescopic or interpreted from air

photo are indicated on the geologic map presented in Plate I-1.
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Lithostratigraphy

Two tectonostratigraphic terranes occur in the area, separated by

an active dextral reverse fault zone which is the continuation of the

Raikot fault of Lawrence and Ghauri (1983) (See Plate I-1). West of

the fault are medium-grade mafic metasediments and intrusives of the

Kohistan island arc (Kohistan Sequence), and east of the fault are

high-grade ortho- and paragneisses of the NPHM ( Nanga Parbat Group).

Nomenclature

Nanga Parbat Group

Wadia (1933) originally referred to rocks of the Nanga Parbat

Group as part of the Salkhala sequence. Misch (1949) used the term

Nanga Parbat gneisses but did not recognize stratigraphy, instead as-

cribing different lithologies to varying degrees of metasomatic grani-

tization in Salkhala sequence rocks. Zannetin (1964) mapped rocks on

the eastern margin of the NPHM which he correlated with Misch's Nanga

Parbat gneisses, but his units have recently been shown by P. Ver-

planck (personal communication) to lie outside the massif. Most other

workers have continued Misch's use of the name Nanga Parbat gneisses.

In this study, the various lithologies of Misch's Nanga Parbat gneis-

ses have been divided into three distinct units; the names of which

are proposed as formal metamorphic nomenclature. Possible correlations

with existing nomenclature are summarized in Table I-1.



Table I-1. Tentative Nomenclature of Units.
boldface.

This Study

Naix parbat Group

Haramosh Schist
Iskere Gneiss
Shengus Gneiss

Rohistan fence

Hanuchal Amphibolite

Shuta Gabbro

11

Preferred formal terms in

Previous Studies

Wadia 1933, Salkhala
Misch, 1949. Nanga Parbat gneiss
Coward, 1982. Late Precambrian and

Cambrian basement
Tahirkheli, 1983. Nanga Parbat gneisses

Wadia, 1933. Salkhala
Misch, 1935, 1949. Salkhala
Zulficlar, 1977. Thelichi metasediments
Desio, 1964. Askore schists
Coward, 1982. Kohistan Sequence
metasediments
Tahirkheli, 1983. Kandla amphibolite,
Bahrain pyroxene granulite.

Wadia, 1933. Epidiorites
Desio, 1964. Twar diorite
Misch, 1949. Eocene Metanorites
Coward, 1982. Kohistan diorite
intrusive suite
Tahirkheli, 1983. Ladakh intrusives

Kohistan Sequence

The rocks of the Kohistan Sequence were mapped originally by

Wadia (1933) as Precambrian Salkhala metamorphics with epidiorites and

basic intrusives. Desio (1964) correlated the Kohistan metamorphics

and intrusives with the Askore schist and Twar diorite from the east

side of the NPHM, a correlation later retuted by Zulfiqar (1977). The

rocks were first recognized as a distinct group by Tahirkheli (1979)

who named the entire arc complex the Kohistan Sequence. Several work-
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ers have contributed mapping and nomenclature, the most recent and

complete of which is by Tahirkheli, (1983). A summary of nomenclature

used in the literature and in this study is presented in Table I-1.

The names used in this study are proposed as formal local names, but

are not correlated to any other units within the Kohistan Sequence.

Description of Units

Nanga Parbat Group

The Nanga Parbat Group is divided into three distinct units,

which are tabular bodies separated by fairly sharp contacts conform-

able with foliation and lithologic layering. All the units have exper-

ienced amphibolite facies metamorphism accompanied by intense deforma-

tion which has transposed original structures and modified original

thicknesses, and the present relative positions of the units do not

necessarily reflect relative ages. From structurally lowest to highest

the units are Shengus Gneiss, Iskere Gneiss and Haramosh Schist.

The metamorphic rocks of the Nanga Parbat Group bear a descrip-

tive similarity to Proterozoic to Archean Indian crystalline basement

at Zanskar (Srikantia et al, 1978). A U/Pb date of 1.8 b.y. has been

obtained by Zartman (personal communication) on orthogneiss from the

Iskere Gneiss. This date correlates well with U/Pb dates of 1.9 and

1.87 b.y. obtained by Choudhary et al (1984) for granite and ortho-

gneiss intrusive into Aravalli Supergroup rocks in Rajasthan.

The Shengus Gneiss is a unit of fine-grained, finely laminated

amphibolite-grade pelitic and psammitic gneisses with subordinate

amphibolites and ca lc-silicate gneisses. Typical mineral assemblages

in the Shengus Gneiss are tabulated in Table 1-2. The present minimum
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thickness of the unit is 5 km. The protolith of the Shengus Gneiss was

probably shale, marl, arkosic sandstone and limestone.

The Iskere Gneiss is predominantly coarse-grained, coarsely la-

yered amphibolite-grade biotite gneiss, with subordinate biotite

schist, amphibolite and caic- silicate gneiss. Typical mineral assem-

blages of the Iskere Gneiss are given in Table 1-2. The present thick-

ness is at least 8 km, but no complete section exists. The protolith

of the Iskere Gneiss is interpreted as intermeaiate composition pluto-

nic rocks intruded into a sequence of arkosic and greywacke sandstones

with minor marl and limestone.

The Haramosn Schist is a unit of medium- to coarse-grained amphi-

bolite grade biotite schist and gneiss, with marble, calc-silicate

gneiss and subordinate amphibolite. The various lithologies occur in

layers which range from 1.0 cm to 1.0 m thick. Although the range of

lithologies and mineralogy is the same as that of the Iskere Gneiss

(Table 1-2) the two units can be distinguished by the relative lack of

coarse biotite ortnogneiss in the Haramosh Schist. The minimum mea-

sured thickness of the unit is 2.5 km, but at least 10 km of may be

exposed on the inaccessible north face of Haramosh. The protolith of

the Haramosh Schist is interpreted as a sequence of sediments similar

to the sedimentary component of the Iskere Gneiss.

Young intrusive rocks occur commonly as dikes in the Nanga Parbat

Group metamorphics. The dikes are dominantly coarse-grained biotite

muscovite granite pegmatites, locally mined for green tourmaline,

aquamarine, topaz and garnet. Medium- to fine- grained tourmaline

granite occurs as selvages to pegmatites and as independent dikes. The

intrusive rocks are undeformed except within the Raikot fault zone.
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Table 1-2. Characteristic Mineralogy of Metamorphic Rocks.

P = Psammitic, M = Mafic, Pe = Pelitic, C = Calcic. X =
major component, x = minor component, t = trace.

Mineral

Plagioclase
Albite
Labradorite

Haranosh Iskere Shengus
Schist Gneiss Gneiss
P M C C CP P M CPe PeC M
X X XXX XXxX

x X X

Hanuchal
Amphibolite
P M M C

X X x

X

K Feldspar X X t x X
Microcline x x

Quartz XxxxXXXxxXXxxXx
Biotite x x t t

Muscovite x

Almandine x x

Silliman-
ite
Kyanite
Tourmaline

Hornblende
Epidote
Clinozoi-
site

Calcite
Dolomite
Grossular
Diopside
Forsterite
Tremolite
Scapolite
Margarite
Idocrase
Wollasto-
nite

Zoisite
Sphene
Zircon
Apatite
Rutile
Pyrite
Opaques
Graphite

X x X

t

XXXXXX
x x t x x

x x

X X

X X

t t t

X x

X X

X
X

x

X

X

x

t
xxxxxttxttx

x x t

X X Xxxxt
x

t X

X

t

t
t

t t xttt xt
t t t X t c t t t t

t t t tttttttt t t

t t ttttttttttttt
t t t

t

t t tttt ttttttt
t t

Minor amounts of Chlorite, sericite and epidote occur as retrograde

minerais in most samples.
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Kohistan Sequence

The Kohistan Sequence rocks adjacent to the NPHM occur in three

distinct units. The Hanuchal Amphibolite is a unit of medium-grade

mafic metasediments intruded extensively by matic plutons and sills of

Shuta gabbro. Both of these units are intruded by at least two phases

of leucocratic dikes, the Kohistan granites.

Coward et al ( in press) presents 39At/40Ar hornblende dates for

part of the Kohistan batholith directly adjacent to the study area,

and some of his dates are almost certainly from plutons of the Shuta

Gabbro. The ages range from 25-35 my. for hornblende to 17-25 my.

for biotite, and are probably cooling ages. The Shuta Gabbro is proba-

bly Early to Middle Cenozoic. No direct dating has been done on the

Hanuchal Amphibolite, but it is clearly older than the Shuta Gabbro.

According to Coward et al (in press) the Hanuchal Amphibolite is less

deformed than and therefore younger than the Chilas Complex. The

Chi las Complex has been reported by Jan (1984) as 64 to 79 m.y. old

and by Coward et al (in press) as up to 100-150 m.y. old, and so the

Hanuchal Amphibolite is probably Late Mesozoic to Early Cenozoic in

age.

The Hanuchal Amphibolite comprises strongly foliated, inter-

layered, medium-grained ortho- and par a- amphibolite, biotite and

hornblende schist and gneiss, granitic orthogneiss, marble and calc

silicate gneiss. Typical mineral assemblages are given in Table 1-2,

but the dominant rock is hornblende epidote gneiss. The common occur-

rence of epidote and albite places the unit in the albite epidote

amphibolite facies. The unit is at least 2 km thick, but the true

thickness is obscured by fault and intrusive contacts and may have
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been modified by folding. The protolith of the Hanuchal Amphibolite is

interpreted as a sequence of volcaniclastic sediments with sane inter-

layered limestones and lavas.

The Shuta Gabbro is a group of sills and plutons of gabbro,

norite and diorite which are intrusive into the Hanuchal Amphibolite.

Intrusive contacts are locally parallel to foliation in the Hanuchal

Amphibolite, but crosscut foliation on a large scale. Inclusions of

Hanuchal Amphibolite are common in the Shuta gabbro, ranging from

centimeters across to 100s of meters on a side. The Shuta Gabbro is

locally weakly foliated, subparallel to the foliation in the Hanuchal

Amphibolite. Primary igneous layering is fairly commonly observed.

Typical modal mineral compositions for the Shuta Gabbro are tabulated

in Table 1-3. The Shuta Gabbro, because it is only weakly deformed is

interpreted as part of the post-collisional intrusive complex of the

Kohistan island arc, and is correlated with Cowards (1982) Kohistan

Diorite intrusive suite rather than the gabbros of the Chilas Complex

which Coward (1982) reports to be isoclinally folded.

Both the Shuta Gabbro and Hanuchal Amphibolite are extensively

intruded by at least tnree phases of leucocratic dikes, locally named

Kohistan granites. The dikes range up to 15 in in thickness and locally

make up as much as 20% of the volume of an exposure. The modal miner-

alogy of the Kohistan granites is given in Table 1-3. Two ages of

muscovite-biotite leucogranite dikes occur, the older exhibiting con-

siderable deformation, the younger undeformed. Both ages of granite

dikes are locally cut by biotite muscovite pegmatites, some of which

contain hornblende.
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Table 1-3. Modal mineralogy of intrusive rocks.

Shuta
Gabbro

Kohistan
Granites

Sample # 42 70 73 89 134 134B 134C

Mineral
Plagioclase 40 45 30 48 30 55 40
K Feldspar 6 9 20 19
Quartz 1 25 35

Clinopyroxene 25 25
Orthopyroxene 10

Hornblende 50 10 68 35
Epidote 5 tr 9 tr
Biotite

Muscovite
Apatite
Sphene
Calcite

2

tr
1

tr

10 tr 9 8

tr
tr

4

tr tr

tr

Zircon
Rutile

tr tr tr tr
tr

Opaques tr 3 tr
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Structure

Extreme relief and rugged topography prevent direct access to and

measurement of many structures in the area. However, the combination

of relief and exposure provides observable cross sections through

parts of each major structure, allowing the large-scale form to be

resolved by a combination of field measurement, telescopic observation

and air photo interpretation.

The most important structure in the area is the Raikot fault,

which is a major dextral reverse fault trending roughly north through

the area and dipping steeply to the east. In the Kohistan- sequence

rocks west of the Raikot fault, the dominant structures are large-scale

tight to isoclinal folds (Kohistan generation 1 folds = Kfl), with an

axial plane foliation which dips steeply to moderately northwest.

These folds are rerolded adjacent to the Raikot fault ( Kohistan

generation 2 folds = Kf2). In the Nanga Parbat group rocks east of the

fault, the dominant structures are two north trenaing antiforms (Nanga

Parbat generation 3 folds = Nf3). These antiforms refold an east

trending megakink on a north dipping homocline (Nanga Parbat genera-

tion 2 folds = Nf2) and early rootless isoclinal intrafolial folds

(Nanga Parbat generation 1 folds = Nfl). The general relations of the

large-scale structures are presented in Figure 1-4.

Raikot Fault

The Raikot Fault trends roughly north from the mouth of Ramghat

canyon to the head of Khaltar canyon (Plate I-1) where it bends to

the northwest. The fault varies in width from .5 to 3 km and its trace

is marked by hydrothermal alteration, a discontinuous band of mylonite

and numerous reverse faults, some of which are active.
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Figure 1-4. Structural Summary Diagram. Major structures are schematically
presented along with detailed structural data presented as lower hemisphere
Wulff net projections. A Dashed field includes all mylonitic lineations mea-sured in both the Sassi-Khalola and Bunii mylonite ger:I:ions. The contoured fieidincludes all slickensides from the Raikot fault. B. Solid lines enclose thefields of all Nf3 axes from the domains indicated by the arrows. C. Solid lines
enclose fields of all Nfl axes from domains indicated by the arrows. D. Solid
lines enclose the field of Nf2 axes from the domains indicated by the arrows. E.
The solid lines enclose fields of Kfl axes, and poles to Kfl axial planes from

tOthe area indicated by the arrow.
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Ductile Features

The mylonite zone was studied at two accessible sections, one

along the Indus River between Sassi village and Khalola canyon, and

the second in Bunji canyon. At both locations tne zone separates

Kohistan and Nanga Parbat rocks, but the Sassi-Khalola section is west

of the major brittle fault and the Bunji section is east of the

brittle fault.

In the Sassi-Khalola section, mylonitic foliation and foliation

in directly adjacent Kohistan and Nanga Parbat rocks are parallel and

oriented 00 °, 70 -90° E. The core of the mylonite zone is at least

300m thick, but partially mylonitized rock occurs on either side of

the core in a band 1-1.5 km wide. The borders of the mylonite zone are

not sharp and within the border zone more susceptible lithologies may

be strongly mylonitized while surrounding competent rocks are little

deformed. Complex and locally chaotic mesoscale folding occurs locally

within and adjacent to the mylonite zone. Despite locally extreme

mylonitization, protoliths are generally identifiable and a fairly

sharp transition from Nanga Parbat group protoliths to Kohistan se-

quence protoliths is recognizable. No exotic rocks are found within

the mylonite zone.

The mylonite zone is well exposed on the divide between Dassu and

Khaltar canyons, (Figure 1-5) where Nanga Parbat group rocks clearly

override the Kohistan sequence rocks.

The Bunji canyon section is a zone at least 200m thick which is

truncated on the west by a major fault. Foliation in the rocks adja-

cent to the zone, mylonitic foliation within the zone, and the major

fault are all parallel and oriented 030°, 90°. As at the Sassi-Shatot
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section, a transition occurs within the zone from Kohistan sequence to

Nanga Parbat group protoliths, and no exotic lithologies occur.

A strong mylonitic lineation is commonly developed in both sec-

tions, with an average orientation of 3350 550 (Figure 1-4, A).

Sense of shear in the mylonites was determined in oriented sections

cut parallel to the lineation. Consistently reverse dextral shear was

indicated by a variety of features (Simpson and Schmidt, 1983) such

as microfaults in garnets, offset micas, sic surfaces, inclined neo-

crystallized quartz and asymmetric debris trains on porphyroclasts.

Brittle Features

Brittle deformation is common throughout the Raikot fault zone,

as north-trending, steeply east-dipping reverse faults and as folia-

tion -plane faults where toliation is suitably oriented. Most of the

faults occur east of the mylonite zone, but a major strand occurs west

of the fault at Bunji canyon, and locally the fault strands truncate

the mylonite zone.

Minor reverse faults are commonly oriented 330-0300, 50-900 east

and occur sparsely up to 1.5 km away from the mylonite zone, increa-

sing in density towards the zone, where they may occur 0.5 to 1.0 m

apart. Slickensides on steeply- dipping north-striking foliation planes

are common as a result of slip along numerous foliation-plane faults

and minor ramp faults are commonly observed connecting foliation plane

faults. Considerable slip probably occurs along these taults without

producing significant evidence of offset. Slickensides associated with

foliation plane faults and minor reverse faults generally plunge 360°-

010°, 40-60° (Figure 1-4, A), which combined with evidence of east

side up diplacement indicates reverse dextral slip.
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Figure 1-5. Sassi-Khalola Mylonite Zone. View to the north of the

divide between Dassu and Khaltar canyons. Haramosn Schist (Nanga

Parbat Group) on the east overrides Shuta Gabbro (Kohistan Sequence)

to the west along the Sassi-Khalola mylonite zone of the Raikot fault.

Relief in the photograph is approximately 1500m.
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The dominant fault strand can be traced continuously on the

ground and on air photos from Bunji canyon to the head of Khaltar

canyon (Plate I-1) . At Bunji canyon, the fault occurs west of the

mylonite zone as a nortneast-trending vertical gouge zone at least 35

m thick, and north of Bunji canyon, the trace is marked by Quaternary

offsets and intense hydrothermal alteration zones. Just south of

Ishkapal canyon, the fault intersects the mylonite zone (Figure 1-6),

and in Ishkapal canyon the rault is spectacularly exposed in a cliff

1000 m high (Figure 1-7).

Near Sassi, a sliver of Kohistan group rocks approximately .5 km

wide and 2.5 km long is incorporated along the fault (Figure 1-8, A-

A'), and late Pleistocene glacial deposits overlying the sliver are

significantly tilted and offset by Quaternary faulting (Madin, 1986).

At Sassi, in Dassu canyon and in the headwaters of Khaltar canyon, the

trace of the fault is marked by discontinuous scarps in late Pleisto-

cene glacial deposits.

Fault displacement

The total displacement of the Raikot fault cannot be determined

without correlative units on either side, but a minimum of 15 km of

horizontal slip is indicated by the Quaternary offset of the course of

the Indus across the fault (Madin, 1986). The sense of slip is dextral

reverse, based on mylonitic lineations and shear sense indicators,

slickensides, Quaternary offsets and the shape of Kf2 folds.

The onset or motion along the fault postdates the young granitic

dikes on both sides of the fault, but neither group is reliably dated.

Currently the best constraint is Zeitier's (1985) data, which suggests

that uplift began 7 m.y. ago, and accelerated exponentially.
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Figure 1-6. Cross Section of Raikot Fault. Cross section of Raikot
fault exposed on the east bank of the Indus between Khalola Canyon and
Ishkapal Canyon. Kohistan Sequence rocks shown with stipple, Nanga
Parbat Group rocks without pattern. Mylonite shown with fine wavy line
pattern, faults with heavy line and foliation with fine lines.
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Figure 1-7. Major Strait of the Raikot Fault. View to the north of the

north wall of Ishkapal Canyon showing major strand of Raikot fault.
Relief in the photograph is approximately 1000m.
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Figure 1-8. Geologic Cross Sections. Geologic cross sections drawn with no
vertical exaggeration. Location of section lines indicated on map in Plate I-1.

Shuta Gabbro

Hanuchal
Amphibolite

Ha ramosh
Schist

Iskere Gneiss

Shengus Gneiss
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Ka star Structures

Structure in the Kohistan sequence adjacent to the NM is de-

fined by foliation in the metasediments and weakly developed subpar-

allel foliation and igneous layering in the intrusive rocks. Intrusive

contacts tend to be parallel to foliation in outcrop, but crosscut

foliation at map scale. Two main ages of deformation are recognized in

the Kohistan rocks. The first, Kfl is responsible for the regional

northwest strike and north dip with associated mesoscale isoclinal

folds, fold boudins and penetrative Si foliation. Kf2 folds are large

scale asymmetric folds and mesoscale open folds which occur adjacent

to the Raikot fault, and are clearly related to motion along the

fault.

Kfl structures

Large scale folds of the Kfl generation were not recognized in

the area, but upright isoclinal macrofolds with northwest trending

axes occur in similar rocks on the west bank of the Indus opposite

Bunji (Misch, 1935, Desio 1964, Coward 1982a) and probably continue

onto the east bank at Bunji.

Mesoscale Kfl folds are commonly tight to isoclinal or intraro-

liaL A strong axial mineral lineation is commonly observed, and axial

planes are commonly sUbparailel to local S1 foliation. Fold axes and

lineations trend approximately 3150, 400, (Figure 1-4 E) and axial

planes are rather scattered, possibly because most measurements were

taken near the Raikot fault and reflect refolding associated with the

fault. The S1 foliation is probably an axial planar fabric developed

in association with the Kfl folds, as the minerals defining the folia-
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tion are unstrained away from the Raikot fault.

Kfl deformation probably predated the intrusion of the essential-

ly unstrained Shuta Gabbro which weakly constrains the deformation to

the early to middle Cenozoic. These folds have been related by Coward

(1982a) to the Jaglot syncline, a proposed crustal scale upright

syncline with horizontal east-west trending axes. However, the Jaglot

syncline has not been confirmed in the field and the northwest orien-

tation of Kfl folds (Desio 1964) is not consistent with the structure

proposed by Coward. The general orientation and intensity of Kfl

folding suggests that it developed in associated with the obduction of

the Kohistan island arc onto India along the MMT.

Kf2 Structures

Large scale steeply plunging Kf2 folds occur adjacent to tne

Raikot fault. In the Indus gorge between Shuta and Sassi (Plate I-1,

Figure 1-4), the foliation is folded from approximately 3100 450 N

distant from the Raikot fault, to 0100 600 W adjacent to the fault,

but the shape and continuity of the fold is obscured by intrusions. In

the south at Bunji canyon the foliation is folded progressively from

090° 75° N 2.5 km west or the fault to 030° 85° E at the fault. The

shape of both folds implies dextral slip along the Raikot fault.

Mesoscale open Kf2 folds are common near tne Raikot fault, with

axes which plunge moderately to the southeast and which lie roughly in

the plane of the Raikot fault. A weak to moderate crenulation is also

associated with Kf2 folds, and is oriented approximately 0300 500 N.

The crenulation is not parallel to the rault, but is roughly axial

planar to the large scale Kf2 folds.
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Nanga Parbat Group Structures

As indicated in Figure 1-4 the dominant structures in the Nanga

Parbat Group are two upright north-trending Nf3 folds, the Iskere and

Bulache antifvrms. The two folds are separated by or possibly offset

along the northeast-trending Baroluma fault (Plate I-1, Figure 1-4).

The Nf3 antifurms rercad a relatively simple Nf2 fold, and both Nf2

and Nf3 refold Nfl folds and their associated axial planar foliation.

Nfl Structures

The earliest and most fundamental structure is a sequence of

three distinct metamorphic units layered parallel to a dominant S1

fabric which is defined by lithologic layering and segregation band-

ing, and by a penetrative mineral fabric. The formation of the litho-

logic banding and foliation reflects the earliest and strongest pene-

trative deformation which folded and transposed some earlier struc-

ture, leaving only highly attenuated isoclinal folds and fold boudins

of the Nfl generation.

Nfl folds occur at all scales (Figure I-9) with axial planes

consistently parallel to foliation, and axes variously oriented due to

retolding by Nf2 and Nf3 folds. Evidence of this generation of fold

occurs only where hinges are preserved. The majority of the rock

consists of transposed fold limbs, causing a marked lack of lateral

continuity of lithologic layering in most Nanga Parbat Group rocks.

Locally, a strong mineral lineation is associated with the axes of Nfl

folds. In view of the Proterozoic age of the Nanga Parbat Group rocks,

the Nfl folds almost certainly reflect Proterozoic or early Paleozoic

tectonics, and are not related to Himalayan tectonics.
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Figure 1-9. Nfl Folds. A. Photomicrograph of Nfl isoclinal fold in pararamphibo-
lite layer from Iskere gneiss. Photo is approximately 4 an by 2 cm, and the Nfl
fold is refolded by either Nf2 or Nf3 folds. B. Photograph of rootless isoclinal
intrazolial fold hinge in marble layer surrounaed by Haramosn biotite schist. C.
Sketch of megascale isoclinal intrafolial Nfl fold in the north wall of Ramghat
canyon. Fold is truncated by Raikot fault and retol6ed by Iskere Antiform.
Sketch contains approximately 2500 m of relief. (Setch courtesy of Dr. R.D.
Lawrence, see also,,,Misch, 1949).
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Nf2 Structures

The second generation of folds occurs along the Indus gorge at

Shengus, as an abrupt antiform-synform pair with roughly horizontal

east-west axes. The simplest unfolding of the later Nf3 structures

resolves the Nf2 structure into a north-dipping homocline which may

have extended as far as 40 km north of Bunji canyon. The homocline is

folded by the antiform- synform pair, with the form of a large scale

kink (Figure I -8, A-A'). The hinges of the kink are 4 km apart, and

the amplitude is approximately 2 km. The axes of the kink are recogni-

zable near Shengus in the broad hinge of the Iskere Antiform but are

indistinguisable on the steep limbs of the Iskere antiform. Where

recognizable, Nf2 axes are:clearly folded by Nf3 folds (Figure 1-4 D)

and hence Nf3 postdates Nf2. Locally a weak crenulation or mineral

lineation is associated with the Nf2 axes.

The north - dipping Nf2 homocline and east-west trending kink may

have been formed during the obduction of the Kohistan arc onto tne

margin of the Indian plate. The northward dip of the homocline is

consistent with downwarping of the Indian plate beneath the island

arc, and the sense of vergence and orientation of the kink are consis-

tent with southward transport of the arc along the MT. If correct,

this correlation constrains the age of Nf2 structures to sometime

during the suturing of India and Asia, in the early Cenozoic (Kloot-

wijk, 1985).

Nf3 Structures

The major Nf3 folds are both upright, tight, asymmetric anti-

forms, with thin steeply dipping western limbs and thick, more gently
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dipping eastern limbs (Figure 1-8, C-C'and Figure I-10, AqB).

The axis of the Bulache antitorm trends 0300 and plunges 50 °N

north of the Indus, and was not studied south of the Indus. The

eastern limb of the antiform is approximately 10 km thick, and is

truncated to the east by the Stak fault zone (Verplanck, personal

communication).

The axis of the Iskere antitorm trends generally 350° and plunges

50° except where it intersects the Nf2 kink (Figure I-4). At the

intersection a large scale "egg carton" interference pattern occurs,

exposing structural domes of Shengus Gneiss, structurally the lowest

unit (Figure 1-8, 0.-C). The hinge of the Iskere antitorm is generally

sharp except at the intersection with the kink, where it is gentle

with numerous large open parasitic folds. The difference in style is

probably due to the resistance of the kink to refolding. At Shengus,

the Iskere antiform is truncated just east of the hinge by the Barolu -

ma fault, but to the north at Haramosh the eastern limb dips consis-

ten4y 50 degrees east, and is at least 10 km thick.

Mesoscale parasitic Nf3 folds are common on both antiforms, with

axes generally parallel to the local megafold axis (Figure 1-4, .11)

except on the western limb of the Iskere antiform near the Raikot

fault where all minor fold axes are dragged into the mylonitic linea-

tion direction. A weak to moderately strong axial crenulation occurs

throughout the fold, and the lineation formed by the intersection of

foliation and crenulation parallels the local orientation of Nf3 axes.
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Figure 1-10. Nf3 Folds. A. Sketch looking north of the north wall of
Iskere canyon, showing a cross section across tne ninge of the north
plunging Iskere Antiform. Foliation planes indicated by dashed lines.
Sketch includes 3500 m of reiief. B. Photograph looking to tne east. The

hinge of the Bulache antiform is visible east of the Baroluma fault
which is in the drainage in the toregrounc.
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The two Nf3 folds are separated by the Baroluma fault (Figure I-

3, cross section C-C' and figure 1-4), which is vertical and trends

030-050. Exposure of the Baroluma fault is poor, but tight folding and

some incipient mylonitization are seen in rocks immediately adjacent

to the fault. No structural data are available to determine the sense

or amount ot motion. The Iskere arm Bulache antitorms may have origi-

nally been a single fold which has simply been offset and repeated by

20 to 25 km ot left lateral slip along the Baroluma fault.

The north-south trending Nf3 folds are perpendicular to the main

Himalayan trend of south or southwestern convergence along west!- to

northwest-trending structures. The Nf3 folds are clearly related to

the Raikot fault, which has been active since the Miocene and so the

age of Nf3 folding must be mid to late Cenozoic;
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Petrofabrics and Metamorphism

Raikot Fault

Dynamic metamorphism occurs in rocks of both the Kohistan

Sequence and Nanga Parbat Group in association with the Raikot fault.

Deformation begins 1.0 to 1.5 km away from the fault zone with inci-

pient bending of mica and hornblende, subgrain formation in quartz and

feldspar and the development of a protomylonitc foliation defined by

grain size reduction in parallel shear bands. Deformation progresses

through protomylonites with hornblende, garnet and plagioclase porphy-

roclasts in a fine polygonized/neocrystallized matrix of quartz, mica

and feldspar and culminates as strongly foliated mylonites and ultra-

mylonites. The degree of mylonitization is a function both of position

relative to the rault and mineralogy, so that strongly mylonitized

incompetent rocks may be interlayered with weakly deformed competent

rocks. The most incompetent mineral is quartz, followed by kyanite,

calcite, mica, plagioclase, epidote, hornblende and garnet, in order

of increasing competence.

Rohistan sequence

Hanucnal amphibolite

The dominant fabric in the Hanuchal amphibolite is a strong

(Si) foliation defined primarily by segregation bands and preferred

orientation of mica, hornblende, and epidote. Quartz and feldspar

fabrics tend towards equigranular-polygonal, with generally straight

to gently curved grain boundaries, and all phases are generally un-

strained. The metamorphic minerals and the foliation appear to have

crystallized during a single prograde metamorphism, which occurred
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during and after Kfl folding. The lack of contact aureoles in Hanuchal

Amphibolite surrounding the Shuta Gabbro implies that the main meta-

morphism occurred before the intrusion.

Minor retrograde metamorphism has caused replacement of garnet

and hornblende by quartz, feldspar and epidote, and minor sericitic

alteration of plagioclase and chloritization of biotite. Hydrotnermai

alteration in some rocks results in widespread growth of chlorite and

epidote on hornblende, alteration of plagioclase, and in same cases,

growth of biotite and tourmaline.

All the Hanucnal Amphibolite studied contained chlorite only as a

retrograde phase. Zulficiar (1977), however reports chlorite schists

and phyllites from the Thelichi area opposite Bunji. This suggests a

moderate regional metamorphic gradient, with grade increasing towards

the east, possibly retlecting uplift of the easternmost Kohistan rocks

by drag along the Raikot fault.

Shuta Gabbro

Metamorphism in the gabbros is essentially limited to weak retro--

grade metamorphism or alteration of primary ferromagnesian minerals to

biotite, epidote and chlorite. Deformation of the gabbros has produced

a weak foliation defined by flattening of all phases, with weak strain

evident in most quartz and some plagioclase. The deformation of the

gabbros may be autodeformation associated with intrusion, or may be

due to the latest phases of Kfl folding. Primary igneous fabric is

locally observed, defined by strong alignment of coarse elongate

plagioclase grains. In many gabbros, equigranular pyroxene with horn-

blende or biotite rims and equdnt subhedral plagioclase are surrounded

by interstitial or poikilitic K feldspar. The abundance of late K
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feldspar and hornblende in orthopyroxene bearing rocks suggests late

hydrous contamination, possibly from the Hanuchal amphibolite country

rock.

Nanga Parbat Group

Nanga Parbat Group rocks reveal a more complex metamorphic and

deformational history. The dominant fabric is a strong foliation (Si)

which is strongly defined by segregation bands and elongate clots of

minerals, but only moderately defined by preferred orientation of

micas. S1 is commonly bent around porphyroblasts, and commonly corn

tains isoclinal intrafolial fold hinges. In both instances the mine-

rals defining the deformed foliation have been coarsely recrystallized

in weakly aligned unstrained aggregates. The dominant fabric in

quartzofeldspatnic layers and calc-silicate gneisses is strongly equi-

granular-polygonal. All of these features suggest that the deformation

which produced S1 was followed by a static metamorphism, and that no

significant penetrative ductile deformation occurred after the final

metamorphism.

The Shengus gneiss presents an unique overall texture which is

polygonal-equigranular but unusually fine grained. The texture, which

developed at sillimanite grade, may have been due to rapid neomineral-

ization due to rapid heating, or neomineralization following extensive

tectonic grain size reauction. In either case, the final static meta-

morphism was fairly short, in order to prevent the growth of coarse-

grained crystals.

Although the petrographic data alone are not sufficient to deter-

mine maximum P/T conditions of metamorphism, they are consistent with
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conditions close to anatexis. Muscovite was commonly observed being

replaced by sillimanite and K feldspar in the presence of quartz in

pelitic gneisses. This suggests the reaction: muscovite + quartz =

aluminosilicate+ K feldspar which implies a minimum temperature of

600 to 725° C, depending on the choice of triple point for the alumi-

nosilicates (Winkler, 1976).

Field evidence of anatexis includes migmatitic granite gneisses

in Iskere gneiss and thin conformable pegmatitic layers in Shengus

gneiss. Petrographic evidence is observed in the form of fine selvages

of quartz or feldspar occurring along grain boundaries in polygonal -

equigranular quartz feldspar aggregates. The films may be remnants of

an interstitial melt.

The petrographic evidence for the path of metamorphism is ambi-

guous. In pelitic gneisses, kyanite commonly occurs as prismatic

crystals strongly aligned with S1 but sillimanite occurs as randomly

oriented needles or fibrolite masses and is clearly later. However,

the growth of sillimanite instead of kyanite could result either from

isobaric heating or isothermal decompression. Determination of P/T

paths by mineral chemistry is currently underway (Chamberlain, P.,

work in progress).

Minor retrograde alteration of plagioclase to sericite and bio-

tite to chlorite are common.

Two tectonic scenarios may account for the observed metamorphism.

In the first scenario a kyanite grade metamorphic terrain of Protero-

zoic or Paleozoic age was overidden by the Kohistan island arc, ini-

tiating a dynamotnermal metamorphism. As overthrusting ceased, the

rapidly buried terrain experienced a static sillimanite grade culmina-
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tion before the onset of Himalayan age uplift. In the second and

preterred scenario, the dynamothemai metamorphism associated with the

abduction of the Kohistan island arc was followed by rapid uplift, and

rapid decompression of very hot metamorphic rocks resulting in a

static recrystallization and down pressure retrograde metamorphism.

The Nanga Parbat Group certainly experienced extensive Precam-

brian metamorphism, and only the very latest metamorphic events are

relatea to Himalayan tectonics. Regardless of path, the final static

high grade metamorphism probably occurred after all three folding

events. The age of the Himalayan metamorphism is crudely constrained

between the early Cenozoic estimates for the age of suturing of India

to Asia, and a biotite

(1985).

39Ar/40Ax date of 4.04 m.y. reported by Zeitler
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Conclusions

The most fundamental conclusion of this study is that tne

MMT does not, as previously supposed, wrap around the NPHM to

connect with the ISZ in Ladakh. Instead, the Raikot fault has

completely removed the MMT along the western border of the NPHM

and reversed the original sense of motion of the MMT by thrusting

Indian continental basement over the Kohistan island arc. The

uplift associated with the Raikot fault has removed the overlying

MMT and Kohistan arc rocks completely. the Raikot fault may

extend to the nortn in the Hunza valley where it may be responsi-

ble for high uplift rates recorded by Zeitler (1985) To the

south, the fault probably passes west of Nanga Parbat into tne

unmapped region north of Kashmir.

The information collected in this study on the nature and activi-

ty of the Raikot fault and the structure of the NPHM leads to a model

for the uplift of the massif. The important teatures are tne amount,

timing, mechanism and localization of uplift. This uplift model also

suggests a a plate scale model for the origin of the NPHM.

Uplift of the NPHM

Estimation of the amount of uplift of the NPMH can be accompli-

shed by three indirect methods. The first is to integrate the uplift

rate/age curve published by Zeitler (1985) which yields a total of

approximately 16 km of uplift in the last 6-8 million years. The

second approach combines the 15 km lateral offset of the Indus river

across the Raikot fault (Madin 1986) with the slip vector of approxi-
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mately 450 plunge to the north measured along the fault. This data

implies approximately 15 km or uplift since the initiation of the

Raikot fault.

The final approach is to reconstruct the original stratigraphy of

tne area and determine how much material has been eroded away. Before

the onset or uplift, the basement gneisses of the NPHM were probably

overlain by Phanerozoic sediments and the Kohistan island arc (Figure

11). The Phanerozoic sediments have not beeen studied at the NPHM, but

are known from two nearby sections. In Zanskax, Srikantia (1978)

finds over 10 km or Precambrian to Eocene sediments lying on top or

the crystalline basement. In Kashmir, Gdnsser (1964) reports over 12

km of "rethyan" sedimentary rocks. It is reasonable to assume that tne

Nanga Parbat Group rocks in the NPHM were overlain by at least 11 km

of sedimentary cover before collision and the abduction or the Kohi-

stan island arc. During the abduction of the Kohistan island arc, this

sedimentary cover would have been strongly deformed, into nappes and

thrust sweets as suggested by Coward (1982a) and documented by Rosen-

berg (1985) in the sediments just beneath the MMT at Karakar Pass. In

the NPHM, the structures associated with the abduction of the Kohistan

island arc are limiteu to the large but simple Nf2 kink fold, which

implies that the Nanga Parbat Group rocks were insulated from more

intense deformation by the sedimentary cover. Malinconico (1986) has

recently modeled the Kohistan island arc using gravity data, and

suggests tnat it is approximately 8 km thick. Finally there is 6 km or

relief between the highest exposure of Nanga Parbat group rocks and

the lowest exposure or Kohistan Sequence rocks. The total uplift

implied by this stratigraphy is approximately 25 km.
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Figure 1-10. Evolution of the NPHM. In the Eocene, Indian crystalline basement
and sedimentary cover are overridden by the Kohistan Island arc. East-west
compression begins in the latest Miocene, and causes folding at depth, formation
of a ductile shear zone above the told in intermediate depths, and faulting at
the surface above the ductile shear zone. At present, 15-25 km of uplift have
completely removed the Kohistan island arc rocks, the MMT and the sedimentary
coveL, have juxtaposed folds, mylonite zones and faults at the surface.
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Zeitler's (1985) data suggests that much of this uplift has proba-

bly taken place in the last 6 -S million years and continues today at 5

ron/yr. This is supported by Madin (1986) who finds abundant evidence

of Quaternary movement along the Raikot fault, with maximum Holocene

uplift rates of 4.0 imp/yr.

This extreme uplift appears to have resulted from east-west

compression, and has been accommodated by a combination of anticlinal

folding at great depth, concentrated ductile shear at intermediate

depth and faulting in near surface rocks (Figure I-11). The uplift has

juxtaposed all three types of structures at the surface, and all three

types of deformation probably continue beneath the NPHM today.

One of the most striking things about the extreme uplift of the

NPHM is the strong localization of deformation. Over 25 km of uplift

has been acoomodated across a zone which averages 20-40 km wide and is

locally as narrow as 10 km. Zeitlers (1985) uplift data shows that the

uplift rates drops off sharply adjacent to the NPHM, and no signifi-

cant late Cenozoic faulting or folding is known in the adjacent Kohi-

stan or Ladakh island arcs. Such a concentration of deformation sug-

gests the presence of a major pre-existing structure in the Indian

continental crust. Finally, Kaila (1981) reports a 12 km upwarp of the

Moho beneath the NPHM, which suggests that the structure which loca7-

lizes the deformation involves the entire crust.

Regional Tectonics

The most persistent model for the origin of the NPHM has been

that originally proposed by Wadia (1964) in which a northward promon-

tory of the Indian plate makes first contact with Asia and is preser-
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ved as a basement high. Zeitler (1985) amplified this model with the

suggestion that the rapid uplift of the massif is the result of a

feedback mechanism involving decompressive conversion of eclogite to

granulites and amphibolites. It is unlikely that such a promontory

would have persisted, as it would have experienced even more converg-

ence and crustal shortening than the rest of the Indian plate, and its

structure should be dominated by north-south shortening. In addition,

such an origin would require the NPHM to be older than the Mr which

it clearly is not.

The rigid indenter model of Molnar and Tapponnier (1975) also

involves bending of the collision zone around the point of first

contact. This model does not adequately explain the origin of the UPHM

because it requires that uplift begin in the early Cenozoic.

The most plausible model for the tectonic origin of the NPHM

combines Klootwijk's (1985) model of rotational underthrusting of and

the proposal of Yeats and Lawrence (1983) and Coward (in preparation)

that the Raikot fault is the terminal tear fault of the MCT. On the

basis of paleomagnetic evidence, Klootwijk proposes that a significant

amount of Indian continental crust has underthrust the Himalaya along

the MCT, with a greater amount of underthrusting at the eastern end of

the range. This requires the crustal slab above the MCT to rotate

clockwise with respect to the slab below the NOT. The rotation and

underthrusting result in south to southwest slip along the MM. As

shown in Figure 1-12, this southwest thrusting must translate into

southwest directed strike slip where the FICT encounters the western

edge of the slab, and should cause east-west compression against the

Asian plate material to the west.
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Figure I-12. Faational Underthrusting Model. A. Greater India sutures
to Asia along ISZ in early Cenozoic. Continued convergence initiates
underthrusting along MCT (dashed). In the Late Cenozoic greater under-
thrusting in the east results in rotation, which translates into west-
southwest slip at the western end of the MCT (NPHM). MCT = Main
Central thrust, ISZ = Indus Suture Zone, NPHM = Menge Parbat-Haramosh
massif. After Klootwijk, 1985.
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Several lines of evidence are consistent with the suggestion that

the western margin of the overthrust slab occurs at the NPHM, and that

the Raikot fault is in fact a strike slip tear fault terminating the

rim No connection has been demonstrated between the MCT and the

Raikot fault, but recent mapping by Thakur (1981) suggests that the

MCT passes north of the Kashmir Basin (Figure 1-3) into unmapped

terrain instead of south to intersect the MBT as depicted by Gansser

(1964). No Indian crustal rocks are recorded northwest of the NPHM,

although such rocks may extend well beneath Kohistan. The involvement

of the entire lithosphere in the uplift of the NPHM suggests that the

structural discontinuity which localizes the uplift may in fact be the

northwestern margin of overthrust slab. If this is so, then motion

along the MCT must translate to strike slip at the NPHM along the

Raikot fault.

The proposed connection of the MCT and Raikot fault are depicted

in a revised regional geologic map (Figure 1-13). South of Nanga

Parbat, the Raikot fault swings east to connect with the MCT in north-

ern Kashmir. Beneath the NPHM, the Raikot fault flattens to join the

MCT. the Raikot fault truncates the MIErbeneath Kohistan, and brings

crystalline basement west over Kohistan.

In summary, it is proposed that the Raikot fault is the terminal

tear fault of the mca! and the NPHM is the northwestern margin of the

overthrust Indian plate. The rapid and localized uplift of the NPHM is

the result of oblique compression across the plate margin as a result

of large scale underthrusting and rotation along the MCT. The present

high rate of uplift and activity along the Raikot fault suggests that

similar activity may occur along other parts of the MCT.
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Neotectonics of the Northwestern
Nanga Parbat-Haramosh Massif

Introduction

The Nanga Parbat-Haramosh massif (NPHM) is a unique structure in

the Himalayan collision zone both because it is the northernmost

exposure of continental India, and because it occurs in the western

Himalyan syntaxis where southwestward convergence along the great

Himalayan thrust systems is translated into left-lateral motion along

the Chaman transform. The recent tectonic history of the NPHM is

therefore of great interest in understanding the geodynamics of the

collision. Zeitler (1985) made the first attempt to date and quantify

the uplift of the massif with cooling dates derived largely from

fission-track dating. Lawrence and Ghauri (1983) identified the Raikot

fault, which is active and bounds the western margin of the NPHM, and

suggested that the uplift might be localized along the fault. Evidence

of Quaternary faulting along the Raikot fault would confirm its impor-

tance in the uplift of the NPHM, and refine estimates of uplift rates.

Although high uplift and erosion rates have removed most Quater-

nary deposits from the NPHM, enough remain to be correlated with

Quaternary deposits located on the downthrown side of the Raikot

fault. Shroder (in review) has recently documented the presence of an

unusually complete Pleistocene section in the middle Indus and Gilgit

valleys, and has obtained some absolute (thermoluminessence) ages for

some stages. This study focuses on the identification of Quaternary

tectonic features along the Raikot fault, and includes a local glacial

stratigraphy which correlates well with that of Shrooer, allowing
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estimates of Quaternary uplift rates for the NPHM.

The NPHM is located in northern Pakistan (Figure II-1) at the

junction of the Great Himalaya, Karakorum and Hindu Kush ranges and

extends from the western end of the high Himalaya at Nanga Parbat to

the southern edge of the Karakoram at Rakaposhi. East of the NPHM,

the Indus river leaves the broad valley of Skardu at the western edge

of the Haramosh range and cuts a tremendous gorge between Nanga Parbat

(8132 m) and Haramosh (7400 m) to reach the broad middle Indus valley

below the confluence with the Gilgit river. Topographically the NPHM

stands 3 to 4 km above the surrounding countryside.

The NPHM was mapped originally by Wadia (1933) as a northward

projection of Precambrian rocks of the Indian continent, and by Misch

(1949) as a zone of Himalayan -age metasomatic granitization. The

western boundary of the NPHM was interpreted (Tahirkheli, 1979, 1982;

Gansser, 1980, Coward, 1982) as the northeastward continuation of the

Main Mantle thrust, along which the Kohistan island arc was obducted

onto the Indian plate in the early Cenozoic. However, Lawrence and

Ghauri (1983) and Marlin (1986) have shown the boundary to be an active

fault, named the Raikot fault.

The earliest observations of Quaternary fe.4.,..ures in the area were

made by Misch (1939) and Wadia (1933) and consist largely of mapping

of undifferentiated Quaternary cover, in the Nanga Parbat region and

up the Indus as far as the Gilgit river. Wiche (1959) studied some

glacial deposits in several of the tributary valleys in the study

area, and Derbyshire and others (1983) completed an extensive study of

the Quaternary history of the Hunza valley northwest of the

haramosh range.
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The most complete work in the area is that of Shroder (in review)

who has done considerable mapping of the of the Hunza, Gilgit and

middle Indus valley and has made a reconaissance traverse across the

NPHM to Skardu. Shroder's work includes several new thermoluminessence

dates on glacial deposits and a summary of glacial deposits and chron-

ologies in the Karakoram, but does not extend upstream of the Gilgit

river in detail.

The current climate of the area is that of a mountain desert.

High ranges of the Himalaya to the south intercept monsoon borne

moisture, and annual precipitation is minimal and falls largely as

snow. Minor streams are either feu year round directly from icemelt,

or are dry gullies which run only during severe storms. Natural vege-

tation in the Indus gorge is very sparse below 3,000 m, above which

scrub, meadows and forest extend to 5,000 E4 Extreme relief and uplift

rates severely limit the preservation of Quaternary deposits, and more

than 75% of the study area is exposed bedrock. Temperature at the

bottom of the gorge ranges from approximately 0° C to 50°C.

This paper presents the results of 4 months of field work carried

out in the fall of 1983 and 1984, covering a 30 km wide swath along

the western margin of the NPHM range as indicated on the traverse map

in Figure II-1. Quaternary geology and active fault traces mapped on a

1:50,000 topographic base maps are presented in Plate II-1. Supplemen-

tal observations were made telescopically and with stereo air photos.

A local Quaternary stratigraphy was developed based on relative posi-

tion of deposits and degree of preservation of original landforms. The

study includes one thermoiuminescence date collected by Dr. J. Shroder

and processed by Alpha Analytical Labs.
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Bedrock Geology

The Raikot fault, which bounds the western NPHM, is a zone up to

3 km wide of mylonite, cataclastite, and minor faults which separates

Kohistan-sequence matic metasediments and intrusives from Nanga Par-

bat-group granitic and psammitic gneisses and schists. (Figure 11-2).

The faults in the zone generally strike 3500 to 0100, and dip 600 to

900 east. Offsets are consistently east side up, and numerous parallel

strands are commonly observed. Slickensides and mylonitic lineations

are oriented 0100, 500 and indicate dextral reverse slip.
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Figure 11-2. Geologic Map and Cross Section. Geologic map and cross

section of the NPHM, from Madin (1986) and Verplanck (personal comm-

unication). Nanga Parbat group rocks shown in fine dot pattern, Kohi-

stan-Ladakh island arc rocks in wavy line pattern.
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Quaternary Stratigraphy

Four ages of glaciation are suggested by deposits and topography

in the area; an early event represented by high planation surfaces,

two middle events represented by tills, fluvial and lacustrine sedi-

ments, and a neoglacial event, indicated by moraines and trimlines.

One absolute age was obtained by thermoluminescence dating, but the

rest of the deposits are dated by indirect correlation with the chron-

ology of Shroder (in review). A summary of published glacial chronolo-

gies prepared by Schroder with correlations of glaciations of this

study is presented in Table II-1.

Dobani Glaciation

The oldest glaciation is suggested by a conspicuous high eleva-

tion plateau locally preserved on the downthrown side of the Raikot

fault. A strongly dissected plateau surrounds Dobani, and a remarkably

flat broad plateau caps the divide between Dassu and Khaltar canyons

(Figure 11-3) and is visible on Landsat image in Figure 11-4. These

upland planations are 1200 to 1500m above the adjacent modern valley

floors, and are similar to those described in the adjacent Hunza

valley by Derbyshire, and are tentatively correlated with the early

Pleistocene Shanoz and Jalipur glaciations of Derbyshire et al (1984)

and Shroder (in review).
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Figure 11-3. Dobani and Barche Glacial Features. View to the west down
Iskere canyon to Dassu canyon and the Khaltar-Dassu divide. The pla-
teau on the top of the divide is a Dobani age planation. A Barche age
terminal moraine is visible in Iskere canyon.
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Figure 11-4. RBV Landsat Image of the northwestern NPHM.
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Shuta Glaciation (t3)

Shuta age glaciation is represented by strongly dissected, indu-

rated till banked against the steep walls of the Indus gorge up to

1000 m above the present river level. The surface of the only accessi-

ble deposit is too strongly dissected for surficial weathering to have

a reliable relation to the age of the till. The till as a whole is

moderately weathered, and strongly cemented by clays derived from the

abundant micas of the Nanga Parbat gneisses. From the general color of

the tills, the clasts appear to be dominantly derived from local

gneiss or gabbro bedrock.

Original morphology is not clearly recognizable, but a major flat

topped body of till on the inaccessible south bank of the Indus oppo-

site Shuta may be a terminal moraine although telescopic observation

suggests that the till may be veneer banked against deeply weathered

bedrock. This deposit is the downstream most Shuta till that is de-

rived solely from the upper Indus but it is not known at present

whether the glacier that deposited the till originated in the Skardu

area, or more locally from Haramosh. The majority of the rest of the

Shuta till is probably lodgement and lateral moraine.

Remnants of till occur along the east bank of the Indus between

Bunji and the mouth of the Gilgit river. The deposits, observed only

telescopically and on airphotos, are between 150 and 600 m above the

modern valley floor ono appear to be derived from ice filling the

Indus, not local valleys. This till was probably deposited during the

extensive middle Pleistocene Indus valley filling glaciation of Shro-

der, by ice from the Gilgit valley and possibly from the upper Indus.

Lake sediments associated with the Shuta till can be observed
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telescopically on top of the till deposit opposite Shuta as an area of

rolling topography cut in horizontally laminated light colored sedi-

ment. Opposite Hanuchal a patch of layered silts is preserved against

the south wall of the Indus gorge approximately 500 m above river

level. This lone deposit is the either result of a post Shuta age ice

dam in the Indus downstream or damming of streams along the edge of

the glacier. Fluvial gravels of Shuta age are deposited on bedrock

beneath the Shuta till at Shuta

At Sassi, the Indus gorge is quite broad, and a prominent bedrock

planation occurs at 150 to 200 m above the modern Indus. The bedrock

planation appears to have been cut by the Shuta age glacier, as the

surface is incised locally by abandoned Indus channels packed with

tills of the next youngest age.

The moraines of Shuta age represent deposits from a glacier which

fillea the Indus gorge with ice 800 m thick above a valley floor

approximately 150 Ll above the modern river level. This thickness of

ice is consistent with that present in the Gilgit and middle Indus

valleys at the same time (Shroder, personal comunication). The Shuta

ice may have been the dowstream end of an extensive valley glacier

originating in the Skardu basin, or may have been caused by the coa-

lescence of the Knalola, Ishkapal, Sassi, Dassu and Khaltar canyon

glaciers. In the latter case, the upper Indus gorge should have been

filled with fluvial and lacustrine deposits behind an 800 m high

glacial dam. No such sediments are preserved in the upper gorge.

The Shuta glaciation is tentatively considered middle Pleisto-

cene, and correlate(' with the M1 and H2 glaciations of Shroder, and

Yunz glaciation of Derbyshire et al, and hence is probably older than
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139,000 years. Only this one till has been recognized, in contrast to

two tills from this stage noted in many locations by Shroder (in

review) but very little till of this age is preserved at all in the

Inaus gorge. It is also possible that the Shuta glaciation was an

early stade of the late Pleistocene glaciation, and woula then corre-

late with the Dianyor stage of Shroder.

Sassi Glaciation (t2)

The Sassi glaciation is represa.',ed by extensive till, fluvial

and lacustrine deposits in the main Indus valley and moraines asso-

ciated with modern glaciers in tributary valleys. Sassi tills are

moderately dissected and locally forested, but many original surfaces

persist. Weathering of clasts on the surfaces is moderate, with pit-

ting, spalling and extensive cover by desert varnish commonly obser-

ved. Sassi tills are commonly indurated by clays derived from Nanga

Parbat gneiss micas and possibly carbonates derived from marbles.

Local hot springs activity has strongly altered the clasts, and cemen-

tea the till with silica, iron oxides and clay.

Nanga Parbat group gneisses are the dominant clasts in the main

Indus valley, but Sassi tills associated with minor valley glaciers

originating in the Kohistan basic terrain are composed of Kohistan

sequence clasts. Original depositional morphology is commonly recog-

nized in Sassi tills; lateral moraines are beautifully preserved in

some minor hanging valleys and adjacent to existing glaciers (Figure

11-5) and a well preserved lateral and terminal moraine occurs at

Bunji. Dissected remnants of Sassi age till occur commonly in tribu-

tary valleys of all sizes and more rarely along the Indus gorge 4,

stream of Sassi.
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Figure 11-5. Sassi Age Moraines. View to the north of a Sassi age
lateral moraine on the north side of the Mani glacier. The top of the
moraine stands 100 to 150 m above the modern ice surface.
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Sassi till was deposited as a continuous sheet of lodgement till

150 to 200 m thick extending down the Indus gorge from Sassi village

Khaltar canyon, and up Dassu canyon to the mouth of Iskere canyon

(Figure 11-6). Striae on bedrock beneath Sassi till in Sassi canyon

trend west, down Sassi canyon and indicate some contribution from tri-

butary valleys. Figure 11-7 details the stratigraphy of glaciofluvial

sediments and tills beneath the till plateau. Till and gravels de-

rived from a fault sliver of Kohistan sequence gabbros wedges out to

the north, indicating a considerable component of downvalley ice

movement.

The glaciofluvial gravels depicted in Figure 11-7 are crudely

bedded boulder gravels which are at least 40 m thick at Sassi canyon

and thin to the south. The gravels occur on both sides of the Sassi-

Dassu fault and are offset approximately 100 m up to the east across

the fault.

The lacustrine sediments in Figure 11-7 are sands, pebbly sans

and silts, poorly consolidated and well bedded in continuous layers

0.5 to 10.0 cm thick. Cross bedding or channel and fill structures are

rare, but "flame" structures and intralayer soft sediment folding are

common, suggesting syndepositional earthquake activity. The unit is at

least 40 m thick , and thins to 2 to 5 m thickness south of Sumari

canyon. The lacustrine sediments do not occur on the upthrown side of

the Sassi-Dassu fault, and may have been deposited against a rising

fault scarp.

Minor deposits of lacustrine sediment associated with Sassi gla

ciation occur upstream of Sassi village. The largest occurs at the

small westward bend of the Indus just upstream of Shatot. The deposit,
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Figure 11-6. Sassi Till Plateau. View to the south down Dassu canyon,
showing Sassi age till plateau.



Figure 11-7. Quaternary Relations at Sassi.A. Schematic diagram
showing stratigraphy of tills and glaciofluvial deposits and location
of faults, scarps and the Sumari landslide. B. Detailed section across
the Sassi-Dassu and Hurban fault scarps, showing the true offset.
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which is 80 m above the modern river, and is a sequence of laminated

pebbly sand and silt at least 30 ra thick may be related to a late

glacial ice dam from Ishkapal canyon. All of the minor Sassi age

lacustrine deposits have been tilted up to 40 by Quaternary tectonics.

Extent of Glaciation

Because the Sassi glaciation was the youngest major event in the

area, it has left a more complete record of the extent and geometry of

the ice which deposited the tills. A good measure of the extent of

side valley glaciers is found in a minor drainage just north of the

mouth of Khaltar canyOm This drainage has a catchment of approx-

imately 5 kug, and a maximum elevation of 4000 m, yet it contained a

significant glacier which left well formed lateral moraines over 50 m

high. Figure 11-8, based on the distribution of till and extrapolation

from the example cited above shows nearly every tributary valley in

the area filled with a Sassi age glacier. The Indus gorge may have

been locally filled with a considerable glacier produced by the coa-

lescence of tributary glaciers, even in the absence of a major valley

tilling glacier originating in the upper Indus or Skardu basin. The

combination of evidence for extensive glaciation in minor tributaries

and the general lack of glacial deposits imply extremely high post

glacial erosion rates, which may have obliterated evidence for a major

Indus trunk glacier upstream of Sassi.

The stratigraphy of Sassi age deposits at Sassi village (Figure II-

7) suggests that at the beginning of deposition, a valley-filling

glacier, possibly locally derived, was flowing north with fluvial

reworking of till at a snout near Sassi. Subsequently, the gorge was

dammed downstream by ice from Dassu and Khaltar canyons, causing
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Figure 11-8. Extent of Sassi Age Ice. The patterned areas indicate the
assumed extent of ice at the peak of Sassi age glaciation.
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deposition of lake sediments over the fluvial sediments. The advancing

ice then deposited the sheet of lodgment till, and the continuity of

the sheet up Dassu canyon suggests that the Indus valley filling

glacier was controlling the depositional base level of the Dassu and

Khaltar canyon glaciers. The absence of lateral moraines associated

with the valley filling glacier is puzzling, but may have been due to

the fact that the Indus must still have flowed in the gorge, presuma-

bly between the ice and the bedrock walls.

In upper Iskere canyon, the Mani glacier flows along the foot of

the north wall of Haramosh. The Mani, and the Baskal glacier which

flows off the south slopes of Layla are the remnants of the major

Iskere-Dassu valley glacier. The Mani glacier has well-developed Sassi

age lateral moraines which were studied by Wiche (1959). He concluded

that the moraines were of WOr age, but incorrectly assumed that the

Werra ice did not extend past the confluence of the Mani and Baskal

glaciers. The Sassi laterals on the Mani glacier stand 150 to 200 ra

above the present ice surface. They do not however abut against the

north wall of the canyon, which suggests that the canyon was cut by a

more extensive previous glaciation, probably the Shuta.

An interesting feature of Sassi age glaciation at Mani glacier is

Kutwai lake, a small lake on the northern Mani lateral which is encir-

cled by terminal moraines. On airphotos, the terminal moraines clearly

open to the south, and are directly in line with a hanging glacier on

the face of Haramosh. This feature, originally noted by Wiche (1959)

is probably due to surging of the hanging glacier across the Mani

glacier some time late in the Sassi glaciation. The lake and its

encircling moraines are visible on the Landsat image in Figure 11-4.
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On the basis of position and preservation of original morphology,

the Sassi age glacial deposits are considered to have been deposited

by the most recent major advance, and are therefore late Pleistocene.

They are tentatively correlated with the Dianyor moraine of Shroder

(in review) and the Borit Jheel or Ghulkin moraines of Derbyshire et

al (1984). It the Sassi till is correlated with the Dianyor till then

the age is is approximately 31,000 to 38,000 years based on thermolu-

minescence dating by Shroder (in review).

A sample of lacustrine silts from beneath the till plateau at

Sassi (Figure 11-7) was processed by Alpha Analytic Labs ( Coral

Gables Fl.), but unfortunately the sample showed anomalous fading

during processing. The calculated age of 41, 000 years is therefore a

minimum age.

Barone Glaciation

The Barche glaciation is a major neoglacial advance represented

by small terminal moraines a few km downstream of modern glacial

termini, and trim lines on Sassi moraines adjacent to modern gla

ciers.

Two Barche moraines were visited, both composed of poorly consol-

idated, moderately weathered till derived from local lithologies. The

moraines occur in upper Dassu and Iskere canyons (Figure 11-3) and

both retain original rounded morphology. Both moraines have dammed

their respective streams, producing gently graded reaches upstream of

the moraine, and cascades directly at the moraine. Sharp terraces on

the inner walls of Sassi age lateral moraines of the Mani glacier

suggest a neoglacial advance which increased the level of the ice

approximately 50 to 70 m above the modern level (Figure 11-5). In
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Ishkapal canyon a poorly preserved Barche terminal occurs at the mouth

of the canyon. The absence of a Barche moraine in Khaltar canyon is

attribute° to the lack of a moot:1.a glacier in the canyon. Both the

Dassu and Iskere canyon moraines are clearly visible on the Landsat

image in Figure 11-4.

The Barche moraines are correlated with the Batura or possibly

Pasu stages of Derbyshire et al (1984) and the neoglacial moraines of

Shroder (in review) As such their age is constrained to be between

31,000 and 350 years.

Other Quaternary Deposits

Young fluvial deposits occur along the inner Indus gorge and are

probably related to aggradation associated with neoglacial glacial

advances. It is also possible that the young sediments are associated

with landslide or tributary glacial damming of the Indus. Such depo-

sits are widespread along the east bank of the Indus from Bunji to the

mouth of the Gilgit river where they overlie a complex valley fill

series derived from several earlier glaciations. Discontinuous patches

of fluvial sediments occur along the modern Indus upstream of the

mouth of the Gilgit river as far as Khalola. The sediments represent

one and possibly several aggradation events which filled the post

Sassi gorge to a depth of approximately 50 m, following which most of

the deposit was removed and the modern river entrenched in bedrock.

Young alluvial deposits also occur in gentle reaches of Dassu and

Iskere canyon.

Young, steep fan deposits occur commonly along the inner walls of

the Indus gorge. The fans range from true alluvial fans to talus
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cones, with most being intermediate. Rainfall is rare in the area, but

often occurs as heavy summer storms which cause debris avalanches and

mudflows. Mudflows deposits 3 months old were observed in 1983 which

were so well indurated at that time that they stood in vertical faces

which could be climbed. Most fans appear to be crudely interlayered

mudflow and talus and can have steep surfaces slopes, up to 400.

Older fans, notably at Sumari canyon and Hanuchal, do not grade

to the Indus, but instead probably grade to the Indus level that

prevailed immediately after the retreat of Sassi age ice. These fans

are deeply incised by the streams which deposited them.

In general, the sparse occurrence of fan and talus deposits in

the Indus gorge points to unusually high uplift and erosion rates.

Numerous landslides occur in the area, one of the most important

of which is the Sumari slide (Figure 11-7) which overrides the Hurban

fault. The village of Sumari is located in the graben at the head of

the slide, which is filled with Sassi age till, indicating that the

slide predate6 the Sassi glaciation.

The other gravity feature of importance is the common occurrence

of toppling and possibly sackung on steep slopes underlain by rocks

with strong vertical foliation. The clear susceptibility of the steep,-

ly-dipping gneiss to toppling involving the upper 100 m raise the

possibility that considerable sackung (essentially large scale top-

pling) may occur, which may produce scarps that could be confused with

active fault scarps.
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Neotectonics

Direct evidence of neotectonic activity is common along several

strands of the Raikot fault in the form of ground rupture or tilted

Quaternary deposits. Indirect evidence of neotectonic activity in-

cludes the distribution of Quaternary deposits, subtle tilting of

lacustrine deposits, and knickpoints and lateral offsets of streams.

The clearest examples of Quaternary deformation occur along the

Sassi-Dassu and Hurban strands of the Raikot fault at Sassi (Plate II-

1, Figure II-7A), and to the north at Dassu and Hanumal.

Just south of Sumari canyon the fluvial, lacustrine, and till

deposits of Sassi age overlie a fault sliver of Kohistan basic rocks

along the Sassi-Dassu fault. The sediments are tilted 20-300 to the

east (Figure 11-9) and along the base of the fault sliver bedrock is

thrust horizontally over till.

North of Sumari canyon, the Sassi-Dassu fault passes across the

broad Sassi age till plateau, and offsets it along a major east side

up scarp. that extends 1.5 kn south and 0.5 km north of Sassi canyon

(Figure II-10, II-8A). The southern end of the scarp is buried beneath

fan material, and the northern end passes out of Quaternary material.

The scarp is 123 m high with a scarp face slope of 22-280, and the

till plateau slopes 50 west on either side of the scarp. This (Figure

II-7B) resolves into an offset of 101 m of the till plateau surface.

East of the Sassi-Dassu fault, the Hurban fault also crosses part

of the Sassi age till sheet and offsets the surface along an east side

up scarp (Figure II -7A). The scarp is 92 m high with a face slope of

350, and is cut across a till surface which slopes 160 west. The total

onset of the till surface is approximately 58 in (Figure II-7E).
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Till

Gravels

19a Gneiss

Lacustrine silt

Gabbro

Figure 11-9. Tilted Sediments. Sketch looking south along the Indus
gorge from the mouth of Sumari canyon. Sassi age till, lacustrine and

fluvial seoiments on top of fault sliver of gabbro are tilted east
along the Sassi-Dassu fault. Silt beds are approximately 4 m thick.
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Figure II-10. Scarp at Sassi. View to the southeast of the Sassi-Dassu
fault scarp east of Sassi.
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The scarp on the Hurban fault occurs at the point where Sassi

canyon opens out of a narrow bedrock gorge, and it is possible that

the scarp observed is a terminal moraine produced late in the Sassi

glaciation. However, bedrock traces of the Hurban fault are observed

directly beneath the scarp, strongly suggesting that it is tectonic.

North of Sassi canyon, the Hurban fault extends across a slope of

undifferentiated till and exposed bedrock, producing a composite scarp

on the till and clear traces on the bedrock. The scarp is inaccessible

but has five steps, with an estimated total height of 50 to 75 111.

South of Sassi canyon, the scarp is dissected by minor gullies and

fans, and the Hurban fault probably passes beneath the Sumari land-

slide.

Between Sassi and Dassu villages both the Sassi-Dassu and Hurban

fault pass across a bedrock slope with sparse fan deposits. Discontin-

uous scarps occur on older inactive fan sections, and on active fans

scarps are suggested by sets of minor gullies on the fan surface which

all head along the same horizontal line. These features are not acces-

sible, but appear fairly clearly on air photographs.

At Dassu village, Dassu canyon is partly filled with the Sassi

age till plateau, and the eastern contact between till and bedrock is

covered by tans built onto the till. The Sassi-Dassu fault roughly

parallels the eastern edge of the till plateau, and offsets the toes

of the alluvial fans in a series of discontinuous scarps 10 to 30 m

high, one of which is depicted in Figure II-11. The scarps are preser-

ved only on older fans which have been detached from their sources, In

one fan, a steeply east-Clipping fault is visible beneath the scarp,

otrsettin9 cruue bewin9 in the fan material. The hurban fault passes
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on the bedrock slope east of Dassu village and cuts the heads of the

inactive alluvial tans. Activity on the Hurban fault has separated the

tans from their sources, and consequently allowed preservation of

Sassi-Dassu fault scarps at the fan toes. Both fault traces are clear

and fairly continuous on air photos, and the Sassi-Dassu trace and the

beheaded fans are faintly visible on the Landsat image in Figure 11-4.

forth of Dassu village, the Hurban fault dies out or intersects

the Sassi-Dassu fault, which continues north across Dassu canyon at

the mouth of Iskere canyon and crosses the divide between Dassu and

Khaltar canyons. At the confluence of Iskere and Dassu canyons, the

village of Hanumal sits on a small remnant of glaciofluvial terrace

which is definitely younger than the main Sassi till in the area, and

is probably related to the Barche age terminal moraine in Iskere

canyon, less than 1 km away. The Sassi-Dassu fault passes beneath the

terrace and offsets the terrace surface along the east side up scarp

visible in Figure 11-12. The scarp was not visited, but its height is

estimated to be approximately 15 m with a scarp face slope of approxi-

mately 30 °. In a sheer cliff cut across the southern side of the

terrace and scarp, a fault dipping 70 -75° east is clearly visible

directly beneath the scarp.

North of Hanumal, the Sassi-Dassu fault was not visited, but

clear scarps are visible on air photos in the upper reaches of Khaltar

canyon, both on colluvial slope cover and Sassi age moraine. Where the

fault crosses the Khaltar-Dassu divide, the Dobani age glacial plana-

tion surface is truncated, and the fault is marked by an abrupt change

in slope.
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Figure II-11. Scarps at Dassu. View to the northeast of an alluvial
fan built onto the Sassi till plateau at Dassu village. The toe of the
fan is truncated by a scarp along the Sassi-Dassu fault.
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In the southern part of the area, the Raikot fault crosses the

Indus river, anti passes along the inaccesible west bank, then over the

divide to the head of Bunji canyon. Evidence for Quaternary deforma-

tion exists along this stretch of the fault, but could not be confir-

med.

10 evidence of Quaternary offset is visible in upper Bunji cur-

yon, where Quaternary deposits are limited to active fans. High on the

eastern side of the divide between Bunji canyon and the Indus, a

series of up to seven linear scarps cross moderately steep grassy

slopes (Figure 11-13). The scarps face upslope and may be due to

motion on the Raikot fault, but may also be due to sackung or other

gravity processes.

Just north of the main eastward bend of the Indus, a small basin

occurs on the west bank of the river. The Raikot fault clearly traver-

ses this basin as a zone of hydrothermad alteration separating Kohi-

stan gabbros from Nanga Parbat gneisses. Coincident with this zone is

a marked linear feature, which stands out on bedrock, and across one

major active fan. The feature may be a goat track, but it appears to

behead a well preserved pair of Sassi age lateral moraines.

Further north along the Indus, at the small westward loop in the

riverjust south of Shatot, a body of fluvial gravels anti lacustrine

sands deposited behind a landslide dam is offset by 0.5-1.0 m. with

east side up displacement (Figure 11-14). The offset directly overlies

an east dipping bedrock trace of the Raikot fault. The offset lake

sediments are covered by thin tan materials which are not offset.
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Figure 11-12. Scarp at Hanumal. View to the north of a glaciofluvial
terrace astride the Sassi-Dassu fault at Hanumal. A scarp approximate-
ly 15 m high cuts the terrace.
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Figure 11-13. Scarps on Bunji-Indus Divide. Telephoto view the west of
minor tectonic or gravity scarps on the crest of the Bunji-Indus
divide, just east of Sarkun lake. Some right lateral displacement of
minor gullies appears possible across the scarps.
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Indirect Neotectonic Evidence

Small remnants of lacustrine sediments deposited behind glacial

or landslide dams occur on both sides of the Raikot fault. Those on

the western side dip 3-50 to the west, and those on the east block dip

3-150 to the east, indicating tilting of all blocks by Quaternary

fault activity.

Active uplift along the Raikot fault is reflected indirectly in

the regional distribution of Quaternary deposits. The NPHM in general

has minimal Quaternary deposits, whereas on the downthrown side of the

Raikot fault, the middle Indus valley contains a nearly complete

Pleistocene section (Shroder, in review). In the Indus gorge upstream

of the point where the Raikot fault crosses the river, Quaternary

ueposits other than landslides are rare, and the canyon slopes are

generally steep bare rock, as indicated on the geologic map in Plate

II-1.

Abrupt changes in gradient are common on streams which cross the

fault. These knickpoints cannot be rigorously depicted with stream

profiles because of the poor quality of the available topographic

bases, but all can be clearly observed in the field. The most promi-

nent knickpoint is a broad increase in gradient of the Indus where it

crosses the fault. Figure 11-15 shows a profile of the Indus which

reveals steep gradients at the Raikot and Stak faults.

Streams which show marked knickpoints are Ramghat, Bunji, Ishka-

pal, Sassi, Khaltar and Dassu creeks. In the case of the first four,

the downstream reaches are generally floored in gravel or slightly

ihcised into bedrock. The reaches upstream of the fault are deeply

incised in bedrock, with numerous cascades and waterfalls. In Dassu
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Figure 11-15. Indus River Longitudinal Profile. Longitudinal profile
of the Indus river across the NPHN. Data from MIS 1:250,000 sheet NI-

43-1 and NI-43-3.
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creek, the knickpoint is a bedrock cascade which drops 150 HI. at a

gradient of lkm/km and separates upstream anddownstream reaches which

are gently graded and entirely floored in gravels.

Lateral offsets in streams across the fault are common, and

generally are on the order of 1-2 km, and with the exception of Dassu

and Khaltar canyons are right lateral. The offsets are not sharp, but

are distributed over 1-2 km which reflects high erosion rates that

allow streams to partly straighten their course between ruptures. The

sense of offset of Dassu and Khaltar canyons is left lateral, which is

still geometrically consistent. The fault trends N 30-50 W across the

two canyons, which trend aue north. The slip direction along the fault

is to the southwest, which results in the left lateral offsets in

these two canyons.

The most significant lateral offset across the fault is that of

the Indus itself. The river flows generally west from Skardu, then

bends abruptly 90° north just downstream of Shengus and flows north

along the Raikot fault to Sassi, where it bends 140° to the west, and

flows generally south as far as Nanga Parbat. This abrupt step in the

course of the Indus is approximately 15 km long, and is closely coin-

cident with the Raikot fault.
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Conclusions

The main aim of this study is to demonstrate that the uplift of

the NPHN is localized along the Raikot fault, and to attempt to quan-

tify Quaternary uplift rates. TO this end, a glacial stratigraphy

based on poorly preserved glacial deposits straddling the Raikot fault

has been correlated with the more complete section in the middle Indus

and Gilgit valleys in order to establish ages for surfaces offset by

the Raikot fault.

Data concerning rates of slip and recurrence intervals along the

Raikot fault come from the scarps produced by the Sassi-Dassu and

Hurban faults in the Sassi age till plateau depicted in Figure 11-7.

The net offsets of the till surface across the two faults were calcu-

lated by subtracting the difference in vertical drop between the

plateau slope ana the scarp face slope from the total scarp height as

measured with an altimeter (Figure II-7E). The faults responsible for

the offset are assumed to be steeply dipping, so that the net offset

roughly equals the net fault slip. The age of the Sassi till in the

plateau is weakly constrained by a Thermoluminescence date of 41,000

years as a minimum age. Since the date comes from lacustrine sediments

beneath the till, an age of approximately 41,000 years is assumed for

the till. This is in fair agreement with an age of 31,000 years

(Schroder, TL date on late Pleistocene lake sediments). No evidence

was observed to indicate the size of a single event, so the calcula7

tion of a recurrence interval is based on an estimate of 2.5 in verti-

cal movement per event. The scarp height, net slips, slip rate, recur-

rence interval and overall uplift rate derived from these data are

summarized in Table 11-2.



Table II-2. Neotectonic Summary Slip rate and recurrence

intervals for the Sassi-Dassu and Hurban faults.

Sassi-Dassu Hurban Total

Net slip 101 m

Age of
surface

tjs}ift 2.46

58 m 159 m

> 41,000 years

um/
yr
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1.4 mmyyr 3.8 mulyr

Recurrence
interval 1000 yr 1782 yr 650 yr

The scarps at Dassu, Khaltar, and Hanumal were not measured, and

a careful study of these features combined with further satiny would

certainly increase the resolution of the Quaternary fault history.

Quaternary faulting has not been previously reported front this

area, nor is there any record of historical earthquakes centered in

the area. A microearthquake study was conducted in 1980 by Yielding

and others 0.9840, and Figure 11-16 shows 1 month of data accumula-

tion. A north trending band of events ranging from 0 to over 45 km in

depth coincides closely with the Raikot fault.

Zeitler's data (1985) for the NPHM are consistent with the re-

sults of this study both in terms of rate and geometry of the uplift.

In Figure II-17A, a histogram of uplift rate vs. time shows an

exponential increase culminating at approximatley 5 mu/yr at present,

consistent with the maximum uplift rate of 3J8 Mr yr for the active

Raikot fault. In Figure II-17B, the cooling aye profile drops sharply

across the western bounuary of the NPH, consistent with localized

uplift along the Raikot fault.
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Figure 11-17. Cooling Derived Uplift Data. A Cooling age profiles
across the NPHM, sharp drop coincides roughly with the Raikot fault.
From Zeitler (1985). B. Histogram of uplift rate vs age for the NPHM.

From Zeitler (1985).
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Clearly, on the basis of this study and the work of Zeitler, the

1JPHM is experiencing rapid uplift along the Raikot fault which began

in latest Cenozoic time. Lawrence (personal communication 1982) has

proposed that the Raikot fault is in fact a terminal tear fault along

the MCT, a model supported by Madin (1986). If this is so, the high

rates of Quaternary activity along the Raikot fault suggest that

similar activity may be taking place as yet unnoticed along the MCT as

well as along the more clearly active a-Jr. and frontal Himalayan

thrusts.
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Appendix 1, Traverse summaries

A summary of bedrock geology is presented for each traverse and the data
collected on each traverse is presented by traverse, in tabular form. Select

fiela sketches are included, referenced in the traverse summaries. Station

numbers starting in 3- are 1983 field season, those starting in 4- are 1984
field season. Station locations are presented in Plate A-1. Abbreviations used

for unit names are; Kh, Hanuchal amphibolite; Ks, Shuta gabbro; Ns, Shengus

gneiss; Ni, Iskere gneiss, Nh, Marano:eh schist.

The following conventions are used in all the data tables. Oriented sam-

ples give attitude of oriented face. Folds are designated according to genera-
tion it known (tl, f2, t3). Ais trend and plungeot fold axis, AP is strike
and dip of axial plane, axis always given first. Strike and dip of faults
given, followed by trend and plunge of slickensides if present. Trend and

plunge is given for c, crenulaticn lineation, or m, mineral lineation. Note

that headings may change frau page to page, and special data is inserted at
station in question

Traverse 3-A. Stations 3-17 to 3-22. Skardi road from Sassi north to Dassu

creek bridge.

The entire traverse is in Nh, biotite and muscovite schist are dominant
rocks, with gneiss, augen gneiss, garnet bearing schist and gneiss, amphibo-

lite, cant silicate gneiss and marble. Pegmatitic material occurs both concor-

dant with and crosscutting foliation. Various lithologies occur in laterally

discontinuous layers of varying thickness, parallel to foliation. Minor Chlor-

iticalteraticnoccurs, as well as hydrothermal bleaching and alteration, with
deposition of sulfides, and crusts of sultmalts. Much cc the rock is mylcci-

tized.

Structure is dominated by S1 foliation parallel to lithologic banding, and

kry a sub parallel shear foliation (E2). S2 ranges from a closely spaced clea-
vage or mylonitic foliation to sets of minor faults which cut Si intopeaccoi-
dal packets. Several minor faults also occur which cut shear foliation and sl
at moderately steep angles, with consistent east side up displacement. Minor

faults which cut foliation commonly become parallel with foliation up or down
dip and become foliation plane faults (Fig. A-la). Two types of fold occur, one

set are ntl isoclinal intrafolial folds, the others are open undulations in

foliation around generally north dipping axes, or are peuedofolds in incom-
petent layers adjacent to bouOinaged competent layers. The nt1 intrafolial

tolos in sane cases appear to have been isoclinally folded twice (2i.g.h4b).
Slidcensides are camp:mon Si and S2 and a weak mineral lineation occurs

parallel to sliCkensides.

Traverse 3-B. Stations 3-33 to 3-47. On SkardU Road from Eassu creek bridge

to Harxrchal.

The traverse cuts across Si in Nh to la-Altar creek, just west of which the

main Paikot mylonite zone passes. Ataock of IC a few hundred meters wide

occurs west of the mylonite zone, and is in fault contact with Kh and Ks

further west.
Nn consists predominantly of bio-muscovite-garnet schist and gneiss, with

some arapiAbolite, cola marble and pegmatitic dikes aria layers. Lithologic

layers are variable in thickness, and laterally disoartinuous.

Kh consists of bio and garnet gneiss, epidote amphibolite, augen gneiss,

gneissic granite and abundant granitic dikes which are sub concordant with

lithologic layering and are moderately foliate. Lithologic layering in fairly
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oontimxxs. Ks in this section is a fine grained diorite, with incipient to
mcaerate foliation. Minor crosscutting granite and pegmatite dikes occur.

Contacts between Kh and Ks are covered in this traverse.
The Raikot nylonite zone is not exposed along the road, but the fault

separating Kh froaiNh is visible in the cliff north of station 3-39, as a sharp
bouncary parallel to foliation.

Both Kh and Nh have a strong S1 parallel to lithologic layering and an S2

nylonitic/shear foliation occurs subparaLlel to Si. Minor faults east side up

faults are common, as well as foliation plane faults, both oommonly with slick-
ensides.

Tight fl folds occur in the Nn, but none occur in Kb. Open folds in S1

appear to be unoulations PAsnciated with lensoid structure prodaced by

intersection of S1 and S2. A crenulation lineation and mylonitic lineation are
both variably developed mostly in rm.

Traverse 3-C. Stations 3-48 to 3-63. Up Sassi creek to Hurban village.

Beccock at the mouth of Sassi creek is 144 in fairly planar fine litholo-

gic layers, schist> gneiss> amphibolite> marble. Rocks become less mylonitized

proceeding east up creek. Several hundred meters upstream from the Skandu road

the creek enters a narrow vertical walled gorge > 100 m deep, cut into bedrock

plateau which is covered with glaciofluvial sediments. The sediments are cut by

a major scarp on the Sassi Dassu fault, but bedrock is not exposed along the

fault trace. At the eastern edge of the Quaternary deposits bedrock is Ni, but
is part of the Sumari landslide, with inconsistent foliation attiimolas. In

Sassi creek east of Hurban, the Ni is well exposed as coarsely layered coarse
grained granitic gneiss and amphibolite bands. The gneiss is almost massive,

with weakly developed foliation and stringers and clots of pegmatitic material.
Dikes of pegmatite are COMM, now have diffuse contacts with the gneiss.

Folds are not clearly defined in this area, in part due to lack of strong

foliation, tut much of the pegmatitic material is folded complexly one small

scale, and may be migmatitic. Large scale foliation attitudes are well expres-

sed by amphibolittaEi. Minor west dipping faults with slidcensides down dip

occur, and may be due to gravity rather than tectonics.

Traverse 3-D. Stations 3-64 to 69. From ncuth of Sassi creek across and up

slope to northeast.

The majority of this traverse crossed till, with bedrock observed only in
Sassi creek and along the edge of a prominent bedrock ridge north of Sassi
creek. Bedrock in Sassi creek is Eh, predominantly schist> gneiss> amphibolite
in lithologic layers 5 to 20 an thick. Foliation in the creek strikes roughly
north anu is vertical. A conspicuous but rare component of the gravels in Sassi

creek is composed of coarse grained pyroxenite:

Bedrock on the ridge north of Sassi creek is Ni, coarse grained biotite

gneiss> schist> amphibolite. Foliation is well developed, but variably orient-
ed The entire ridge may be a larrislide. Minor faults are common

Traverse 3-F, Stations 3-70 to 3-82. Sassi village to north wall of Sumari

canyon, return via mouth of Sumari canyon and Skardu road.

Bedrock at Sassi village is 1:do-muscovite schist> gneiss> amphibolite>

marble, in lithologic bands 1.0 to 15.0 an thick.
S1 foliation is well oeveloped parallel to lithologic bands, and a strong

Si spaced fracture/ mylonitic shear foliation occurs sub parallel to Sl. Crenu-

lation lineations are well developed in micaceous rods.
Bedrock on the north wall of Sumari carryon is Ni, biotite gneiss of
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varying grain size and thickness of banding. Foliation is well developed, but
inconsistent in orientation The rock is deeply weathered and cut by numerous
minor faults. The entire north wall of the Sumari canyon is probably part of
the &mad. landalice.

Bedrock on the south wall of Sumari canyon is Ni, tine to medium grained

biotite gneiss. The rock is fresh and has consistent foliation which strikes

north and is near verticaL At the mouth of Sumari creek, bedrock is again 144
bio-muscovite schist, gneiss with marble and amphibolite. Sane of the rock is
mylonitized.

South of the mouth of Sumari canyon, the bedrock planation and glacioflur-

vial sediment over noted near Sassi die out, but the sedimentary sequence is
clearly tilted 20 to 30 degrees east.

Traverse 3-F. Stations 3-83 to 3-86. River bank exposures at Sassi

Bedrock along the east bank of the Indus at Sassi is Eti, bio schist> bio

gneiss> amphibolite> marble. Most of the rock is mylonitized. S1 foliation is

strong and parallel to lithologic layering, with marble layers occurring as
intrafolial isoclinal folds and amphibolites occurring as boudins. The isocli-

nal fold axes plunge steeply north, and are associated with a mineral linea-
tion. Gentle open folds in foliation occur around the north plunging lineation

ano around a subhorizortal axis.

On the west bank of the Indus, the contact between Nn and is vertical

and marked by chaotic folding and boudinage Arlo.)

Traverse 3-G. Stations 3-87 to 3-91. SkardU Road from Hanuchal village to

Shute village.

Bedrock at Hanuchal village is Kh, predominantly anigibolitewithhictite
gneiss out by granodiorite and pegmatite dikes. Si Foliation is strong and

consistently oriented. From Hanachal to Shiite, bedrock is Ks, medium grained

eguigranular gabbro with a weak foliation, and igneous banding parallel to the

foliation At Stutz, an inclusion of epidote biotite augen gneiss approximately

5 m by 30 m occurs in the gabbro.

Traverse 3-B. Stations 3- 92 to 3-97. Skardu road at Dassu creek to Dassu

village.
Bedrcck at Dassu creek bridge is 141, described in Traverse 3-116 A distinct

bedrock planation occurs on the divide between Dassu and Khaltar creeks, and is
capped with a thick flat tapped till ceposit. No bedrock is exposed on the west

bank of Dassu canyon for the length of the traverse. The east bank is a steep

cliff of Nh or Ni, with numerous minor faults and north striking east dipping
foliation In one exposure, the foliation is steep near the base of the cliff
and shallow near the surface. The entire slope may be toppled, or part of a

large landslide. Bedrock at Dassu village is coarse grained bio-muscovite
gneiss, with inconsistent foliation. The outcrops are generally fractured and

deeply weathered.

Traverse 3-L Stations 3-98 to 3-102. Dassu village to Iskere village along

south wall of Iskere canyon.

Between Dassu village and the mouth of Iskere canyon, bedrock outcrops are

rare, Lilt are generally fractured coarse grained bio-muscovite gneiss, with
inconsistent foliation attituces. The south wall of Iskere canyon has limited

exposure of coarse grained coarsely layered biotite gneiss with minor amounts

of biotite schist and ampribolite, out by tourmaline granite pegmatite5. On the

north wall, exposure is excellent, and although foliation in the gneiss is
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indistinct, amphibcdite layers clearly define a moderately tight upright anti-
form (f3) with a north plunging axis. Cpen parasitic mescdolds are oannonin
the hinge of the fold, with moderately north plunging axes. From Iskere vil-
lage, the ridge separating the Mani and Baskal glaciers well exposed, with
foliated rock dipping consistently 40-60 east. The sunmit tower of Layla peak

is comiosed of a light colored massive rock, possibly granite.

Traverse 3-34 Stations 3-103 to 3-108. Dassu village to Hanumal village and

Jutial village.

From Dassa village to Hammed village only till is exposed. At !Janina

complex glacicdluvial saaiments and till occur, some of which may have experi-
enoBo Quaternary faulting. Proceeding upstream of Mammal in Cassu canyon,

beorodc is exposed in the creek bed in a cascade 155 mhigh. Bedrock on the
west bank is presumably Elh, but is fractured, weathered and poorly exposed.

Bedrock on the east side is well exposed massively layered biotite gneiss of
Ni.

Traverse 3-K. Stations 3-109 to 3-114. SkardU road fran Shengus to Baroluma
canyon.

S1 at Shengis is oriented nearly horizontal at river level, dips south on

north bank of river, north on south bank of river. Large scale folds in amphi-

bclite layers visible high on north bank. Bedrock is exposed along road just

west of Baroluma canyon and is predominantly amphibolite and garnet amphibolite
with thick discontinuous pegmatite dikes. Si foliatia-1 is tightly and complexly

folded around.north plunging axes and faults are numerous, generally northeast
trending and moderately west dipping. A major fault occurs in Baroluma canyon,
separating the amphibolite from Ns gneisses to the east. The Et gneisses are

fire grained biotite, garnet and sillimanite bearing gneisses with amFhibo-
lites, and occur in lithologic bands 05 to 25 an thick with considerable

lateral continuity. Si is parallel to lithologic layering, and strikes north-

east with near vertical dip. High on the south bank of the Indus, a major tight

recumbent fold OW occurs, just west of the Baroluma fault.

Traverse 3-L. Stations 3-115 to 3-138 and 3-183, 3-184. Along Skardu road from
Sassi village to small west loop of Indus, with traverse up first major ravine

south of Ishkapal canyon.

From Sassi to Ishkapal canyon, traverse nearly parallels strike in Nb,

which is bio and muscovite schist and gneiss, with subordinate amphibolite,
calk silicate and marble. Lithologic layering varies fran .5 an to over 1 m,

and distinctive lithologies (marble) are clearly lens shaped bodies or rootless

intrafolial folds. Most of the rock shows varying degrees of nylonitization,

and the unit as a whole has a distinctive red brown weathering patina.
S1 is strong and parallel to lithologic layering and a sLio-parallel mylo-

nitic/shear S2 foliation occurs. Minor north trending faults are common, with
or without gouge, and offset is oonsistently east side up. Tight to isoclinal

intrafolial fl folds occur around north plunging axes. Open undulations of Si

occur around a moderately north plunging axis, and a shallowly south plunging

axis. A crenulation lineation is associated with both open fold axes.

Just south of &uteri canyon, a body of Kb, shattered amphibolite, diorite,
943hro with granitic dikes occurs. The body is overlain to the east by the

tilted glacial sediments of Traverse), and to the west, the contact between the

Kh aria Nb is obscured by till (Fig.A-2a).

The traverse up the gully south of Ishkapal canyon crosses Si and lithclo-

gic layering in Eh at right angles. Nh is bio schist, leucogneiss, biotite
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gneiss, marble and amphibolite, in lithologic layers 0.5 to 100 cmthick. Many
lithologic layers are mylonite or cataclastite, and chloritic alteration is

COMM. North trending east dipping faults are comma), generally lined with
gouge and sub parallel to Sl. A vertical fault zone separates Nn from massive
nonotcrous biotite gneiss to east (Ni). The fault zone is parallel to Sl, and

aipmamately 10 mwide, with numerous gouge zones.
At the northern end of the westward loop of the Indus, Nh is separated

from Kb by a mylonite zone over 150 ra thick, which is oriented 000, 90. The

mylonite zone is visible to the north, on the west bank of the Indus, and
clearly visible to the south, where it juxtaposes shallowly west dimming Kh
with vertical Nh ( Fig. Ar2b). Nh adjacent to the mylonite zone is not ex-

posed, Kh develops complex chaotic folds adjacent to the mylonite zone (Fig.A-

3a, b ).

Kh consists of amphibolite, biotite gneiss, marble and calcsilicate,

epidote gneiss, basic intrusive and pegmatites. Lithologic layering varies from
lam to 2 m thick, and is laterally oontinixxis.

Si foliation is parallel to lithologic layering, and is folded in tight
and open folds around generally north plunging axes. Syntectordcpegmatites

truncate the folds, but are themselves slightly folded.

Traverse 3 -N. Stations 3-138 to 3-143 and 3-182. Around westward loop of Indus,
south of Lthicapal canyon.

From the northern end of the loop to the southern end of the loop, bedrock
is Kb. The dominant lithology is amphibolite and hornblende-epidote gneiss,

with diorite, gabhro, ado silicate, marble and pegmatites. A distinctive unit

of marble with fine amphibolite interlayers is at least 50 in thick.

S1 foliation is parallel to lithologic layering, and is folded in isocli-

nal to tight folds around generally northwest axes. The folds are locally

complex to chaotic.

At the southern end of the loop, a broad fault/nylonite zone separates the

Kh from Nh and Ni. Entering the fault zone from the west, minor faults in Kh
become more common (Fig. AL-3c, and the rocks become progressively nylonitized.

The fcliaticrloecomes disrupted into phaccoidal lenses, and steepens from 20 to

30 degrees west dip to vertiml A vertical mylonite and gouge zone separates
Kh from Ni anu Nh. The mylonite and gouge zone coincides with a steep gully on
east of the Skardu road at the head of which MI is separated from Ni,h by a

wide grey gouge or mylonite zone. East of the mylonite/gouge zone, variably
mylonitizeo Nh occurs with generally steep dips and north strike. Asecond
major raylonite/gcuge zone oriented 000,60 F. East of this fault, minor faults

anu mylonitizatim become less common
The fault zone is visible on the west bank of the Irriu.s, occupying a steep

gully separating Kh from Ni. Several discrete fault strands are clearly visible

in polished exposures along the waterline.

Traverse 3-14. Stations 3-144 to 3-149. Lower Ishkapal canyon.

Bedrock at canyon mouth is MI, finely banded bio schist, gneiss, amphib-

lite and marble. Overall, unit has aistinctive red brown weathering patina.

Lithologic layering is parallel to Si, which strikes north, with consistent

sbmpll dip. Major faults occur, both parallel to Si, and dapping 60-70 E One
shows clear east side up offset of at least 30 in.

Nh is in contact with Ni along a shear zone parallel to Sl, and Si is

parallel in both units. Nh is distinguished by an abrupt transition to massive

anu thickly layered monotonous grey biotite gneiss.
At least 7 major faults occur in Ni in a zone extending approximately 1.5
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km east of the contact withal. The faults dip 50 to 60 east, and, sane clearly
offset distinctive lithologic layers, east siae up. The faults tend to dip most
shallowly near the ridge crest, and are near vertical in the bottau of the
canyon. The top 100 ra of the ridgecrest is severely toppled, from approximately

vertical to 30 E.

In the upper reaches of the canyon, the foliation strikes east.

Traverse 3-C1 Stations 3-150 to 3-162. Skarw road from west loop of Indus to
Khalcla Canyon.

Bedrock along the road between the Raikot fault zone of Traverse 3-M to

the mouth of Etalola canyon is Ni. The dominant lithology is biotite gneiss or
augen gneiss with pegmatitic clots and stringers, and minor amounts of amphibo-

lite, schist and rare calc silicate. The rocks are dominantly fine ,grained and

in thick (0.5-2 rr) oiscontinuous lithologic bands, although fine grain size and
thin banding occur.

Si foliation is generally strong and parallel to lithologic banding, but
can be indistinct in sane massive gneiss layers. S1 generally strikes north and

sips steeply west. Minor faults occur, generally parallel to foliation.

In riverbed exposures along the Indus at Khalola canyon, the dominant

lithology is coarse grained granite gneiss, with abundant pegmatitic clots and

stringers, and rare thin discontinuous amphibolite interlayers. Foliation is

weakly defined Ly CU-scuatinucus.seg bands of biotite. Wotypes of migmatite

occur, one in wtich pegmatitic stringers are abundant and chaotically folded,
ano another in which vaguely foliate gneiss is in sharp contact with equigranu-

lar gneiss, and biotite seg bands persist vaguely from the gneiss to the

equigranular rock (Fig. Ar4a, b,

South of Khalola canyon, the road traverses the foot of the Bunundoin

landslide, along a shallowly west dipping gouge zone in coarse biotite gneiss

up to 10 ra thick. At the south end of the slide the bedrock is again thickly

layered coarse augen gneiss, with S1 moderately west dipping.

Traverse 3-1). Stations 3-163 to 3-176. Along Skardu road from south end of-

Burumdoin slide to Shengas.

Entire traverse in Ni, as far as Shutps. Ni predominantly coarse grained

biotite and muscovite gneiss, with smaller amounts of augen gneiss, biotite and

muscovite schist, amphibolite, and rare calc silicates. Lithologic banding is

variable but predominantly coarse, and laterally discontinuous. Hydrothermal
alteration, gossan and sulfur and sulfosalt deposits are common along fractures

ano foliation planes.
S1 is strongly developed parallel to lithologic layering on outcrop scale,

but can be indistinct in some massive gntizs layers. S1 strikes north and dips

moderately to steeply west at the beginning of the traverse, and the strike

shifts progressively through northwest to west approaching Shengus, while the
dip becomes prcgTessively shallower. Open um- Illations in sl do occur. The

change in strike closely parallels the 90 degree bend to the east made Ly the

Indus, and at the berti, the river follows a single foliation plane.

Minor faults occur throughout the traverse, generally north striking and

east dippi%.
Asarthdipping crenulation lineation is consistently developed, and a

mineral lineation occurs less comma-1y.

Cn the west bank of the Indus opposite stations 3-160 to 3-165, a small

basin occurs. A major fault contact between Eh or Ks and Ni trends south across

the resin, art climbs towards the ridge crest to the south. It is mark by a

wide zone or brightly colored lydrcthermal alteration and a conspicuous linear
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feature when viewed at low sun angle. Numerous east dipping faults are exposed
in Ni aojacent to the major fault.

The south bank of the Indus opposite stations 3-170 to 3-173 offers a

section pexpenoicular to Si, and reveals numerous rootless isoclinal intrafo-
lial.tclOs within thick uniformly west dipping lithologic layers.

Traverse 3-¢ Stations 3-179 to 3-181. Up minor gully between Sumari and Ishka-
pal canyon

Traverse extends across strike of al, to contact between Nh and NI. The
contact is conformable to Sl, and marked by a shear zone 25 as wide. Minor
foliation plane shears also occur in%

South of the contact locale, Ni and Nn are cut by a major steep fault zone

trenoing slightly northwest. The fault zone originates at the Kh body of Tra-
verse 1, to the north, and to the south passes up and over the divide into

Ishkapal canyon. The fault zone is poorly exposed, but contains mylonites,

biotite schist, and amphibolite, garnet amphibolite and gabbro Onaracteristic
of Kh.

Traverse 3-R Stations 3-190 to 3-197. Skarcii road from Baroluma canyon to
Jude canyon.

The entire traverse is in Ns, finely laminated fine grained pelitic

gneiss, amphibolite, leucogreiss and calk silicate gneiss. Utourmaline granite
and peguatite dikes are common.

The axis of the Bulache antiform crosses the road just west of Juche
0511y0/1. Strong S1 parallel to lithologic layering has consistent northeast
strike, anu dips west on the west limb of the antiform, east on the east lint.

A body of coarsely banded ortho au(pn gneiss occurs just east of the hinge

of the antiform.

Traverse 3-S. Stations 3-215 to 3-2284 Sassi village to Khaitaro village.

The traverse crosses till from the Skardu road to the base of the divide
between Khaltar and Eassu canyons. Bedrock at the base of the divide is %
biotite muscovite schist and gneiss with a red brown weathering patina. Fro-

ceeding west and up the canyon, the rock becomes, variably mylcnitized and

sheared, and several major north trending east dipping faults occur. A single
zone of nylcnite and cataclastite approximately 100 m wide separates the

Sheared and mylonitized Nh from Eh, with abundant concordant granitic dikes.
Further up the divide, the fault directly juxtaposes massive gabbro with minor
marble and amphibolite inclusions against Nkl.

Further up Khaltar canyon, the fault zone is visible along the ridgecrest
as a zone of brightly colored hydrothermal alteration, and both walls of the

canyon ore gabbro. At the furthest upstream extent of the traverse, the west

wall of the canyon is still gabbro, the east bank is covered, but has abundant

Ni float
A major fault with east side up di.splacement is visible on the west wall

of the mryon, further north. Faille vantage point part way down from Khaltar

village, at least two major east dipping faults are viAihie high on the slope

between Sumari :111yon and Istitapal canyon.

Traverse 4 -A. Stations 4-3 to 4-11. Up Sassi creek.

The traverse begins at the head of the vertical walled gorge of traverse
and for several hundred meters to the east, the creek flows directly along

top surface of a gently west sloping bedrock plateau which is overlain by till.

Becrock exposed in creek bed along top of bedrock plateau is finely laminated
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biotite schist ano anitUiclite of Nb. Si consistently north trending and verti-
cal. Nsaercus minor east side up faults occur parallel to Sl. Isoclinally
faced pegmatitic clots are caumon in Sl.

To the east, the bedrock plateau steps up abruptly and the creek is
incised in a deep vertical walled gorge. At least four vertical faults coincide

with the step, all are north trending and vertical, parallel to Sl. the faults

are 1-3 nil wide, and all produce steps in the bedrock plateau surface. Cne

clearly offsets the overlying till.

Traverse 4 -B. Stations 4-12 to 4-16. Repeat visit to Raikot fault zone at 3-

134, and traverse to Kh body just south of Sumari canyon.

Mylonitic lineations measured at Raikot mylonite zone, generally north

plunging.

From a vantage point above 3-134, several features are noted to the north.
The fault zone of station 3-180 is definitely continuous with the Kh body at

Sumari canyon, and the western contact of the Kh is against till (Fig. A-3a).

Cn the cliff forming the west fade of the Kh body, the oontact between
till ark, the overlying Kh is a horizontal thrust.

Traverse 4-C. Stations 4-17 to 4-23. Traverse to Sumari village via Hurban

village.

The traverse crosses till from Sassi to Sumari, but excellent views to the
north reveal several steep north trending bedrock faults directly on strike

with prominent scarps in till (Fig. A-3a). Till clasts are deeply pitted, with

quartz veins standing as much as 1.5 at above rock surface.

From Hurban to Sumari, traverse crosses poorly exposed Ni, with numerals

fracture zones, inoznsistent foliation attitudes Sumari village occupies a

north trending graben floored with till. Bedrock along the west edge of the

graben is a jumble of huge blocks with inconsistent foliation attitoriPg Bed-

rock east of the graben is Ni, with good exposure and consistent foliation.

Traverse 4-D. Stations 4-24 to 4-31. Irrigation channel originating in Khaltar

creek, and terminating on cliff west of the mouth of Khaltar canyon.
The Faikot fault mylonite zone crosses the Indus just west of the mouth of

Khaltar canyon, and crosses the Skardu road under gravel cover. The mylonite

zone forms prominent notdhespacked with till in the bedrock plateau on both

banks or the Thous, and passes into Khaltar canyon to the north.
bedrock at the origin of the irrigation canal is sheared, fractured and

mylonitized Ni at least 75 mthick. The canal parallels the mylonite zone along

the carryon, then swings west across the zone. the canal crosses the zone in the

till filled notch in the bedrock plateau. Bedrock west of the mylonite zone is

partially mylonitized biotite gneiss, biotite schist and leucogneiss, with a
strong Si arxi numerals small isoclinal folds around north plunging axes. The

unit is not clearly either Nh or kh, and may be an allochthonous fault block.

Traverse Stations 4-33 to 4-48. From Sassi village to Dassu

Iskere village, and base of Haramosh, return via Hardie village, Hanumal vil-

lage and Buller:as village.

From Sassi to Dassu, the traverse crosses tilL Cri the east wall of Dassu
mayon, south of Dassu village, good exposure of toppled or openly folded Ni or

Nb, with numerous foliation plane faults and connecting interfolial ramps (Fig.

A-5 b). Also note several discontinuous Quaternary traces on same wall. Along

till plateau at Dassu, note uistinct Quaternary scarps at toes of fans.

From Iskere village to Kutwai lake at the base of Haramosh, the traverse
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crosses till. Bedrock in north wall of Harsh ( Fig. A-6b), on divide between
Mani and Baskal glaciers, and in south face of Phuparash ( Fig. A-6a) is all Ni

or Ell, uniformly foliated, with consistent northwest strike and moderate to
steep east clip. A contact between Ni and 11-1 is suggested in all three exposures

by a sharp change from massive and coarsely laminated monotonous grey rock to

finely laminated variegated grey black and brom rock. The sumnit tower of

Haramosh is intruded by numerous thick subhorizontal leucocratic dikes. In the
course of crossing the Mani glacier, no clasts were seen that were not typical

of Ni or Nh and the dominant clast was biotite gneiss.

No bedrock was encountered between Iskere village anti Hammel. The floor
of Iskere canyon is covered in gently graded alluvium, between a major land-

slide or neoglacial moraine dam at Iskere village, anda Barche age terminal
moraine at Barche.

Niarnerous fault like features occur in glaciofluvial sediments around

hanumal village, but may be ice contact features. A clear east dipping reverse

fault cuts a glaciofluvial terrace at Batumi, producing a north trending east
site up scarp approximately 15 m high.

Traverse 4-F. Stations 4-49 to 4-54. Death march up irrigation canal along

north bank of Rahmgat canyon.

Bedrock along the traverse is predominantly foliated Ks gabbro with rune-

rousithmetasedimentary inclusions. The rock is generally quite shattered and
altered to clay, chlorite and epidote. Foliation is variable, but generally
strikes east to northeast and dips steeply north. Closely spaced gouge lined
faults occur in a wide variety of orientations breaking the rock into polyhed-

ral volumes 10 to 100 m in diameter. No consistent sense of orientation was
cbserved. Bedrock exposure and passable terrain end approximately 2 km west of
an obvious trace of the Raikot fault. The fault is vertical, and juxtaposes
gabbro with leucocratic dikes arKVor marble inclusions against uniformly fo-

liatec Nanga Parbat group rocks. The trace of the fault is marked by hydrother-
mal alteration of bedrock and Quaternary deposits and by a distinct topographic

step on the divide between Rahmgat and Bunji canyons. The fault truncates the

hinge of a huge recumbent isoclinal fl fold in the Nanga Parbat rocks.

Traverse 4-G. Stations 4-55 to 4-67. UpBurdi canyon, from Bunji village to

Shinn village.

Bedrock in Bunji canyon is ET, all the way east to the Raikot fault, which

crazes the canyon at the confluence of Shin. creek. The Kh consists of bio-
tite-epiaote-hornblende sChists and gneisses, with minor marble interlayers.

Leucocratic intrusive rocks are cammcn, ranging fran slightly discordant and

strongly foliated to sharply disoordant and undeformeci Chloritic alteration,
skarns and coppermineralization are associated with the contacts of the dikes.

Si attitudes smoothly approaching the Raikot fault, fronidue east strike,
through northwest to northeast strike, with steep north dips. Numerous north
striking east aipping reverse faults occur approaching the fault zone ( Fig. Ar

5 a) and are most common adjacent it.
The westernmost unit of the fault zone is a gouge zone within Kh, at least

35 La wide. West of this zone is a mylonite zone approximately 150 in thick,

whiCh separates the Kh from its to the east. Nylonitic foliation, the gouge

zone, and S1 in both kh and Ns all strike 030, 90. Minor east dipping fractures

are calif= in the nlcnite zone, and a transition from Kb protolith to l

protolith occurs within the carne.

N8 consists of fine grained finely laminated leucogneiss, garnet gneiss

and politic gneiss. Lithologic layering is remarkably laterally continuous, and
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the steep west dip persists for several km to the east.
From Shiiiz, the fault zone can be traced to the south aver the Bunji-

REicat divide as an abrupt topographic step and zone of hydrothermal altera-
tion. Ite valley of Shire creek is parallel to the fault zone, and the western

wall is Kw the eastern wall Ns.

Traverse 4-H. Stations 4-67 to 4-79. Slope east of Hanuchal village, and Skardu
road between Hanuchal and confluence of Gilgit river.

North and east of Hanuchal village, a contact occurs between Kh and Ks.

The contact is a zone of Ks dikes in Kb, grading to Kh inclusions is Ks, and is

locally conformable with foliation in Kb. Tie contact crosses the Skardu road

at Hanuchal village, and is visible on the south bank as a steep transition
from foliate to massive rock.

The hl is dominantly amillitolite with thick granitic orthogneiss layers.

The Ks is comixantly equigranular gabbro which locally has primary igneous
layering. Marginal facies of Ks are diorites and coarse hornblende pegmatites.

Along the Skarou road west of Hanuchal, numerous inclusions of Kh occur in

Ks, one at least 250 ra thick.

Traverse 4-I. Stations 4-0 to 4-85. Khalola canyon.
The bedrock exposed on the inaccessible north wall of the canyon for the

entire traverse is Ni, thickly laminated biotite gneiss with laterally discon-
tinuous lenses, and boudins of biotite schist, amphibolite and calk

Discordant pegmatite dikes are 0311111016

Si strikes consistently north, and dips steeply west. Rootless intrafolial

folds occur. Minor east side up faults occur parallel to Si, and two in parti-

cular are directly on strike with the Burumdoin landslide. Bedrock along the

contact of the landslide is extensively hydrothenmally altered.

Traverse 4-3. Stations 4-86, 4-87-88. Detail, Raikot fault zone at station 3-

143, and bedrock exposures along Indus at mouth of Khalola canyon.

Adbitional structural measurements mate in Raikot fault zone include

nylonitic lineations, which all plunge moderately to steeply north and slicken-
sides which plunge north and south.

Bedrock at the mouth of Khalola canyon is massive biotite gneiss with

amphibolite and calk silicate layers and abundant pegmatitic stringers. S1 is
poorly define° in massive gneiss, but araithibolite and calk silicate layers

define S1 and or as bouains and rootless intrafolial fold hinges. Pegmatitic
stringers and biotite laminae are chaotically folded, suggesting anatexis.(Fig.

A-4 a, b, c).

Traverse 4-K. Stations 4-92 to 4-100. up Shengus creek
Bedrock along entire traverse is Ns, fine grained finely laminated pelitic

gneiss, biotite gneiss and amphibolite.
S1 generally strikes east, and dips south, with dip increasing to the

north. S1 is gently folded around three axes; horizontal and east trending

(f2), south plunging (f3) and southwest plunging (O.). A strong mineral linea-

tion parallels the southwest axes, and a moderately developed crenulation

lineation parallels the south plunging axis.

Traverse 4-L. Stations 4-101 to 4-109, and 4-117 to 4-128. Skarc&i roan from 2

kris east of Shengus vfl1 e to 3uche canyon. Bedrock west of Shengus is Ni,

coarse trained massive biotite gneiss with amphibolite, schist and calk sili-

cate.
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S1 is variable but generally strikes west to northwest, dips moderately
south. Large scale open folds our ammo a south, plunging axis (f3), and a
large moderately tight intrafolial antiform is visible on the divide between
nushkin ano Nayar canyons. Small scale open folds, a mineral lineation and a
crenulation lineation all plunge moderately south, parallel to the f3 axes.

Gentle open tolds occur around a west trencing horizontal axis (f2), and are

refolded by f3 folds.

The contact between Ni and Ns occurs just west of Shengus and in transi-
tional, and parallel to Sl. Nt between Shengus village and Baroluma canyon is

precbminamtly fine grained biotite and peiitic gneiss, with coarse grained

ampnibolite. S1 in this area strikes west, aips variably south, with a major

west trending synclinal axis along the Lmi.s. Open manor folds and a weak
crenulation (f2) or parallel to the west trending syncline. Rootless intra-
folial toles (f1) anu folo bouains occur with southwest plunging axes, and
minor open folds and a strong mineral lineation parallel the axes. Open folds

occur around a south plunging axis (f3) with a parallel crenulation lineation,
and refold the horizontal axes (f2).

Adjacent to the Baroluma fault at Baroluma carryon, complex tight folding
occurs around axes which tend to plunge steeply east.

Ns east of the Earoluma fault is fine grained finely lalunateatictite-

garnet-salinenite-kyarute gneiss, para-amphibolitearri calc silicate, with
abunoant discordant granite pegmatites.

The hinge of the Eulache antitorm occurs just west of Juche canyon, and
plunges moderately northeast. Large open parasitic folds occur in the hinge

zone, along with a northeast plunging crenulatian. S1 on the west limb of the

antiform strikes northeast, dips steeply west at Baroluma canyon, and less

steeply near aUche canyon. Foliation on the east limb strikes northeast and

dips consistently east. Isoclinal intrafolial 0E0 folds are camnm, around a
variety of

Traverse 4 -1i. Stations 4-110 to 4-116. Shengus village northeast to ridge above

Earoluma canyon.

NS bedrock is poorly exposed along most of the traverse, with S1 dipping

variably south. Bedrock at the tcp of the west wall of Baroluma canyon is

fractured and alterec.i. Up Baroluma canyon, the Baroluma fault clearly juxta-

poses the steeply east dipping east linb of tne Iskere antiaAaa with the
steeply west dipping west limb of the Bulacre antitorm.

Cn the south tank of the Indus opposite Shengus, a large tight recumbent
intrafolial told occurs.

Traverse 4 -Ft Stations 4-129 to 4-133. Structural csata, from Indus bank expo-

sures at SacIsi, and Kh on west bank of Indus south of Ishkapal canyon

The dominant structure in the mylonitized tin along the Thous at Sassi is a
north trending steeply west dipping mylonitic foliation. A strong mineral
lineation plunges cmsistently north in the nylmitic foliation. The foliation
and the lineation are gently folded around a southwest plunging axis.

TWo generations of folds occur in Kb, tight to isoclinal folds and told

bouoins with northwest plunging axes OW and o_ri to moderately tight folds

around a variety of axes (f2). A mineral lineation parallels the fl axes, and

both, are refolded around f 2 axes. A crenulation lineation occurs parallel to

the f2 axes.
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'Ilia le fri. Field rota
Staticn Earle S1

Trwetse 3-A

3-18 rrylaute 336, 66E 343, 85E

or. face 356, 76E

027, 20E 019, 70E

3-19 343, 78E

3-20 A, nylcnite 340, 8541

Fold; Fault; slick

42

34

31

47

LineaticrE

338, 784

020, ESE;

039, 88E;

358, 90

355, 84E;

158,

333,

039,

345,

B, marble 318, 90

3-21 348, 77W ra, 323, 54

3-22 357, 86E fl A 000, 55

350, 93 AP 345, 651

fl A 010, 45

AP 003, 75W

fl A 330, 70

AP 359, 65W

fl A 010, 45

PP 342, 84W

3-23 344 70W
358, 691

3-24 nylcnite A 199, 15

AP 075, 37E

3-26 talc sil. 351, 7%7 fa A OCO, 60

353, 84W AP in

358, 6%1

3-28 milcnite 354, EMI 000, 90 335, 42E

3-29 schist 347, 77W 005, 37E; 305, 60

3-30 345, 71W 010, 57E

3-31 343, T/W 002, 77E

3-32 urrailabEs A310, 62 m310,67

SlickersiCes maaaired batmen 3-26 aro 3-30, given as :lane; pitch of slick

038, 8611; 251

338, 8761; 33N

348, 90 ; ffiN

359, 69E; 651

Traver 3-B

006, 831; 35N 003,

006, 8111; 35N 354,

356, 79E; 325,

340, 81W; 52N 352,

87W; 3311 005, 87W; 4211

87W; 28N 003, 794; 23N

67W; 70N 351, 82W; 3411

031; 45N 345, EEK; 35N

3-33 A, nyl cr.

053, 54E

345, 75 E fl A 355, 75

fl A 310, 62

B, calc.

3-34 EL A320, 58 343, 65E

AP 015, 62W

3-35 353, 80W

3-36 015, 6041 338, 63J ? A 325, 57 c 325, 57

003 77 £1 A015, 62 c 000, 15

3-38 fl A 037, 63

AP 015, 55W

c 037, 63

3-39 013, 60W

3-40 bio 012, 67W c 320, 52
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aaticri Eartie S1

Itaver 3-B cntinEd.
S2 FOlcs Fault; slick Limaticris

3-42 oicrLI 005, 61W; 310, 55

ZEO, 74S; 085, 17
068, 37W; 100, 10

3-43 325, 74E
3-44 043, 754;
3-45 OX, 62W
3-46 OM, 93 fl. A 343, 80
3-47 g-ei,.%ic 015, 5747

granite

Traver 3-C
3-48 ar 343, 83E
3-49 353, 85E
3-50 353, WE
3-55 330, 45E
3-56 014, 66E
3-58 025, 5Eur 340, WE
3-59 aTli 068, 50E; 193, 45
3-61 042, DJ 345, 57W

040, 7%7
295, 71E
085, 5aq

3-62 A, Tel.% 04), 52W 052, 72E; 135, 5
B, granite 027, Ea; 02D, 55W

Traver 3-D
3-67 350, 60E 335, 52E

320, 50E
350, 52E

3-69 A, gneim
pcite

'traverse 3-E
3-70 350, 85/1 c, 31.5, 64

350, 65V7 c, 165, 9
3-73 340, 35E 015, 7817

330, 49E
334, 38E

3-74 343, 55E 345, 30E
358, 65E

3-75 325, 36E 289, 44N
319, 46E

3-77 320, 49E
3-78 big greim 340, 93
3-79 laic Teiss 350, 50E

3-E0 COO?, 20-30E
3-02 marble 349, 71W
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Irawrse 3-F
3-84 A, alnienlite

B, garret greiss
C, nyl., cr.
345, 51 W

Traverse 3-G
3-87 A, aqtatolite

B, diorite
3-ff) gtbro
3-90
3-91 A, gt bro

B, aryn greim

Traver 3-I
3-98
3-99
3-101 granite

3-102 bio grim

3-106
3-107 Bio geiss
3-108

'Irtaver
3411

3-113 relitic greiss

Traverse 3-L
3-135
3-116 nu-bio-gan tL greim
3-117

3-118 A ultraylcriite
B mac silicate

3-119 A gainat atrinibaLite
B ariikxalite
C diorite

3-120 niatile, or.

3-121
3-122

Fake

334, 721 A 045, 52

010, 251

035, 371
035, 81
040, 44W

027, 87W
030, 70W

316, 2EIR
017, 4211
004, 6111

105

Fault; aLick Lirkaticns

ii 045, 52

071, 81/,)

f3 A 007, 44 295, 74E;305, 34
f3 A 000, 45

355, 6%

045, 734
040, 47W
05), 90; 060, 30
065, 43W

035, 90 fl A 005, 40
030, 734 tl A 025, 07

346, 90
350, 751
348, E6W

357, E5.1

005, 90
050, 23W
000, 2011
347, 771,1

A 185, 27
AP 0E0, 255
fl A 000, 27
tl A 000, 42
tl A 125, 32

ra, 110, 25

c, 346, 61
018, 66E; 055, 54 c, 000, 42

c, 350, 62
c, 350, 30
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FO ca Fault; slid( LineaticnsStatical Eaaple

Firavkr 3-L cxrtiruei.
3-123 A bio-nu greim 334, 82W tl A 035, 66 0E0, EOS

B bio-garnct. gneiss
C bicrgairet
D talc

3-124 COO, 73.7 c, 333, 60
c, 352, 28
c, 190, 28

3-125 350, KAI c, 320, 51
c, 175, 32

3-327 nyknite 004, 7al m, 040, 50
c, 000, 29

3-128 017, 87W
3-129 COO, 831 345, 80E
3-130 nu-bio schist 000, 77W 023, 60E

3.9), 8Cci
3-131 OCB, 72W OX, 90

010, 731 025, 60E
3-132 358, COW

3-133 A arphibdate 005, 3.51 000, 93
aiEhibaLite 025, 157

C arEbibalite
D talc silicate

3-134; Lttailed traverse of nylcnite acre

Dist. m "atm la&
0
0-.6
-4.5
-58
58
-66
66
-86
-104
104
-125
125
-152
-167
167

nethie
ultraylcrate
nylcnite
nyicnite = aitiubaute
nylaute
nylcnite
axe gem nylcnite
axial = ray:louts
nylcnite
ultrawknite
bio gneiss, nylcnite
larcgeiss rrylaute
cover
rrylcnite, scrast
extensive carer

3-135 Ibl-epiccte geiss 015, 241+;

3-136

szuarating Ur, Kh. Smples arrtered 184-X

Smule

184-A
184-E

184-C

184-D

184-E

184-F

184-G

fa A 300, 23
fl A 315, 5
AP 330, 14S
a A 285, 35
AP 315, 56W
fa A 315, 25
AP 315, 90

Other
ample( chaotic fact,
tacit, 4 at thick at Om
avaboLite prctolith

bio grim ixotolith
gang t-bio schist Erctolith

oriental 000, 77W, S1 000,77W



Stadia) Sample

Thaver, =timed.
3-183 para arphibolite
3-184

107

S1 Fblds Fault; sLick Laneaticns

335, 3CW

A 125, 35
AP 015, 351

Tiovecr
3-138

3-M

A 325, 25
AP 325, 75E

3-139 arphibolite 030, 351
3-140 A arphibolite 030, 291

B anyhiboLite
3-141 Trimble 040, 2CW

3-143, 182 pace and compass traverse aE fsult ate, firm east to west. Sarrples runbaed
as 143-X a 182-X.

Leg 1. 330, 60 m.
0-12, biotite greiss and arfin geiss with pegnatitic stringers, S1 026, 72W.
12, fault parallel to Sl, 35 an wire.
12-35, fire cxained biotite greiss and schist. with red-traan WEatterillg.
35-36, augen geiss prcgressiwly nylcnitized towards the north.
36-39, laminated biotite geiss, marble, calc silicate, arrphiboLite aryl pegmatite.
39, Fault, ariEnted 037, 75E. 51 eest of fault; 022, 75W, west of fault; 019, 72W
39-60, fire grained biotite gneiss and s±ist.

Leg 2 258, 37 m.
0-3, biotite geiss, arphibolite, rrarble
3, fault, 60 an wire, crienbad 025, 90.
3-24, biotite greiss, arphibolite, marble
24, gouGe lined fault 1.0 m thick, criented 033, 70E.
24-34, finely larcinated biotite greiss arrl marble
34-37, laninated rrylcnite and rrarble

Leg 3. 270, 21m.
0-21, biotite geiss, rrarble, biotite greiss rrylcnite. Si 020, 74E.

Is; 4. 300, 62 m.
0-6, biotite gneiss, ar#libolite, oalc
6-28, biotite neiss arrl aageri greiss.
28-33, fine grained biotite gneiss.
33-37, arphibolite.
37-62, augengreiss, S1 007, 85E.

Leg 5. 336, 122 m.
0-2, axi greiss.
2-13, fire gained biotite garnet greiss.
13, fault 20 an wire, lired with gouge, 009, 70E.
13-20, moderately sheared augen greiss.
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20, fault irregilar, 5 an wicb, 340, 70E.
20-70, massive biotite auger greiss with ultrarrylcnite layers parallel to Si.
70, failt 70 an wise, lined with algal grei...% gal:ft, 040, 6CE.
70-73, biotite augen greiss.
73, -fault, 60 an wide, gru;e Lined, 020, 50E. Sarrples, 143-A biotite garret geiss,
143-B augen greiss.
73-122, firely laminated biotite m.socvite szhist. Dive lylrothermal alteration,
gassan, sulfcealts alcrg Si planes. Si 012, 75W.

All tie faults in this leg ocalesce in a single braid fault zzre ai ti-a
to tie east cf the secticn. tie fault zcre is oriented 000, 60E

Leg 6. 315, 114 rn.
0-37, fire grained firely laminated biotite nuscxxritye schist with mirrr rraiiale and talc
silicate. Sample 143-C aE schist.
37-53, biotite schist cut by three failts 83ch irately 25 an wide, lired with
gaxp and on 355, 50E Op the cliff to east cf secticn, the faults coalesce into
a vertical foliaticn plane fault 2 in wide and lined with garp.
53-87, fire grained firely laminated biotite garret greiss (possibly mylcnibe), Si 000,
72N.
87-114, fire grained firely laminated biotite gel.% (possibly mylcnite) with algal
geiss and marble,

Lag 7. 307, 67m.
0-11, fire graired firely laminated biotite gneiss.
11, foliaticn plane fault, 70 an wire, gouge LirEd.
11-32, fire grained firely laminated biotite geiss with mirrr marble.
32-49, fire grained firely laminated rmitle, possibly nrylcnitic, sample 143-E, criented
030, 37W. Si 358, 65E
49, f3.11t, ("imbed 025, 60E with 3 in of apparent reverse dip slip.
49-52, amble.
52-60, biotite gneiss, auger gneiss biotite garret gneiss and nylcnite.
60-67, marble.

Lag 8, 295, 32 rn.
0-32, marble, this body lases cut parallel to foliation within 100m in either direc-
ticn.

leg 9, 270, 62 rn.
0-20, talus aver.
20-36, biotite schist, biotite gneiss and nylcnite. Mylcnite sample 182-F.
36, foliation plane fault, 0.5 m wide, gaxft lined. Crienbed 340, 64 W.
36-47, variably nylcnitized biotite greiss.
47, fault, 1 m wire, garft lined, 350, 74E. Sample 3-182 E, mylcnite.
47-57, biotite greiss, algal greiss aid mylcnite, S1 345, 8CW.
57-60, fault, 2.5 m wide, garft lined, 015, 85W.
60-62, lykothernally alteced cateclastite and nylcnite.

Leg 10, 295, 45 m.
0-45, pervasively sheared mylcnite and amphibolite. Ektensive hydrothermal alteraticn,
with gassan, sulfcealts. Sample 182-D.

lag 11, 230, 53 m.
0-8.5, pervasively sheared nylazite, extersiw_ly IFIrothermally altered. Shear
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foliatirn oriented 000, 65W.
8.5, fault, .5 m wire, gage lined,005, 7CW.
8.5-45, foliated fire grained arrphibolite and biotii g-eiss, variably rrylcnitized. Cut
by spaced shears, oriented 340, 80W, with steeply /DWI plunging slicicensides. Sarrple
182-C, mylcnite.

Leg 1.2, 230, 177 rn.
0-15, fire grairEd anyhibolite and biotite gneiss, ait by aural minor faults cries -bed
000, 70-80E. S1 325, 57W, variable.
15, fault, .2 to 1.0 m wide, gauge and breccia lined, 015, 90.
15-26, foliate fire gained anichiboLit (nylcnite) transiticnal to coarc grairEd
rrylcnite frcm 25-26 rn.
26-55, coarse grairEd moderately foliated arphibolite.
55, fault, 1-2 m wide, gouge lined, 020, 67o7.
55-70, arrphibolit, at by far minor g:u:ft lirEd faults at parallel to foliatirn.
70, fault, 6-50 an wide, gauge lined, sub parallel to Sl. S1 010, 56W.
70-72, arphiboLite
72, fault, 4-6 an wire, gzuge Lined, at parallel to Sl, 010, 68W. Cut by ward fault,
1 an wide, 350, 54E, .75 in aparent reverse offset.
72-122, foliate fire grained amphibolite. S1 strikes north, west dip dacreases to w%-t.
Fbliaticn dimpted into phacooidel packets. Fracture zaes canntn.

Ieg.13, 212, 76 rn.
0-16, fire gr-airEd foliates aTchibolite and marble.
16, fault, 1-2 an wide, gou;e lined, 000, 6CW, slicks 335, 55.
16-27, steeply east dipping foliated alphibolite.
27, fault 2-5 an wick, 090, 127. This fault tracates against fault at 16 rn.
27-74, fire gained foliated an-phibolit dipping g3.t. ly west. shears sthsarallel to
foliatirn at foliatirn into pheceoidal paclots.
74, 2 small faults, 000, 70W with slicks 300, 58 ard 020, 70E, with slicks 005, 42.
74-76, fire grairEd foliated arrphibolii.

Leg 14, 225, 65 rn.
0-49, fire grained foliated amphibolite. Fbliaticn dips moderatly west, u-chlates. In
sere areas, shears at parallel to foliaticn tnrcatm foliatirn, fcrming lens shaped
packets.
49, fault, 350, 90, 15 crn wire at read, widens rapidly ty cliff to 3 m. Peeked with
gauge and breccia. Crag cn foliation adjacent to fault indicates east sicm tp disp1pre-
ma L.
49-65, foliated amphibolite, rra?rate achlating west dip.

leg 15, 255, 46m.
0-31, foliated amphibolite, with urchlating rredaraly west dip. Fbliaticn baxxres less
well defined to west.
31-38, weakly foliated fire graired crtho-anchibolite with marble irclusias. 51 343,
40W. Sample 182-A, amphibolite.
38-46, transition fran amphibolite with marble irclusicns to laminated marble azt by
amphibolite dikes. Primary intrusiw relaticn.
46, coarse grained marble ard medium grained arThibolite inbarlayered in bads 8-30 an
thick. at by dikes of crtho-anchibolite.

End of pace ard ocnpass -traverc, staticn 3-143.
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Staticn

Traverse 3-N
3-144

S1 Etats Faat; slick

000, 75E

Lineations

3-146 353, 84W 000, 60-70E
3-149 wire

illavtrse
3-150 017, 757 043, 7047

000, 90

Traverse 3-iii
3-151. A biotite g-eim 000, 826 q 043, 606l

B axe rTicrate 030, 67W
020, 737

3-152 006, 797
3-154 008, 6CW
3-155 029, 62W
3-156 A

F.; na.gimite
3-157 357, 17
3-158 070, 244 295, 18
3-159 348, 7(J.
3-160 000, 4241
3-161 357, 61W
3-162 357, 43W

Traver 3-N
3-163 353, 54W
3-164 325, 4067 c, 195, 30
3-1E6 353, 35W
3-167 328, 43W
3-168 315, 30W ry 193, 27

342, 64/ c, 195, 25
c, 185, 32

3-169 330, 41:7 007, WE
3-170 adc silicate 315, 47 c, 155, 25
3-171 A a411*n! te 325, 45W

B biotite schist
C biotite gi-ei.ss

3-172 348, 56W c, 190, 30
3-173 biotite greiss 072, 37S c, 210, 34
3-174 274, 45S
3-175 300, 58S
3-176 310, 4541 c, 185, 35
3-177 A pelitic schist 071, 61.E B. A 260, 5

B biotite sctast PP 074, 60S
3-178 OW, 53S

Itaverse 3-Q
3-179 352, 84 000, 60E
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Statiai

iirever 3-Q cutinkci

Fultz Fault; siick Linaaticns

3-181 A 1,y1cnite 335, 16W

B biotite gei.% 350, 8541

C 005, 63E

D Turret. altilibalite
E arx.r trate pegratate

Traver se 3-Et

3-191 A re' itic geiss 34), sal
tcurrnaLire granite

C bictite gel.%
3-192 010, 63W
3-193 065, 4047

Traver catirusa.

3-154 348, 45E
3-195 013, 57E
3-196 ky-onite gneis 021, 70E 200, 20
3-197 garnet gneiss 015, 4)E

Traver a 3-S
3-216 358, 71W

3-217 356, 44W

3-226 344, 35E

3-227 A nylcnite, crusted

020, 81W

B LAT:mite, somata.:
340, 3(X,1

3-228 nfirhl e nylcnite
oriertth 318, 57W

Ireiver 4-A

4-10

Traverse 4-B

352, 90 352, 90

008, SO

4-12 A arEnibalite , c, 340, 20

B biotite schist c, 338, 60

c, 183, 20

4-13 A oriented wicnite f2 A183, 17 Ey 000, 45

348, 845.4 AP 075, 20 E rn, 225, 40

B nylcnite f2 A 155, 4 n1, 345, 32

C nylcnite AP 335, 22W c, 240, 40

D oriental wicnite L. A 263, 15

000, 2516
para

'Irzwerse 4-C
4 22 A

B biotite greie,
04), 57W

a A 315, 30
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Stz.tion Saiiale Si Ras

rfraverai. 4-D
4-25 tl A 340, 38

fl A 345, 67

025, 6a'

Falk; slick Lineations

4-27 A ni-whi e 357, 72i 005, 60E m, 322, 54
B suiist

C mithibolite

4-28 A, oriented nylonite fl A 295, 45

345, 70W
r, 035, 57

B, orient:et nylonite
333, 677

4-29 A nyknite 017, 7(W

B nylcnite

4-30 005, 64E 330, 56

Traverse 4-D ccntiruad.

4-31 A lactriei.% 024, 647 fl A 315, 45

E a IAabaute
C biotite 4irret schist

4-32 wroxenite

'Itaver 4-E

4-36 043, 5717

4--44 biotite gneiss

4-45 arrnitaLite

4-47 350, 52W

Traver 4-F

4-50 A getbro 300, 87W 010, KW
B aiplibotite 082, 84E

4-51 070, 65E 023, 67W; 030, 24
4-52 350, 93

4-53 070, 90

Traver 4-G

4-56 A biotite schist 093, 75N

E
C skam

4-57 090, 60N

4-58 090, 60-70N

4-59 330, 90

4-60 A onentecl nyionite 030, 85E 340, 65E

025, ea; 025, 85W

E on.enteo nylcrute 025, SO

045, 90 040, 93

C oriental Ldo:rate

304, 505

D oriented qIcnite

060, 345
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rIta,ver 4-G certirucci
4-61 A leuxgreiss

Li garnet geiES
C stauroilte cyisc;

4-62
4.35 ei.decite

'tsver 4-h

S1

025, 90

Folds

4--67
4-68
4-69 A sreiss irrlusicn

a5, 46/4
065, 47N
030, 57S

B cep; inclusia
4-70 A gatbro 035, 45N

B gel% inclusien
4-71 000, 7CV7
4-72 epicrte gel% 345, 6117
4-73 A g.tbro
4-74 060, 2111

Itaverm 4-F1 ccntiruea.
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Fault; sLick Lireaticrs

4-78 A nsible irrlusiens
4-79 007, 64W
4-80

use 4-I
023, 64N

4-82 000, 90
4-64 A biotite c_neim

B bictite schist
C

4-E5 A calc silicate
B caic suicte

rltaver
4-86 A orietr=ci nhlaiite 002, 85W 090, 77S; 255, 65

087, 67S 025, 45W
B orienteci rtylcnite 015,65E;015,65E;135,5)
235, sa 1 000, 814 342, 50E4 230, 42

345, 62E; 040, 55
OM, 67W 000, 67W; 300, 65

4-67 025, 45W
4-68 A lera minibolite

b bictite gi
010, 67W

t&aver 4-H

4-92 sill ivenite schist. 065, 26S 12 A 260, 12

4-9,1 090, 9)S
4-95 090, 60S
4-S6 295, 34S t3 A 000, 55

ny 000, 35
in, 350, 46
ny 310,50
ny 315, 65
ry 325, 50
ny 310, 70
TB, 350, 46
ny 000, 27
u4 350, 10

c, 270, 4
c, 225, 17
ny 200, 35
in, 232, 31
in, 245, 34
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StVich Smile S1 Ram Faat; slick Linsaticns

oardarzu
4-97 296, 45S ry 245, 40
4-93 283, 36S ra, 236, 20

293, 345 ro, 242, 31
4-100 295, 35S fl A 245, 20 m, 242, 24

Travu-c,
4-101 093, 42S fl A 240, 43

tl. A 242, 34

4-102 ite 310, 2511
4-103 278, 3' fl A 247, 14
4-104 277, 14N fl A252, 30

fl A 233, 18
a A 320, 42
f3 A 170, 54
i A 161, 28

4-105 047, 60E

4-106 A IPI itic gneiss 030, VW
aac silicate 023, 77E A 030, 15

C argkitctite 343, 557 A 202, 15
A 015, 3)
A 040, 16
A 043, 14

4-107 nica schist 340, 50W

4-108 020, 7017

rip 220, 28
30
22

053, 5544
035, 65E

183, 61

m, 195,
c, 215,

073,

c, 032,
c, 203,

c, 225,
re, 230,

320,
rrw 015,

15

9
6

45
8
34
10

c, 220, 52

c, 220, 52
4-117 adc siLiczte 315, 428 5 A 178, 44 c, 178, 44

A075, 0 nt 184, 30
4-118 300, 42S f3 A 167, 29 c, 167, 29

A 225, 26 c, 225, 26
4-119 a itnhite 0E0, 8S D. A 233, 18 n-t, 232, 4

if3 A185, 65 it 210, 15
4-120 tall:I-calm gneim 321, 20 E. A 228, 34 ra, 184, 35

fl A 230, 20 14 192, 34
f2 A 267, 8 c, 088, 6
f 2 A 088, 6 1 , 2 4 7 , 2 5

065, 30S ra, 211, 30
ny 232, 8

4-121 fl A096, 5 c, 254, 2
12 A083, 7

067, 35S r1 A 070, 5 ro, 222, 10
i3 A 230, 20 ra, 200, 20
2 A 1E0, 22

080,19S f2 A 25C, 8 rk, 055, 3
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S=icri Sraakile Si Ram Fault; slick LireaticrE

TraverEe catink.c,
4-122 A layer 045, 711 tl A 050, 85 c, 015, 52

B yarrEt gneim fl A 230, 70
4-123 029, 63V E. A 005, 50 c, 225, 52
4-124 010, 70E fl A 225, 3 c, 024, 20

EL A 200, 14
fl A 040, 6
tl A 037, 4

4-125 033, 58E A 053, 15 c, 162, 25
010, 25E c, 165, 14

4-127 027, 58E c, 000, 27
4-128 000, 16N f3 A 032, 17 c, 038, 15

ritavcr 4-ii
4-110 060, 6es r3 A 090, 0

E. A 230, 40 rn, 230, 40
4-lll 009, 45E A 035, 39 rn, 215, 39

035, 30E A232, 7

4-112 310, 34S m, 235, 34
067, 695 rn, 237, 24

4-113 073, 47S
-114 talc siliarte 038, 50W tl A 253, 24 rri 250, 28

258, 47E LI, 245, 32

Static-, Si Rid Axis Axial Pla-e lareaticrs, rr. Lireaticns, c.

Trasitxse 4-N
4-132 tl. 245,

L. 296,
fl
fl 283,
fl 321,
Y1 229,
i2 220,
irl 242,

4-133 038, 64 200, 40
355, 74W 208, 32
002, 6a,1 168, 20
353, 53W
342, 37W

18 053, 70ki 316, 14 243, 29
34 032, 36W 315, 23 029, 3
34 2E5, 38E 323, 44 232, 26
24 303, 397 240, 10
22 350, 22W 183, 65
18
7

26
330, 65
336, 55
319, 47
313, 42
293, 28
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Figure A-1. Structural DetaiLs. a. Minor foliation plane faults in Nh with
ramps across foliation. Note east-side-up offset. Station 3-26. b. Fl isoclinal

intrafolial fold of calc-silicate and marble layers within biotite schist.

Station 3-26. c. Complexly folded marble and arriphibolite layers in Raikot

mylonite zone opposite Sassi village. Station 3-84.
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Figure k2. Raikot fault &tails. a. View to the south of the east wall of the

Intim gorge south of Shatct village. The Raikot mylonite zone separates verti-

cal Nh, from gently west dippdnglal The mylonite zone crosses the Skardu road

on the east bank, and is visible on the west tank as well. Station 3-137. a.

View north Showing Kh fault sliver on east bank of the Inclis gorge north of

Snatot village. The trace of the Sassi Eessu fault (heavy dashed lire) passes

across till and the ridge north of Sassi village. Note scarp in till at fault,

and vertical Raikot mylonite zone on west bank of Indus. Station 4-13.
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Figure A-3. Raikot fault drag a. complex folding in Kh amphibolites adjacent
to Raikot mylonite zone. Station 3-138. b. Rolding in Kh amphibolite arri marble

adjacent to Raikot mylonite zone. 3-134. c, minor fault in Raikot fault zone,

with east side up drag. Station 3-143.
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migmatite

a

b

10 cm 4.< um-

11614 pow.

Figure A-4. Migrrertites. a. Ni migrnatitic gneiss, with folded pegmatitic

stringers (solid black) aryl biotite laminae (dashed lire). Station 4-88. b.

Complexly folded pegrratitic stringers in Ni biotite gneiss/migmatite. 4-88. c,

diffuse contact between biotite gneiss with tightly folded biotite folic, and
equigranular gneiss/migmatite with diffuse biotite laminae/schlieren. Station

3-156.
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Figure Ate. Structure in the upper Iskere Canyca. a. View to the north of the
south face of Phuparasn/Layla. Consistently east dapping foliation with pcssi-
t1e contact between thinly laminated NI and thickly laminated Ni. be intru-
sive rock at summit of Layla. Station 4-42. b. View south of the North face of

Haramosh, with ccnsistently east dipping foliation and possible contact tetween

Nh and Ni. Note abundant pecjmatites in summit tower. Station 4-43.
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Figure Pr-6. Minor faults. a. View of south wall of Bunji canyon, approximately

1.5 km west of Eadkot fault. NUmercus east dipping east side up faults offset a

concordant pegrratite. Station 4-62. b. North facing cliff on the north bank of

Eassu canyon between Eassu and Sassi viLlasft. Foliation plane faults ramp

acrost foliation. Station 4-46.
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Appendix 2

Lithologic and petrographic descriptions.

A general lithologic description is provided for each major unit, followed
by detailed petrographic descriptions of rocks studied in thin section.

Key to abbreviations.

Mineral phases; An = andesine, Ab = albite, Al = almandine, Ap = apatite

Au = augite, Bi = biotite, Cc = calcite, Ch = chlorite, C2 = clinozoisite, Di =

dicpside, to = dolomite Fo = forsterite, gio = graphite, Gr = grossular, Hb =

hornblende, Id = idocrase, Kf = potassium feldspar Ky = kyanite, La = labrador-
ite, Ma = margarita, Mi = microcline, Mu = muscovite, CE = oligoclase, py=

pyrite, Qz = Quartz, Ri = rutile, Sc = scepolite, Se = sericite, Si = silli

manite, Sip = sphere, TO = tourmaline, Wo = wollastcnite, Zi = zircon, Zo =
zoisite

Textural terms; SP) = shape preferred orientation, MT = mortar texture, PG

= polygonized or polygonization, UE = undulatory extinction, SG = sub grains or
sub grain formation, NM = recmineralization or crystallization, ER = ernbayed

and/or replaced, SR = static recrystallization, PE = polygonal-equigranular or
mosaic, GB = grain boundaries, EX = broken or fractured, BX = bent, SF =

surface formed, SD = surface deformed, XB = xenoblasticy SB = sub idio blastic,
IB = idioblastic, PB = porphyroblastic or porphyroblast, PC = prophyroclast, gr

= grained, twx = twins.

Kohistan Sequence

Hanuchal amphdbolite 00h)

Kh consists of medium to coarse grained hornblende, biotite and

epidote gneisses and amphibolite, interlayered withmetamorphosedleacocratic
dikes and sills, and subordinate calc silicates and marbles. The various litho-

logies occur in layers which vary fran a few an to several m thick, and which
are parallel to a strong Si foliation. The lithologic layers are laterally

continuous, and in at least one outcrop a primary structure (basalt" dikes in
marble) is observed. Metamorphosed leucocratic intrusive rocks generally occur
as concordant or weakly discordant bodies, strongly foliated parallel to Si. Kh
is recognized in the field by its relatively monotcnous gray-green color and

strong layering and foliation. The unit is in the albite epidbte amphibolite

facies, and the carman occurence of epidote distinguishes it from the rocks of

the Nanga Parbat group.
Skarns, metasamatic asbestos deposits and chlorite sChists are all asso-

ciated with young Kg dikes in Eh Locally, chyrsocolla occurs on foliation

planes in Eh.

Petrographic Descriptions

Sample /tuber 3040-B

Rock Name Garret bearing biotite rrusctvite semi-schist Flies Albite-

epidote amphibolite Prot.° lith Psarnmite Distance from Raikot Fault 0.5 krn

Stained Billet yes Photo no
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General PetraEabricStrong Si defined by mica segregation bands, quartz
ribbons and SPO of mica. Coarse garnet and albite auger, wrapped by and flat-
tened in Sl. Moderate S2 developed as discrete zones of strong BX and PC,.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Ab Major XB, fine gr, no twx, moderate SPO. Cuspate to serrate GB. Also

as coarse PB, with UE and SG.
Qz Major XB, fine gr, moderate SPD, cuspate to serrate GEL UE, SG, PG

common. Also as coarse ribbons.

Mu Minor IB, coarse gr, with strong SB). BX, FX, PG common.

Bi Minor SB, fine gr, and IB medium gr intergrowths with mu. BX, FX, PG

common.

Al Minor SB, coarse PB with moderate SFO. Minor alteration to dilorite
along fractures.

Ep, Ap Trace

Mtamorphic/Deformational/Crystalli2ation
Metamorphism

Ab Qz Mu Bi Al

Ml 114

Ml RI RI NM
UE UE BX BX

M PG FG

PG

History
Deformation

S1 S2

SF El

SF Dl

SD SF D2
D2

D2

Summary- Psamrnitic r3i meat strongly deformed and metamorphosed in albite

epicbte amphibolite conditions. Subsequent strong deformation prothced strain

in all phases, and S2 incipient mylonitic foliation.

Samplelimber3-087A
Rods Name garnet and biotite bearing amphibolite Facies albite qpidote

amphibolite Protolith basic igneous roCkDistance frculRaikot Fault 4 km Stained

Billet no Photo no
General Petrofabric Moderate Si defined by discontinuous pl seg bands and

weak to moderate SB) of hb, bi. Predominantly coarse gr hb with interstitial

pl.

Mireralcgy

Phase % Character
HL Major Coarse elongate SB with mcderate SPO, and fine gr SB. ER by qz

and pl. Sane FX.

Fl Major XB, equant, albite, pericline and deformation twx common. Some

zoned. An % 40.

Qz Minor XB, fine gr, with moderate SB), some UE and SG.

Op Trace Irregular masses and thin plates on bi.

Al Trace SB, eguant.

Bi Trace IB, fine gr, on hb GB and cleavage. Altered to ch.

Ap Trace XB, coarse gr.

Zi, Ct Trace
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Mtaaorphicireformational/Crystallization History
Metamorphism Deformation

Hb cs Hb fn P1 Al Bi
Igeous ISM NCI

M1 ER ISM 114? 144 MI SF Dl

Summary Albite epidote amphibolite or amphibolite grade ortho
Experienced weak metamorphic/deformation event, followed by minor retrograde
alteration to chlorite. Fossihly an early dike of Ks.
Note Spectacular deformation twx in pl.

Sample Mater 3-091B
Rod.: Name Epidote Albite augn gneiss Facies albite epidote amphibolite

Protolith psarnrnitic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 7.5 km Stained Billet

no Photo no
General Petrofabric Coarse gr gneiss with S1 defined by discontinuous bi

and qz/pl seg bands and by SPO of qz, pl ep and bi-

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Ab Major SB, fire gr in matrix with SPO and contact inhibition against

bi. Also as PB with SPQ Peri dire and albite twx
oornrnon. An % 5.

Qz Major )03, fire gr, with SPO. S, UE and serrate GB common.

Bi Minor IB, fine gr, with SPO.

Ep Minor IB, elongate grains shay SPO.

Mu Trace IB, randan orientation.

Ap, Zi Trace

Yetamorphic/Deformational/Crystallization History
Metarorphism Deformation,,

Ab Qz Bi Ep Mu S1

Ml al NK SF D1

MI ISM I/4 MI ISM SF Dl

M2? ISM

Summary Albite epicbte amphibolite facies meta psammite, metamorphosed synteo-
tonically to produce SL. late rnusoovite possibly due to intrusion of Ks.

Note Sample collected from Kh inclusion in Ks.

Sample Umber 3-133D
Rock Name garret epicbte gneiss. Facies albite epicbte amphibolite Proto-

lith calcareous sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 1.0 km Stab-mad Billet no

Photo yes
General Petrofabric Fine grained equigranular gneiss with Sl defined by

weak segregation bands and weak to moderate SPO of epicbte. Dcrninant texture is

sub PE.
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Mineralogy
Phase % Character
Qz Major XB, with weak SPO, minor UE and SG. PE texture.
Ep Major 2 populations, fine IB with moderate SPO, and cse SB with EP.
Gr Minor Fine gr SB, eguant.
Sp Trace
Zi Trace IB, eguant.

PttinorphicibeformiticnaliCrystaLLimitirnHistory

Metamorphism Deformation
Ep 1 Ep 2 Qz Gr S1

MI ISM ISM SF Dl
M1 ER al NM NM SR

Summary Albite qpidote amphiboite facies meta calcareous sedimert. The deforma-
tion which prod Iced S1 may have been followed by a static metamorphism which
crystallized garnet, the second population of epidote and produced the overall
PE texture.

SampleNzoter3-135
Rack Name Quartz and sphere bearing amphibolite Facies albite epicbte

amphibolite Probaitlitesic sediment or igneous rock Distance from Raikot Fault
0.2 km Stained Billet no Photo no

General Itrofabric Strong Si defined by segregation bands and moderate

SPO inhb. Mostly cse hb with interstitial qz and pl.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character

Fib Major IB, coarse gr, moderately elongate, moderate SPO. Rational GB,

and general PE texture with pa.

P1 Major XB, eguant, with PE texture. Albite and pericline twx common. An
% 70.

Qz Minor XB, equant, with PE texture.

Sp Minor 2 populations, fine rounded IB, and coarse rounded IB, with
moderate SPO.

Ct Minor IB.

Bi Trace Ib, no SPO, cuts all other phases.

Ap, Zi Trace
op Trace

MetanDrphic/Deformatioral/Crystallization History
NetanorPhism Deformation

Hb P1 Qz 9p Bi

M1 al ISM m NM SF Dl

M AM 114 M I14 SR

Summary Albite epicbte amphibolite facies amphibolite derived from basic /calca-

reacus sediment or basic igneous rock. Initial metamorphism was aooampanied by

deformation to form Si, but was followed by static metamorphism to produce PE

texture.

Note Unusually coarse sphene and unusually high total sphere content (al. 2 %).
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SampleNimber3-141
Rock Name Calc silicate marble Facies green sChist or albite epidote

amphibolite Protolith impure limestone Distance from Raikot Fault 0.25 kin

Stained Billet yes Photo yes
General Petrafabric Predominantly coarse gr Cc, with PE texture modified

along GB. Minor amounts of calc silicate mineral with no SPC1 S1 defined by an

amphibolite segregation band with moderate SP() of tr and bi.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character

Cc Major XB, coarse gr, eguant with PE texture. GB are serrate. Deforma-

tion twx common. Some MT.

Mu Minor IB, BX, FX, sane replacement by gip.

Qz Trace XB, UE.

P1 Trace SB, albite and pericline twx cornmeal, same ER, An % 40?

Mi Trace Xb, UE

Ep Major SB, In amphibolite segregation band

Tr Major IB, In amphibolite segregation band

py Trace XB, with hematite rims

Sc Trace XB, reaction relation with pl?

Id Trace 1B, ER by pl

Sp, Zo Trace
Ma, Bi Trace

Metanarrbic/Defccmational/Crystallizaticn History

Metamorphism Deformation

Cc Mu Qz Si

Iva Itil NM IV SF Dl

Iva PE NM NM SR
MT BX UE SD D2

Summary Albite epidote amphibolite facies marble derived from an impure lime-

stone. The main metamorphism and S1 forming deformation were followed by a
static metamorphism, producing PE texture. Waseguently El2 strains most phases

slightly, but does not produce new surface.

EtteGood example of mortar texture in Cc.

Samplektlimber3-162A
Rock time amphibolite Protolith basic dike Facies Albite epidote amphibo-

lite Distance frcatRaikot Fault 0.1 km Stained Billet no Photo no
General Petrofdaric Predominantly hb with interstitial ep, to, pl andge.

Strong S1 defined by SPD of hb and ep, moderate SPO of bi. Strong lineation

defined by SF0 of It, in Si. S2 at high angle to S1 defined by closely spaced

fractures, generally lined with ch.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character

Hb Major IB, ER by pl and overgrown by ep. FX common, and alteration to

ch.

To Major XB, ragged zoned clear to blue grains, intergrown with fine bi

and ch.

Pi Minor XB, Equant, albite and deformation twx common. An % 45. Altered
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to sericite.

Qz Minor XB, eguant.

Ep Minor 2 populations, irreg XB with to bi and IB prisms with strong
SPO.

Bi Minor 2 populations, medium gr SE, with moderate SPO, and fine gr

ragged SB, with no SPO.
Ch Minor In radial clumps, veins, along S2, as alteration of hb, bi, and

with to and fine gr bi.
Ap, Zi Trace

Yetaoorcbic/Deformational/CrystaLLization History
Metamorphism Deformation

Bp 1 Ep 2

Hb P1 Qz Bi 1 Bi 2 To Ch S1 S2

Ml NM NM NM SF Dl
M2 ISM NM NM al SD SF D2

Summary Albite Tidote amphibolite facies meta intrusive rock. Syn metamorphic

deformation produced SL S2 fracture associated with late deformation, and
hydrothermal alteration or retrograde metamorphism
Note Field relations indicate that protclith was basic dike intrusive into
limestone country rock.

SampleNimber 4-013E
RodkName biotite bearing quartz amphibolite: Facies Albite epiciote amphi-

bolite Protolith basic calcareous sediment Distance from Baikal Fault 0.1km

Stained Billet yes Photo yes

General Petrofabric: Strong S1 defined by segregation bands and SPO of all

phases. S2 defined by spaced shear bands, S3 defined by closely spaced frac-

tures perpendicular to Sl.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
lib Major IB, elongate coarse gr, somewhat ER by qz, p1. Some FX, BX.
PI Major XB, deformations twx cammon.Original PE texture modified by SG,

MT.

Qz Major XB, elongate, with extensive UE, SG, PG.

Ep Minor IB, elongate, some ER by qz, pl.
Bi Minor IB, on hb cleavage and GB. FX, BX, PG common.

Cc, Sp Trace

Metaiorphic/DeformationalAaytallizatial History
Metamxphisn Defonnation

Ho PL Qz Bi Ep S1 S2 S3

I'M NM al NM SF Dl

Ml ISM

M2 ? ER S3 UE BX ER SD SF D2

BX MT M PG SF D2

FX PG FX SD SF D2

SUmmaryAibite epicbte amphibolite facies meta talc -basic sediment. Initial
metamorphism accompanied S1 forming deformation, possibly followed by static
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metamorphism. Late dynamic metamorphism associated with formation of S2, S3.
Note Sample is from amphibolite interlayered with marble (3-141).

Sampletimber4-056A
Bock Mine garnet bearing biotite epidote gneiss Facies albite apidote

amphibolite Probalithpsammitic sedinent-Distance from Raikot Fault 1.0 km
Stained Billet yes Photo no

General Ittrofabric Strong Si defined by segregation bands and SR) of bi
and ep. Qz-pl have PE texture.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Qz Major XB, eguant, or slightly elongate due to contact inhibition by bi.
P1 Major XB, equant, or slightly elongate due to =tact inhibition by bd.

alteration of sericite.

Bi Minor EaB, greenish yellow, BX common, and minor alteration to ch.

Cz Minor IB, ER by qz and pl, minor alteration to dh.

Al Minor SB, flattened, ER by pl.

Ep Trace Ipistachite" alteration of cz, with dh.

Ap Trace Fine IB.

Ru, Cp Trace

Wkammpiic/DefccmaticnalitzycallizaticriHistory
Netarrorph 4sm Deformation

Qz P1 Bi Cz Al Ch S1

NI NM
MI MA NM NM Mg SF Dl
M2 UE BX ER ER NM D2

SG D2

Summary Albite epidote amphibolite facies meta psamrnite. Initial metamorphism
and Si forming deformation followed by a static metamorphism. Late retrograde
metamorphism acanpanies weak dynamic metamorphism.

Szuplekinaber 4-056B
Rodklimeguartz epidote biotite amphibolite Facies albite epidote amphi-

bolite ProtaLith basic-psammitic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 1.0 km
Stained Billet yes Photo yes

General Petrofabric Strong S1 dPfined by segregation bands and SPO of It),

bi and ep. Overall texture is PE. S2 surface defined by fine parallel frac-

tures.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character

Rb Major IB, coarse gr, with PE texture, sane ER by qz, pl.

P1 Major XB, equant or slightly elongate due to contact inhibition with

bi. Deformation twx and UE comma

Qz Major XB, weakly elongate. Serrate GB, SS, UE =mon.

Bi Minor SB, coarse gr and ER in hb rich bands, fine gr in hb poor bands.
BX.
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Ep Minor IB, some ER with qz and pl.
Ch Trace alteration of bi.
Plp, Mu Trace

Netanorphic/Defccnaticnal/Crystallization History
Metamorphism Deformation

Ft PL Qz Bi Ep S1 S2

ML Ili IS1 /44 SF Dl

ML? ER ER ER
M EX SD SF

Summary Albite epicbte amphibolite facies meta basic psammite. Initial metamor-

phism and Si forming deformation were followed by static metamorphism, and
subsequent weak retrograde and dynamic metamorphism.

Sample Muter 4-065
Rock Name biotite epicbte amphibolite Facies albite epicbte amphibolite

Protolith basic igneous rock Distance from Raikot Failt 0.2km Stained Billet no
Photo no

General ittrofebric Strong Si defined try segregation bands and strong SE:0

of bi, moderate SPO of hb, ep. S2 defined by closely spaced fractures at high
angle to Si.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Hb Major SS, with ER by qz, pl. Extensive alteration to ch, E%

PI Major N13, extensive alteration to se, cannon albite twx and FL

Ep Minor IB, crosscut and poikilcblastically enclose hb.

Bi Minor IB, extensively altered to ch.

Ch Minor Along fractures, and after bi and hb.

Mu Minor IB.

Zi Trace

Op Trace

Mtamorphic/Defcxmatiael/Crystallizaticn History
Meta Orphism Deformation

It P1 Ep Bi Ch Si S2

MI. UM SF Dl

Ml? M2? ISM

M2 FX FX FX NM SD SF D2

Summary Albite epicbte amphibolite facies meta igrecus rock. Initial metamor-

phism and Si forming deformation followed by retrograde and dynamic metamor-

phism, possibly accompanied by hydrothermal alteration.

Sample Mater 4-070A

Pock Haire biotite epidote gneiss/hornfeLs Facies albite epidote amphibo-

lite Protolith psammittic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 5.0 km Stained

Billet no Photo yes
General Petrofatcic Si defined by segregation bands is tightly folded, and

wraps ep PB. Micas show weak SFO parallel to Si, but are mostly random. Overall
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Mineralogy
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Phase % Character
P1 Major XB, with strong PE texture modified by weakly serrate CB.

Qz Major As above.

Bi Major 1B, green, random orientation.

Ep Minor SB, same allanite cores.

Cc Minor ), PE.
Sp Minor

Ap Minor Unusually coarse SB.

W.tanarphiciDefounational/Crystallization History

Metamorphism Deformation

P1 Qz Bi Ep Cc
Ml NA at SF Dl

Intrusion SD

rr2 w ISI I14

Summary Albite epicbte amphibolite facies meta psararnite. Initial metamorphism

and S1 forming defamation followed by folding, followed by static recrystalli-

zation as an inclusion in Ks.

Note Sample from Kh inclusion in Ks. Companion sample of surrounding intrusive

rock is 4-070B.

Stuta Gatbro Ks

Ks is a group of diorite, gabbro and norite plutons intruded into Eh
The rocks are generally medium grained eguigranular rocks with weak S1 parallel

to Si in surrounding country rock. Primary igneous layering is commonly Obser-
ved in both outcrop and thin section. Kh inclusions are oonmon in the gabbro,
ranging from a few can to several hundred m across. Contacts between the Ks and

Kh are generally broad zones of diking and inclusions, and are generally paral-
lel to Sl. The unit is distinguished in the field by its dark grey to grey

green color, and massive character.

Petrographic Descriptions

Samplekimber 3-042
RodkNameEpidote diorite Distance from Raikot Fault 1.2 km Stainerlaillet

no Photo no
General Petrofabric Medium gr eguigranular rock with weak S1 defined by

slightly flattened hb grains. Overall rock has a moderately strong PE texture.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Rb 50 SUbhedral, slightly elongate. Simple twx common Minor altera-

tion to ch.

P1 40 Anhedral, eguant, albite and pericline twx common. An % 55.

Ep 5 Euhedral, out bi, hb, pl. Same ER by qz and pl.

Bi 2 EUhedral, random orientation, some BX, ER.

J. Rounded sphenoids
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Qz <1

Cc Trace Irregular nasses
Ap Trace Fine suthedral gr.
Zi Trace Euhedral

Simmary Intrusive diorite, overprinted by weak metamorphism and deformation

resulting in tendency to PE texture, and weak Si foliation.

Sampleilsober3-089
RodkNemNorite Distance from Baikot Fault 5.0 km Stained Billet noPhoto

yes

General Petrofabric Medium gr eguigranular rock with weak Si defined by elon-
gate pyroxene grains.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
P1 48 Elongate rounded sdbhedra, with mynmekite and Kf rims. Albite

twx canmon. An % 50.
Cpx 25 Slightly elongate subhedral gr. Cores of opx cannon, and rims of

hb, bi.
Opx 10 Pink/green subhedra, camonly with cpx rims.
Bi 9 Coarse ragged poikilitic gr, and fine euhedral flakes on clea-

vage in cpx, cpx.
Kf 9 Interstitial grains, and reaction rims on pl, commonly mynmeki-

tic.

Cp 3 Rounded subhedral grains.

Summary Intrusive write, with sequential crystallization of opx, cpx, it. Late
crystallization of significant Kf and fine bi may be due to contamination from
Kh country rock. Weak dPformation produced Si, possibly intrusive auto deforma-

tion.

Nbte Excellent examples of Kf reaction rims on pl.

Sawle Umber 4-070A
Rock Name Nor ite Distance frail Paikot Fault 5 km Stained Billet no Photo

yes
General Petrofabric Medium gr equigranular rock with pronounced planar fabric

defined by primary igneous layering.

Mineralogy

Phase % Charartpr
Pi 45 Elongate subhedral gr, with strong SPD and LPD due to settling.

Albite twx cannon. Marginal overgrowths of Kf cannon.

Px 25 Euhedral grains of cpx, commonly cored by apx, both extensively

ER by pi, qz, ep, op. Cammonly with rims of hb and bi. Sane twx

and exsolution lamellae.

Bb 10 Exclusively as fine grained marginal overgrowths on px.

Bi 10 As fine euhedral plates on px, and as coarse randomly oriented
suthedral grains with opagues. Some ER by pi or kf.
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Kf 6 Coarse poikilitic grains and rims on pl, commonly nyrmekitic.
Op 2

ALD, Qz Trace

Summary Intrusive norite. Sequential crystallization of of op:, cpx, hb and bi.

Late crystallization of significant Kf and fine bi may be due to contamination

from Kh country rock. Crystal settling of tabular pl crystals results in strong
SPO and lattice preffered orientation.
Nate Excellent example of primary settling texture.

Sample limber 4-073A

Rock Mae Diorite Distance from Raikot Fault 2.25 km Stained Billet no
Photo no
General Petrafabric Equigranular medium gr rock. Interlocking hb crystals with

interstitial pL

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Hb 70 2 populations, euhedral to subhedral equant, and coarse gr

poikilitic.

P1 30 Equant, anhedral, albite, pericline and deformation twx comm.
Bi <1 Euhedral, crosscuts hb, pL Commonly altered to ch, sane BX and

FX.

Ep Trace
Ch Trace Alteration of bio.

Zi, Op Trace

Summery Intrusive diorite, possibly overprinted try weak metamorphism responsi-

ble for poikilitic hb and epidote. Weak deformation, insufficient to produce a

fabric, possibly intrusive auto ceformatico.

Sample/4=13er 4-134A
General Petrafabric Equigranular medium to coarse gr rock with weak Si

defined by vaguely elongate felsic and mafic clots. S2 defined by spaced micro-
fractures.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
go 35 2 populations, early coarse euhedral gr with EIt by pl, and later

fine suthedral overgrowth.

Pi 50 Anhednal, with albite, pericline and deformation twx and zoning.

An % 45

EP 9 Euhedral, crosscuts early hb, includes late hb. Some ER by qz,

p1.

Bi 8 Euhedral, rand= orientation. Crosscuts early hb.

Sp, Ap Trace

Ru, Zi Trace

Summary Intrusive diorite, possibly overprinted by weak metamorphism producing
second generation hb and epidote. Weak deformation has procbced vague Sl,
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possibly intrusive autodeforrnation.

Kohistan Granites (Kg)

Kg are a series of leucocratic dikes which cut both Kh and Ks. The dikes

range in size up to 20 m thick, and locally comprise up to 20 % of an outcrop.

Two ages of two mica granodiorite occur, the alder exhibits considerable defor-

nation. Both are cut by younger granitic pegmatites.

Sample /timber 4-134B

Rock Name Biotite and muscovite bearing granodiorite Distance fran Raikot

Fault 925 km Stained Billet yes Photo yes
General Petrafabric Coarse pl and kf phercrysts in a matrix of finer gr

pl, qz, kf.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Ab 55 Phenocrysts with zoning and albite twx, and fine anhedral matrix

grains. Commonly contain rounded blebs of qz. UE. Also pl/qz

myrmekite.

Qz 25 Anhedral fine matrix grains. UE, SG.
Mi 20 Phenocrysts and fine matrix grains.

MU Trace Whedral, randomly oriented.
Bi Trace EUhedral, randomly oriented.
Ep Trace

Summary Intrusive granite, possibly overprinted by weak metamorphism to produce

qz blebs in p1 and mi and ep. Weak strain indicated by qz, pL

Sample /timber 4-134C

Rock Name Biotite and muscovite bearing granodiorite Distance fran Raikot

Fault 9.25 km Stained Billet yes Photo yes

General Petrofabric:Eguigranular rock with weak SI defined by flattened
qz, pl, kf and weak SPO of mica.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character

P1 40 Anhedral and slightly flattened. Zoning and albite, pericline

and deformation twx ccramon. Serrate GB, sane UE.

Qz 35 Anhedral and slightly flattened. UE, SG, serrate GB.

Kf 19 Anhedral. UE, serrate GB.

Bi 4 Fine gr subhedra, moderate SPO.

EP <1 EUhedral

MU, Zi Trace

Ru, Sp Trace

Summary Intrusive rock with no clear metamorphic overprint. Weak deformation,

predominantly of qz, produces weak Sl.
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Nanga Parbat Granites (Ng)

Nara Parbat group granites occur as undeformed dikes of granite, tourma-
line granite and pegmatite, both concordant and discordant with foliation in

country rock. Dikes range up to 10 m thick, and on small pluton was observed

telescopically in the summit tower of Layla peak. Tormaline granites commonly
occur as selvages to pegmatites, whidh are locally mined for green tourmaline,
aquamarine and topaz.

Sample Number 3-101
Rock Name 2 mica tourmaline tearing granite Stained Billet yes Photo yes

General Petrofabric Coarse grained equigranular rock, no evidence of signif l-
eant deformation.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Kf 36 Coarse equant anhedra of perthite or microcline. Graphic exsolu-

tion textures and myrnelcite.

P1 33 Equant anhedra with zoning and albite and pericline twx.Same UE,
reaction rims against kf.

Qz 30 Coarse irregol ar anhedra. SG =mon.

Bi trace Equant random euhedra altered to ch.

MU trace Equant euhedra with bi, and fine anhedra an pl.

To trace Coarse zoned phenocrysts, with sane ER by qz, Fa and

Zi trace Medium to fine grained euhedra.

Summary Equigranular biotite muscovite tourmaline granite. No significant

deformation.

Sample limber 3-191B
Rook Mane 2 mica tourmaline granite Stained Billet yes Photo yes

General Petrofabric Coarse grained equigranular rock with sub PE fabric.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Kf 30 Coarse equant anhedra of perthite or microcline. Exsolution,

myrmekite and pl

P1 30 Coarse equant anhedra with zoning and albite and pericline twx.

Same UE, reaction rims against kf. Ccrnmonly altered to se.

Qz 38 Coarse irregular anhedra SG, UE and serrate GB common.

Bi trace Equant random euhedra altered to ch. Some EX.

Mu trace Equant euhedra with bi, and fine anhedra an pl. Some ER.

To trace Coarse irregular zoned phenoarysts.

Summary Biotite muscovite tourmaline granite. Nearly PE texture indicates sane

static post crystallization metamorphism. Weak late deformation.
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BaramoSh schist (a)
The Haramosh schist is a unit of interlayered biotite and muscovite schist

and gneiss with marble, calc silicate gneiss and amphibolite. The various
litholcgies occur in laterally discontinuous lithologic layers which range from
a few an to several m thick, and average 0.5 to 1.0 m thick. A strong S1

foliation occurs parallel to the lithologic layering. Primary structures have
been completely transposed by the S1 forming deformation. The unit is distin-
guished in the field by its lithologic variety, thin lithologic bands, abun-

dance of marble and schist, and characteristic red brown weathering color.

Petrographic Descriptions

Sampleitimber3-026A
Rock Name Dicpsice tremclite calc silicate gneiss Facies amphibclite

Protolith impure marble or calcareous psammite Distance frau Raikot Fault 0.2

km Stained Billet no Photo yes
General PetrofabricDomirant fabric is PE, with weak Si defined by SPD of

tr. Also contains pods of quartz surrounded by poikiloblastic di and tr.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Di Major IB, PE texture.

Tr Major SB, moderately elongate, some ER or inclusion of cc, qz.
Cc Minor XB, poikiloblastic.

Qz Minor Xb, in pods. ice.

Bi Minor IB.

Ap Minor SB, PE.

Metaomph.iciDeformational/Crystallizaticri History

Eletarrorphism Deformation
Di Tr Cc Qz

Ng I14 SF Dl

Ml 114 NM al NM SR
LIE D2

Summary Amphibolite fades gneiss derived from a calcareous sediment. Initial
metamorphism and SI forming deformation were followed by a static metamorphism.
Late dynamic metamorphism is weak.
Note Excellent PE texture of di, tr.

Sampleitimber3-029
Rock NameBiotite muscovite schist Facies amphibolite Protolith psarranitic

sediment Distance frogs Paikot Fault 0.5 km Stained Billet yes Photo yes

General Petrofabric:Strong S1 defined by segregation bands and strong SPO
of mica and quartz ribbons. S1 contains annealed isoclinal fold hinges, and

annealed wraps around pa P11 S2 defined by spaced mylonitic shears and frac-
tures at parallel to Si.

Mineralog(
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Phase % Character
MU Major SB, coarse gr, BX, FX, PG, annealed folds.
P1 Major XB, cloudy, some Albite twx. Also as early PB.

Qz Major XB, fine gr, and in ribbons and elongate cbmains. UE, SG, R.
Bi Major SB, coarse gr, FX, BX, PG.

Sp, CC Trace

ti=taporphiateEormational/Crystallizatiai History
Metamorphisrt Deformat 'on

Mu Bi PI Qz Si S2

ML ISM ISM RI ISM SF Dl
Ml FOLDING WRAP RIBBON SD Dl?

ML ITINEMINE SR
PG PG PG SD SF D2

Summary Amphibolite grade meta psammite. Initial metamorphism and Si forming

deformation involved or were followed by isoclinal folding event. Suring fold-

ing event, 93 was transposed, Si wrapped around PB. Subsequent SR annealed
folded and wrapped micas, quartz ribbons. Late dynamic metamorphism involves

all phases but pl, produces S2.

Note Excellent example of annealed isoclinal fold hinges.

SanORNidoer3-082
Rock Mac:Prot° mylcnitic calc silicate bearing marble Facies amphibolite

Protolith inpure limestone Distance from Raikot Fault 0.5mStainedBillet no
Photo

General Petrofabric Moderately strong Si defined by segregation bands.
Daminant fabric is polygonized cc, with porphyroclasts of calc silicate minerals.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Cc Major XB, flattened, with bent twin lamellae, SG, PG, serrate GB, MT.

Pi Minor Albite and deformation twx, UE cannon. Occurs as reaction rims

between zo and cc. An % 70?

Qz Minor elongate XB, with UE, SG.

Zo Minor IB prisms, ocummly with pl rims. FX.

Sc Minor

Di Minor IB, deformation twx, BX.

Hb,Zi Trace
Gr,Sp Tram
Bi,Mu Trace

MtamorphicADefamaticnal/Czystallizaticri History
Metamorphism Deformation

Cc Zo P1 Qz Si
Ml? NA NE NE SF Dl

ML? ISM

PG FX UE Sz SD D2

Summary Amphibolite grade impure marble. Main metamorphism produced wide range

of calc silicate minerals, maximum prograde conditions indicated by reaction of

zo and cc to form pL wit dynamic metamorphism has strongly deformed cc
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fabric.

Ebte good mortar texture in cc, deformation twx in di, reaction rims on zo.

Sample Number 3-130

Rods Name garnet and kyanite bearing biotite muscovite gneissFacies amphi-
bolite Protolithpsammitic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 0.25 km Stained
Billet yes Photo no

General Petraeabric Strong S1 defined by segregation bands and elongate PB

qz ribbons and strong SPD of mica. S1 wraps PB, but the wraps are annealed. S2

defined by spaced mylonitic shears, sub parallel to Sl.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
PI Major XB, moderately elongate by contact inhibition with mica. UE, SG,

serrate CB, albite and peri cline twx =mom Also as PB, with
PE texture.

Kf Major XB, elongate by contact inhibition, some S.
Qz Major Early untrained ribbons modified by extensive UT], SG, PG.

MU, Bi Minor SB, in coarse aggregates coarsely recrystallized from early BX
grains. BX, PG along S2.

Ky,AL Trace SB needles, BX, FM.

Cp,Ap Trace
Zi Trace

Ch Trace alteration of bi.

f*tarorphic/DefontationaliCzystallization History

tLc.tarwrphism Deformation

Pl Kf Qz Mu Bi Al Si S2

Ml ISM NM al M SF Dl

ML M 114 M NM al WRAP SD Dl
Na M NM NM NM NM SR

SS SG PG PG PG SD SF D2
Summary Arrphibolite grace meta peammite. Deformation associated with or subse-

quent to initial metamorphism wrapped S1 around PB, and generated qz ribbons.
SUbsequnet SR annealed ribbons, bent mica, PB. Final dynamic metamorphism
deforms all phases, generates S2.

Samplenimber4-012A
Rook Name biotite bearing quartz dicpside amphibolite Fades amphibblite

Protolith calcareous sediment Distance fram &act Fault 03 km Stained Billet

no Photo no
General IVtrofabricWeak S1 defined by elongate felsic blebs, moderate SRS

of hb.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Hb Major IB, coarse gr, poikiloblastic. Decussate texture with pL

Fl 'Majcr XB, equarrt, albite, pericline and deformation twx common. Dif-

fuse zoning, somewhat serrate GB, and sericitic alteration 03D-

non.
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Co Minor XB ribbons modified by SG, UE, PG.
Di Minor IB, ER by pl. Sane ioalusins or overgrowths of hb, red brown

alteration along cleavage.
Bi Minor IB-S3, Randomly oriented, weak BX.
Cc Minor
Sp,Ap Trace

OP Trace

NetanorphicDefocmational/Crystallization History

Metamorphism Deformation
11 P1 Qz Bi Di Si

Ml NMItIMMaIal SF Dl

Ml ER
UE PG BX SD D2

Summary Amphibolite grade meta calcareous sediment. Initial metamorphism and S1

forming deformation possibly followed by SP,, to generate decussate texture.

Subsequent dymnamic metamorphism affects most phases, but does not develop a

fabric.

Note sample collected from a rootless isoclinal intraEolial fold hinge in

biotite schist.

Sample Rater 4-027A
Rock Name Ca lc silicate bearing marble Facies amphibolite Protolith impure

limestone Distanze from Raikot Fault 0.1 km Stained Billet yes Photo yes

General fabric PC of cc and calc silicates in fine gr matrix of
polygonized cc. Si weakly defined by segregation bands.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Cc Major Mostly PC in PG matrix, with some MT in less strained bands.

IX) Major As above, distinguished by stain.

Fo Minor Rounded IB?, some alteration to serpentine.

M Minor IB, BX, kinked, intergrown with ma.

Ma Minor IB, BX, kinked, intergrown with nu.

Di Minor IB to SB, deformation twx, some BX.

Ap Minor SB.

MtaporhiciDeformational/Crystallization History
FJetamorphism Deformation

Cc Do Ma Ma Fo Di S1

Ml? DM NM NM AM ISM AE SF Dl?

PG PG BX BX EX SD re

Summary Amphibolite grade meta limestone. Initial metamorphic and deformation

history largely obscured by late dynamic metamorphism.
Note Excellent examples of kinked mica, intergrowths of mu and ma.

Sample Umber 4-027B
Rock Name biotite muscovite schist protomylonite Facies amphibolite Proto-
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lithpsammitic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 0.1 km Stained Billet no

Photo no
General Petrobbric Dominant fabric is PC in matrix of PG qz, pl and mica

Strong Si defined by segregation bands and SPO of mica. Si undulates around PC,

and is cut by S2, spaced mylonitic shears.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Pl Major PC
Kf Major PC
Qz Major UE, MT, S3, PC.

NI' Minor BX, PG.

Bi Minor BX, PG.

Al,Zo Trace
Ap,Cp Trace
Zi Trace

Pttamorphic/Defccmaticnal/Ctystallization History

Metamorphism Deformation
All phases Si S2

Ml? NM SF DI
PG, 93, BX SD SF D2

Summary Protomylonite derived from amphibolite grade meta psammite. Signifi-

cantly more deformed than 4-027C, immediately adjacent amphibolite.

Sanplelimter4-027C
Rock lime biotite bearing quartz garnet amphibolite Facies amphibolite

Protaithcalc-basic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 0.1 km Stained Billet

no Pirko yes
General Petradaric Strong S1 defined by segregation bands, SRO of hb and

bi, and qz ribbons. Si undulates around PB, and is cut by S2, spaced conjugate

mylonitic shears. A weak S3 is defined by closely spaced microfractures.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Hb Major SB, coarse gr. With some SG, common BX, and replacement by

P1 Major NB, eguant or elongate in SL. Diffuse zoning and albite twx
common. Has LE, Ex, and SG.

Qz Minor Ribbons and elongate gr, with UE, SG, PG.

Al Minor &pant SB, ER by pl, qz.

Bi Minor SB, medium gr, strongly BX, PG.

pp Minor Elongate XB gr, and trains of fine gr in Si.

Ap Minor XB, with SPO in Sl.

Zi, Sp Trace

C2 Trace

fietancephic/DefanzaticreVCrystaLlizaticri History
Petamorphism Deformation

All phases S1 S2 S3

MI? NM SF Dl?

PG, SG, BX SD SE' SF D2
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Summary knphiboiite grade meta calcareous sediment. Initial metamorphic and
deformation history largely obscured by late dynamic metamorphism.
Note Sample interlayered with rocks of 4-027A and 4-027B.

Sample Muter 4-0333
Rock Name dicpside zoisite calc silicate gneiss Facies amphibolite Proto-

lith calcareous sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 0.5 km Stabled Billet yes
Photo no

General Petrofabric S1 defined by segregation bands, and weak SEC) of kb,
di. Significant deformation of all phases, but no S2.

Mireralocjy

Phase % Character
Qz Major XE, with strong UE, SG, PG, MT.
P1 Major XB, with strong UE, sane M and marginal PG. Deformation twx and

deformation lamellae common.
Mi Major As above.
Di Minor 93 prisms, with ER by qz, pl and overgrowth of lb.
Hb Minor IB, overgrowth on di.
Zo Minor 103 prisms, sane alteration to cz, pl. FX.
Sp Minor 1B, with SPO in Sl.
Ap, Op Trace
Cc Trace

tiletamorphic/DefonnatiamliCrystallization History
Metamorphism Deformation

P1 Mi Qz Di Bb Zo
NE NM NM 114 NM NM SF Dl
M2 ER NM ER

PG PG PG FX SID D2
Summary Amphibolite grade meta calcareous sediment. Initial metamorphism and Si
forming deformation followed by a retrograde metamorphism to produce hb and cz
on di and zoo Strong late dynamic metamorphism.

Iskere gneiss (Ni)
The Iskere gneiss is a unit of coarse grained thickly layered biotite

gneiss, with subordinate amounts of biotite schist, amphibolite and calc sili-
cate gneiss. Lithologic layers in Ni are laterally discontinuous, and are 0.25
to 5 m thick, with an average thickness of apioradarately 2 in. S1 foliation
defined by segregation bands and SB) of micas is parallel to lithologic layer-
ing, but is commonly diffuse because of the small content of mica in rruch of
the unit. Blebs and stringers of pegmatitic material occur commonly in the
massive biotie gneiss,a nd are locally ciaotioll ly folded. Amphibolite and calc
silicate occur commonly as discontinuous lenses, rootless intrafolial fold
hinges and fold boudins. The unit is distinguished in the field by its lack of
lithologic variety, thick lithologic layering, abundance of pegmatitic string-
ers and massive grey outcrop appearance.
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Sampleitimber3-059
Rock Male quartz biotite amphibolite Facies amphibolite Protolith basic

sediment Distance from Raikct Fault 3km Stained Billet no Photo no

General Petrafabric Strong S1 defined ty segregation bands and moderate

SPO of hb, bi, pd. Mostly eguigranular, with sane composite pl PB.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Bb Major SB, with rational G3. Weakly ER by qz, pl.

Qz Major XB, elongate parallel to Sl. UE and SG cart n.

P1 Minor SB to XB, with diffuse albite twx common. Straight CB. PB are PE
composites. An % 60?

Bi Minor SB, weak SR) in Sl. ER by qz, pl and altered to ch.

Mu Trace S3 gr, and radial aggregates in pl.

Cc Trace XB.

Ap Trace IB.

Op Trace

Zi Trace Rounded D3.

Mtararchic/Deforroational/Crystallizationflisbory
MetamorPhisu Deformation

Hb P1 Qz Bi Mu
Ml /C ISM NM ad SF Dl
Ml? SR SR SR SR
M2? ER ER IC

SG D2

Summary Amphibolite grade meta basic sedinent. Initial metamorphism and S1
forming deformation followed by a weak static metamorphism, then by a weak

retrograde metamorphism and deformation.

San le limber 3-097
Rock Name biotite gneiss.Facies amphibolite Protolith psammitic sediment

or felsic igneous rock Distance from Raikot Fault 3.0 km Stained Billet yes
Photo no

General Petrofabric Coarse equigranular kf/qz/p1 fabric with discontinuous
mica segregation bands and arse pl PB.

Mineralogy

Phase % aaracter
P1 Major XB, eguant, with irregular GI3. Albite twx common Minor altera-

tion to se. An % 35 ?

Qz Major XB, eguant, with irregular GB. UE, SG =on.
Kf Minor XB, equant, poikilctlastic, sane rryarekite.
Bi Minor SB, weak SR), minor alteration to ch.

Mu Minor IB, random orientation, crosscuts other chases.
Zi, Zo Trace

Ap Trace

Ch, Se Trace Alteration of bi, pl.
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bttanorphiciDeformational/Crystallization History
f*tamorphian Deformation

P1 Kf Qz Bi Mu Ch Se Si

Ail 14.1 211 SF D1
MI SR SR
M2 MX= GB rM al

D2

&mammy Amphibolite facies meta peammite or meta granite. Initial metamorphism

and Si forming deformation followed by static metamorphism, then by weak retro-

grade metamorphism. Late weak oeformation.

Sample Umber 3-102
Rock Name biotite gneiss Facies amphibolite Protolith psanunitic sediment

or granite Distance from Raikot Fault 5.0 km Stained Billet yes Photo no

General It.trafabric Eguigranular equant p],/qz rock with poikiloblastic kf

auger and discontinuous mica segregation bands. S1 crudely defined by segrega-

tion bands and alignment of augen.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Kf Major D3 to SB, coarse poikiloblasts, and finer equant gr.

Qz Major XB, equant, with UE and some SG.

P1 Major XB, equant with common albite twx and myrmekitic quartz inclu-

sions/replaoements. An % 20?

Bi Minor SB, randomly oriented.

Mu Trace IB, randomly oriented, overgrowth on bi.
Al Trace Equant IB and flattened SB.

Ap, Zi Trace

Mtaaorrhic/Deformational/Crystallization History
Netamorphisn Deformation

P1 Kf Qz Bi flu. Al Si
Ni DM 114 NI AM SF D1

Ni al 144 SF Dl
M1 SR

S3 D2

Summary Amphibolite facies meta granite or meta pearnmite. Initial metamorphism
and S1 forming deformation followed by weak static metamorphism. Late weak

deformation.

SampleMpAher3-170
Rock Name dicpside biotite calc silicate gneiss.Facies amphibo-

lite Protolith calcareous sediment rdstanoe from Faikot Fault 4.0 km Stained

Billet no Photo no
General FetrofabriePE intergrowth of di, pl qz, with vague S1 dPfined by

folded wispy bio bands.
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Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Di Major 1B, ecivant, PE.
P1 Major XB, eguant, PE.
Qz Minor XB, eguant, PE, minor UE,
Bi Minor SB, minor BX.
Cc Minor XB.
Mi Minor Poikilcblastically includes pl.
Zi, Ap Trace
Se Trace Alteration of pl.

Mtaporphic/Defonnational/CrystaLlization History
Yeterforphism Deformation

Di P1 Qz Bi Mi Cc Si
Iva Nvl ISM TM 114 I14 SF Dl
ML FCLDIIE SD Dl

NM SR
Ss BX D2

Summary Amphibolite fades meta calcareous sediment. Initial metamorphism and
Si forming deformation included folding of Si, and was followed by extensive
static metamorphism. Weak late deformation.

Sample Mater 3-171B
Rock Name biotite gneiss Facies araphitolite Protolith psamrnitic sediment

or meta granite Distance from Raikot Fault 5.25 km Stained Billet yes Photo no
General Fetrofabric Si defined by discontinuous segregation bands, qz

ribbons and moderate SR) of pl.

Arise %
Qz Major
Bi Major

P1 Major

Kf Trace
To, Mu Trace
Cp Trace

Mireralogy

Character
XB, fine eguant gr and ribbons. UE
IB to SB, semi randomly oriented gr,
from earlier PG grains.
XB, elongate gr, with common
twx.
Marginal on pl.

cannon.
ccarsely recrystallized

pericline and deformation

PL'tairclilic/Defonlotiala-VaYstallizatial History
kletauorphisn Deformation

Qz P1 Bi Si
MI IV NM NM SF Dl
M1 SR SR SR SR

UE D2

Staimary Amphibolite fades meta psartunite. Initial metamorphism and Si forming
deformation involved folding or strong bending of M1 micas, subsequently recry-
stallized during a post D1 static metamorphism. Weak late deformation.
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Sample Number 4-022B
Rock Name quartz biotite sdhist Facies amphitcaiteProtalithpsammitic

sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 2.5 km Stained Billet no Photo yes

General Petrofabric Generally equigranular with weak S1 defined by thin

discontinuous segregation bands and weak SPO of bi. Vague hints of isoclinal
folding of Si.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Bi Major IB, semi random orientation. Coarsely recrystallized after ear-

lier polygonized mica.
Qz Major XB, coarse equant gr, same elongation by contact inhibition by

bi. UE and SG common.
P1 Minor XB, equant with albite twx. Minor alteration of se. An % 30?
Ap Minor

Zo, Zi Trace IB.

Ru Trace

Pttainrchic/Deformational/Crystallization History
Metamorphism Deformation

Qz P1 Bi
Ml NM NM NM SF Dl

FOLDED SD Dl

SR SR SR SR
UE D2

Summary Amphibolite facies metapsarmnite. Initial metamorphism and Si forming
deformation included isoclinal folding of IC phases, which was subsequently

annealed in a static metamorpism. Late weak deformation.

Sauplelinter4-045
Rock Nine quartz biotite amphibolite Facismamphibcaite Protolith basic

sediment Distance from Baikot Fault 4.0km StainedBillet yes Photo no
General PetnofabridGenerally PE texture with S1 defined by discontinuous

segregation bands and weak SPO of hb and bi.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Hb Major SB, with rational GB, weak ER by qz, pl, weak UE.

Qz Major XB, equarrt, PE fabric modified by serrate GEL UE and SG comm.

P1 Minor XB, eguant, with albite and pericline twx. Kf? commas graphic
exsolution blebs, and rounded quartz inclusions common. An % 65?

Bi Minor IB, coarse grained, semi random orientation. Minor alteration to ch and mi

Cc Minor XB.

Ch Trace Alteration of bi.

Mu Trace Radial aggregates after p1.

Ru, Ap Trace

Op, Sp Trace
Zi Trace

Mtanxchic/Deformatia'aVCrYstathzaticn History
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Metamorphism Deformation
HD Qz P1 Bi Ch Si

Ml AM N4 w SF Dl
Ml SR SR SR SR SR
M2 ER Ex rTrl

UE D2

Summary Amphibolite facies meta basic/calcareous sedirrent. Initial metamorphism
and Si forming deformation followed by a static metamorphism and SR. Late

retrograde metamorphism causes ER of hb, EX in pl, ch after bio. Weak late

deformation.

Sample &sober 4-088A
Hook Name biotite quartz amphibolite. Facies amphibolite Protolith basic

sediment or igneous rock Distaxe from Ballot Fault 2.5 km Stained Billet no
Photo yes

General Fetrofabric Strong Si defined ty elongate mineral clots, discon-

tinuous segregation bands and moderate SEC of hb, bi. Si isoclinally folded,
and folded grains completely recrystallized into semi randomly oriented aggre-

gates.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
lib Major IB, moderate SEO, some simple twx, weak ER ty qz, pl. In coarse-

ly recrystallized aggregates after earlier polygonized grains.

Bi Minor IB, moderate SPO. In coarsely recrystallized aggregates after

earlier polygonized grains.

Qz Minor XB, elongate ty contact inhibition and in elongate folded pods,

Weak UE, sane 93.
P1 Minor XB, elongate try contact inhibition. Albite and peric.line twx

cairn:M.

Zo Minor SB.

Zi Tr SB.

Ep Tr After hb.

Ch Tr After bi.

Se Tr After pl.

Metamargaic/befornatirnal/Crystallization History

Metamorphism Deformation
Et Bi Qz P1 Se Q Ep S1

ML al al al al SF D1

M1 FOLDIM SD Dl

M1 SR SR SR SR SR
M2 ER UE 114 ISM NA D2

Summary Amphibolite faces meta basic sedirrent. Initial metamorphism and Si
forming deformation included isoclinal folding of Ml phases, which was subse-

quently annealed in a static metamorpism. Late weak retrograde metamorphism and

deformation.

NoteExcellent example of annealed folds. Metasedimentary inclusion in massive

biotite gneiss (4-088B).
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Sarrple Number 4-088B

Rock Nam biotite gneiss Facies amphibolite ProtoLith granite or psammitic
sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 2.5 km Stained Billet yes Photo yes

General Petrafabric Coarse equigranular texture with vague Si defined by

thin di,scontinuais mica segregation bands. Some mica bands are coarsely recrys-

tallized from early micas polygonized in a folding event. Composite augen of

pl, and poikiloblastic augen of kf.

Mireralcxiy

Phase % Character
P1 Major XB, eguant, albite, pericline and deformation twx common. An %

35?
Kf Major XB, equant, both mi and perthite. UE common, also as poikilo-

blastic augen.

Qz Major X13, equant, irregular GB. UE and 9G cxxuron.

Bi Minor IB, somewhat ER by qz, pL Coarsely recrystallized aggregates

after earl ier polygonized grains.
Mu, Zo Trace 1B.

Ap, Op Trace

RI Trace

MetatorphiciDefornaticnal/Crystallizatial History

Metamorphism Deformation

P1 Qz Kf Bi SL

141 SF Dl

Ml FCLDING SD Dl

141 SR SR SR SR SR
M2 N1:131LE GB D2

Summary Amphibolite grade meta granite or psammite. Initial metamorphism and Si
forming deformation included isoclinal folding of Ml phases, which was subse-

quently annealed in a static metamorpism Late weak retrograde metamorphism
possibly produced irregular qz, pl, kf GB. Late weak cbformation.

Note Good examples of recrystallized fold hinges.

Sample }Lauber 4-102

Rack Name quartz biotite garnet amphibolite Facies amphibolite Protolith

basic igneous rock or sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 5.0km Stained Billet

yes Photo yes
General FetraEabric Generally equigranular rock with weak Si defined by

elongate qz and pl clots.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character

Hb Major 93, weak SPO, ER try qz, pl.

P1 Major Xb, equant, with albite, pericline and deformation twx. Graphic

and myrmekitic EX of kf? and qz common.

Qz Minor XB, equant with serrate GB, UE and 93.

Bi Minor 93, randan orientation. weak ER by qz, pl.

Al Minor Originally equant IB, now extensively ER by pl.

Sp Minor Rounded 1B.
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Zo Trace SB
hp Trace
Kf Trace EX in pl.

Ch, Se Trace After bi, pl.

Ye tanorphic,/ Def amational/ Cr ys t a 11 z at i on History

Metamorphism Deformation
Ho P1 Qz Bi Al Ch Se S1

M1 hE NE ISM hlvl ISM SF Dl

Ml SR SR SR SR SR
M2 ER a ER ER ISM ISM

D2

Summary Amphibolite facies meta basic sediment or igreous rock. Initial meta-

morphism and S1 forming deformation was foliaged by SR in a static metamorpism.

Late retrograde metamorphism produced ER of hb, bi, al and DC in pl. Late weak

deformation.

Note Excellent exsolution textures in pl, excellent replaced garrets.

SampleNanber4-114
Rods Name zoisite grossular calc silicate gneiss Facies arnphibolite Protcr-

lith marly sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 5.0 km Stained Billet yes Photo

yes
General Petrofabric Initial S1 defined by seg bands of Hb, zo and sp

overgrown try coarse randomly oriented pl and gr.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
P1 Major IB, coarse randomly oriented poikiloblastic laths. Albite, peri-

clire and deformation twx cannon. Same FL Some myrmekitic
intergrowth with zo. An % 70.

Hb Major IB, equant PE texture. Minor alteration to ch.

Gr Minor SB, equant poikildclastic gr.
Zo Minor Xb, as inclusions in pl and gr. Sane relict prisms with hb, sp

Show SRO in initial Si.
Sp Minor SB, in PE segregation bands.

Cc Minor

Zi Trace

l'X'tarorlilic/Deformactitnal/CrYstallisaticri History
Yetarrorphisrn Deformation

P1 Gr Bb Zo Sp S1

YE ISM NM al SF Dl

M1 al al SR

Summary Amphibolite facies meta marl Initial metamorphism and S1 forming
deformation produced a segregation banded PE textured hb /zo /sp rodc. SUbsequent

static metamorphism, crystallized randomly oriented pl and gr poikiloblast&

Note Excellent example of overgrowth texture, unique example of PE texture in
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Seartolektunber4-117

Rock New garnet diopside calc silicate gneiss Facies amphibolite Proto-
lith calcareous sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 3.75 km Stained BillPt yes

Moto yes
General Petrofabric: Coarse irregular equant pl PB overgrow initial pl,/di

fabric which included S1 defined by segregation bands and StO of hb and di.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
P1 Major ), coarse equant gr with irregular CB. Poikilitically enclose

di, qz, sp and gr. Albite and pericline twx common.

Di Minor Coarse gr, extensively ER by pa. Sane overgrowth by hb.

lib Minor SB, ER by pl.

Gr Minor SB, fine equant gr.

Qz Minor XB, equant irregular gr, and rounded blebs in pl.
Wo Minor SB prisms parallel to Si, ER by pl.

Sp Trace IB, coarse gr, ER by pl.

Zi, Ap Trace

Metamorphic/DeEcirmationaliCzystallizatimHistorf
Metamorphism Deformation

P1 Di Elb Qz Gr Wo S1

Ml NM NM 114 WI SF Dl

NM ER NM 144 NM ER

SummaryAmphibolite facies meta calcareous sediment. Initial metamorphism and

Si forming deformation produced a segregation banded pl/di/qz rock. ant
static retrograde metamorphism, replaced di an original pa with randomly orien-

ted pl and gr. Note Excellent ER texture of

Shengus gneiss (N8)
The Shengus gneiss is a unit of thinly laminated fine grained pelitic

schist and gneiss with subordinate moats of amphibolite and calc silicate
gneiss. Lithologic layering is laterally continuous although there is abundant
evidence of isoclinal folding. Lithologic layers range from 1 an to lm thick,

and average 5 to 50 an. A strong Si foliation occurs parallel to the lithologic
layering, defined by segregation bands and Shape preferred orientation of mica

and hornblende. Porphyroblasts of potassium feldspar, tourmaline and garnet are

common, ranging in size up to 20 an in diameter. Minor amounts of kyanite and

sillimanite are common in the gneiss, and place the rocks in the amphibolite
facies. The unit is recognized in the field by fine grain size, thin oantinuous

lithologic layering and lithologic variety.

Samplekkorbm:3-113
Rock Name garnet bearing biotite gneiss Facies amphibolite Protolith

pelitic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 6.5 km Stained Billet yes Pinto yes

General PetrobabricPrecbminantly fine grained PE fabric of kf, pl and qz,

with asymmetric °opposite PB of kf or bi and ad. Thin films of qz or feldspar

occur along PE grain boundaries, particularly in PB, suggesting anatexis.

Moderate Si defined by segregation bands and weak SPA of bL S1 wraps PB, but

is annealed.
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Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Kf major XB, fine gr, equant or slightly elongate by contact inhibition

with bi. PB are PE composite of medium gr.

P1 major As above, but no PB.

Qz major As above.

Bi minor IB, fine gr in matrix, coarse gr and randomly oriented in PB.

Al minor Irregular SB, wrapped by Si.
Ky trace SB, ER in bi, al PB.

Si trace IB needles with ky.

MU trace IB.

Ap trace

t*tamoriiiic/DefocontionaliCrystalli=tion History

Metamorphism Deformation
Kf P1 Qz Al Bi Ky Si S1

M1 NM NE NM NM NM NA SF D1

M1 SR SR SR hE

Summary Amphibolite fades meta pelite. Initial metamorphism and S1 forming

CO-formation may have been preceeded by dynamic metamorphism to account for fire
grain size. Initial metamorphism foliaged by static metamorphism to produce PE

texture. Isoclinal folding event during initial deformation suggested by asym-
metry of PB.
Note Excellent example of asymmetric PB, si and ky coexistence, and possible

anatectic films on PE GB.

SampleRmter3-177A
Rock Name muscovite and biotite bearing gneiss Facies amphibolite Proto-

lith sediment Distance from Paikot Fault 5.0 km StainedBilletyes
Photo yes

General fabric Predominantly fine grained PE fabric of kf, pl and
qz, with mica PB. Thin films of qz or feldspar occur along PE grain boundaries,
suggesting anatexis. Moderate Si defined by segregation bands and weak SPO of

bi. S1 wraps PB, but is annealed.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Kf major XB, fine gr, PE, eguant or slightly elongate by contact inhibi-

tion with bi.

P1 minor As above.

Qz minor As above, with UE.

Bi minor IB, fine gr, weak SRO, weak EX, some alteration to di. Occurs in

equant pre to syn kinematic PB with si, possibly psuedomorph

after garret.

MU minor Coarse SB, ER by qz, kf, pl and si.

Si minor Fibrolite, randomly oriented, associated with bi and mu.

To, Ap trace

Op, Zi trace

Ch, Se trace Alteration of bi, p1 respectively.



MetanorphiciDeforrtaticnaljaystallization History
Metamorphism

ML

MI

Kf
ISM

SR

P1
2/4
SR

Qz

SR
UE

Al?
ISM

ER

Bi
ISM

SR
BX

Deformation
Mu Si Si
/1.4 SF Dl
ER M

D2
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Summary Amphibolite facies meta pelite. The initial metamorphism was followed
by static metamorphism to produce PE texture and possibly culminated in anatex-
is. Weak late deformation.
Note Good example of randomly oriented fibrolite with bi and breakdown of mu to
si and Id.

Sample timber 3-196
Rock Mane kyanite sillirnanite garret schist Facies amphibolite Protolith

pelitic sediment Dtistarre fray' Raikot Fault >15 km Stained Billet no Photo yes
General Fetrofabric Very fine grained qz, pl, bi matrix with °composite ky,

al, bi and kf PB. Strong S1 defined by segregation bands and moderate SPO of
bi. S1 wraps PB.

Phase %
Qz major

P1 minor

Kf minor
Bi minor

Mu minor

Ky minor

Si minor
Al minor

'X trace
Gp trac:e
Zi trace
Ch trace
Se trace

Mixeralogy

Character
XB, elongate gr with S3 and UE. Some in PE intergrowths with kf
and pl.
XB, fine gr, equant in sub PE intergrowth with kf, qz. Rare
pericline, albite and deformaton twx. Minor alteration to seri-
cite.
XB, equant with sane UE, in sub PE intergrowths. Also as PB.
Ragged fire gr S3, ER and intergrown with mu. Also randomly
oriented m with ky in PB. Some E.
SB to XB, very fine gr, ragged, weak SPO, sane association with
si. Probably late retrograde.
Ragged 93 prisms, with weak SPO, and composite PB with bi.Some
UE, 111,c and association with si.
lB needles, randomly oriented.
SB, equant to elongate, extensively ER by qz, pl, bi. Minor
alteration to ch.
SB, eguant, ER.
Eguant irregular masses.

Alteration of bi, al.
Alteration of pl.

Yetancirrbic/Defoimaticral/Crystallization
Mtanorphisrn

Qz

SRMl

M2

SG

P1

SR

Kf Bi
DM M
SR SR

ER
UE EX

Mu Ky
DM

History
Deformation

Si Al SI
NM SF Dl

NM SR
ISM ER

UE D2
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Summary Amphibolite grade meta pelite. Initial metarrborph.isrn and a forming
deformation followed by static metamorphism, which crystallized randomly orien-
ted si, and caused SR of other phases. Subsequent retrograde metamorphism grew
widespread fire mu, and caused ER in al, bi, to. Weak late deformation.
Note Good random sillimanite needles, and interesting random composite ky
augen

Sample timber 4-061A
Rock Name Garret and kyanite bearing gneiss Facies amphibolite Protolith

pelitic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 0.2 km Stained Billet yes Photo yes
General Petrofabric Very fire grained PE matrix of qz, pl, kf with S1

defined by segregation bands, elongate composite kf PB and SPO of sparse fine
bi and ky.

Miinralogy

Phase % Cnaracter
Kf major KB, fire gr equant in PE intergrowth with qz, pL Minor UE. Also

as elongate composite PB of medium gr mi, with PE texture, and
thin films of qz or feldspar along grain boundaries.

P1 major Sate as kf, but no PB.
Qz major Sane as pl.
Bi trace IB, very fire gr, sure alteration to ch.
Ky trace IB, stubby prism with strong SPO, sane BX.
Al trace SB, equant to elongate, fine gr. Inclusions of S3 ky, qz, bi

cannon.
Mu trace With bi.
Ap trace Fine gr needles.
Si trace IB needles in radial groups, extremely fire gr.

Metarorphic/Defonnationallaystallization History
Metamorphism Deformation

Kf Qz P1 Bi Ky Al Si S1
Ml IM al al al NM SF Dl
MI SR SR SR /4,4

UE UE UE BX

Summary Amphibolite grade meta pelite. Initial metamorphism and SI forming
deformation followed by static metamorphism, which crystallized randomly orien-
ted si, helicitic al and caused SR of other phases. Weak late deformation.
Note Excellent example of PE ariposite augen.

Sample Umber 4-061B
Fmk Name Kyanite biotite garret gneiss Facies amphibolite PrctoLith

pelitic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 0.2 krn Stained Billet yes Photo no
General Ittrofabric Predominantly fine grained pl and qz in PE fabric with

PB of kf, al and kf segregation bands. SI defined by seg bands and moderate SPO
of most phases. S1 wraps PB, with strain preserved in 91 forming phases. Weak
mylonitic S2.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Qz major KB, want or elongate due to contact inhibition by bi. UE, 93,
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B cannon, and MT near PB.
P1 major XB, equant or elongate due to =tact inhibition by bi. Some

albite twx, UE and PG. Commonly altered to se.

Kf minor XB, as pa and qz. Also as composite PE PB of mi, with fine qz or

feldspar films on GB. Also sub graphic exsolution texture in PB.
Bi minor SB, ragged, BX.
Ky minor SB prisms, BX.
Al minor SB, elongate extensive ER by qz, pl, bi. Some FL

Zi trace IB.

cp trace Elongate, SPD.
Ap trace SB.

Ru trace

Mtamorphic/Defccmational/Crystallizaticri History
kletarnorphisn Deformation,

Qz P1 Kf Al Ky Bi S1 S2

ra rib 1 NM M M M NM SF Da.

M1 SR SR SR SR
M2 EX

PG SG SG FX BX BX SD SF D2

Summary knphibolite facies meta pelite. The initial metamorphism was followed
by static metamorphism to produce PE texture and possibly culminated in anatex-

is. Retrograde metamorphism caused EX in mi, and Oh and se after pa and bi.

Strong late deformation and incipient formation of mylonitic S2.

Note Good exarples of exsolution texture in kf PB.

Sample/tater 4-061C
Rock Name Dicpside staurcaitegarret gneiss Facies amphitclite Protolith

marl-pelitic sediment Distance from Faikot Fault 0.2 km Stained Billet no Photo

yes
General Petrofabric Fabric is fine grained equigranular with a weak S1

defined by thin discontinuous felsic bands and moderate SPO of st. Incipient S2
occurs as spaced bands of polyscnizatim. S3 occurs as spaced fractures.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Al major Slightly flattened IB, ER by qz and pl. Helicitic trains of qz,

pl, zi.
Qz major XB, strongly elongate and PG along S2. UE and S3 =non

St minor SB, embayed prisms with moderate SPO, UE common.

P1 minor XB, with Albite twx, SG and UE canon.

Di minor SB, ER by qz, pl. Greenish.

Bi minor SB, some shrecily, with weak SPO. Same BX. Associated with st.

Sp minor Rounded SB.

cp, Zi trace

MetamarPiicWEamgticralOrystallim&ialEastary
Metamorphism Deformation

Al Qz St Di Bi P1 S1 S2 S3

ML NM NM NM NM NE NM SF Dl

K2 ER ER ER ER

PG UE BX S3 SD SF SF D2
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Summary Amphibolite fades meta marL Initial metamorphism and 51 forming
deformation were followed by a retrograde metamorphism which caused ER in most
phases. Late stage deformation involves formation of incipient mylonitic folia-
tion, fracturing.

Sample limber 4-092
Rock Name Biotite muscovite siLLimanite gneissFacies amphibolite Protolith

peLitic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 7.5 km Stained Billet yes Photo no
General Fetrafabric Fine grained, sub PE fabric, with strong S1 defined by

segregation bands and weak to moderate SPO of qz, p1, kf, much of which is de
to contact inhibition against bi with moderate SPa Composite PB of si, mu and
qz occur. Thin films of qz or feldspar occur along PE grain boundaries, sugges-
ting anatexis. Moderate S1 defined by segregation bands and weak SR) of bi. Si
wraps P13, but is annealed.

Mineralogy
Phase % Character
Qz major XB, equant grains elongate by contact inhibition, PE fabric

modified by cuspate to serrate Gb. UE, SG ocrnmon.
P1 major As qz, with Albite and pericline twx and alteration to se com-

mon.
Kf major As qz, and as poikilcblasts and nyrrrekite.
Bi minor 1B, with moderate &O, minor alteration to ch.
Yu minor SI3, ER by qz, kf, si and in intergrowths with si. Moderate to

strong SPO.
Si minor Rarrbraly oriented fibrolite clots and fine prisms with weak to

moderate spa Canxronly with mu and in composite P13.
Al trace Sb, flattened and ER by qz, pl.
Ch trace Alteration of bi.
Se trace Alteration of pl.
Ap trace SB, SPO.
Op trace With si, nu.
Fu trace

l'etarorphic/Defformaticrel/Crystallization History
Pletarrorphlan Deformation

Qz P1 Kf 141 Bi Si Al Si
MI NM NM NM NM NM NM SF Dl
M1 SR SR NM ER SR NM SR
112 ER

Summary Aul:hibolite facies meta petite. Initial netamorphism and Si forming
deformation followed by static rretamorpti.sm which procbced randm si llimanite
annealed deformed Si and culminated with IOU breakdown and possible anatexis.
Weak retrograde netamorphism causes ER of garrets, alteration of pl and bi to
se and ch.

Sample Ntxriber 4-106B
Rock Name Dicpsice scapolite marble Facies amphibolite Protolith inpure

Limestcre Distance from Raikot Fault 6.0 km Stained Billet no Photo yes
General Petrofabric Coarse equigranular PE fabric, with weak S1 defined by

discontinuous segregation bands of di and Sc, weak SPO of di and sc.
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Sample limber 4-120

Rock Name Biotite muscovite tcurmaline gneiss Facies amphibolite Protolith
psammittic or pelitic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 4.5 km Stained Billet

yes Photo yes
General Fetrafabric Si defined by segregation bands and 510 of bi, mu and

to PB. Fabric qz-pl-kf fabric in segregation hands is PE. 51 wraps PB, but is

annealed.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
Qz major XB, in fine equant grains PE with pl and kf, and in elongate

ribbons, annealed into eguant untrained domains. UE and minor

SG common.
P1 major Fine XB, equant and PE with qz and kf, except where elongate in

Si by contact inhibition with bi, mu. Albite and pericline twx

common. Commonly altered to se.

Kf major As pl, but no twx.

Bi minor IB to SB, moderate SPO, minor alteration to ch. Annealed to semi

randomly oriented coarsely recrystallized aggregates where de-

formed around PB.

Mu minor IB, as bi.

Tb minor SB PB with moderate SFO. ER by qz, p1. Dark green to yellow

green pleochroism.

Si trace Fibrolite, with nu.

Zo, Ap trace SB.

cp, Zi trace Irregular, rounded.

Ru trace SB.

Ch, Se trace Alteration of bi, pl.

Metanorphic/Deforrrational/Crystallization History

Metamorphism Deformation

P1 Qz Kf Bi Mu Si To S1I ISM M NM IN NA M SF Dl

Mt PG BX BX SD ra

ML SR SR SR SR SR al ER? SR

Summary Amphibolite facies meta psammitR or pelite. Initial metamorphism and Si
forming deformation included deformation of S1 around PB. Subsequent static

metamorphism caused extensive SR to procbce essentially PE fabric. No signifi-

cant subsequent metamorphism or deformation.
Note Excellent example of to PB, and annealing of micas wrapped around PB. Good

example of SR of quartz ribbons.

Sampletinaber4-122A
BodkName Meta sedimentary banded gneiss Facies amphibolite Protolith

calcareous, basic and isammitic sediment Distance from Iikot Fault 7.0 km

Stained Billet no Photo no
General Petrofabric Strong S1 defined by segregation bands and lithologic

bands. Within 1 thin section, bands of psarnmitic gneiss, amphibolite and calc
silicate gneiss occur. S1 also defined by moderate 510 of bi, hb, and weak
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elongation of pl, qz, kf by contact inhibition with bi.. Within segregation
bands fabric is generally PE, with PB of aL PE fabric unusual, with curved GB,
and numerous rounded inclusions of pl, qz, kf. Also unusual rims of feldspar on
feldspar, and sub graphic textures in feldspar. Si wraps PB but is annealed.

Mineralogy

Phase % Character
P1 major XB, equant and generally PE. Albite and pericline twx common. Qz

or feldspar inclusions cannon, as are rims of untwinned pl on
twinned pl. Sane myrmekite, some poikilitic crystals overgrow PE
fabric. P1 in calc silicate bands is La. Andesine in psarnmitic
bands.

Kf major XB, equant and PE, with sane elongation rile to contact inhibi-
tion.

Qz major XB, PE, LB ozrrrron.
Hb minor SB, ER by pl, qz, weak SPO.
Al minor 58, ER by pl, qz.
Bi minor SB with ragged ends. Moderate SPO, alteration to ch.
To minor S3, equant, ER by pl, qz. Associated with al, hb.
Cc minor XB, PE.
Di minor SB, ER by cc, sc. Minor alteration to hb.
Sc minor SB, PE.
Sp minor D3.
Zi trace IB.
Ap, Cp trace
Ch, Se trace Alteration of bi, p1.

Metarorphic/Deformational/CrystaLlization History
Mtarnorphisrn Deformation

Qz-PL-Kf Bi lib Al To Cc Di Sc S1
MI. DM M M 1/4 M IV Mt SF DI
ML SR SR ER? SR ER M SR
M2? al ER ER ER?

Sumniary Amphibolite fades gneiss derived f ran variety of sedimentary proto-
liths. Initial metamorphism and Si forming deformation followed by static
metamorphism to procbse PE fabric. Possible subsequent (retrograde ?) metamor-
phism results in ER of to, hb, al and overgrowths, myrmekite and graphic
growths in feldspars.
Note Excellent example of fire scale lithologic banding.

Sample Number 4-122B
Rock Name Biotite garret sillirnanite kyanite gneiss. Facies Arrphibolite

Protolith pelitic sediment Distance from Raikot Fault 7.0 km Stained Billet yes
Photo yes

General Petrofabric Moderate Sl def ty segregation bands and moderate
SPO of mica, weak SPO of qz/pl,/kf due to contact inhibition. PB of pl, kf, al,
to, ky and si. SL wraps PB, but is annealed.

Mineralogy



Phase %
P1 major

Kf major

Qz major

Bi minor
Al minor

Ky minor

Si minor

To minor

MU trace

Gp trace
Ap trace

Zi trace

Ch trace

Se trace
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Character
XB, sub PE, weak SPO due to contact inhibition Albite and
pericline twx =ram Some serrate GB, some alteration to se.
Also as composite PE PB.

XB, sub PE, sane UE.

XB, sub PE SG and UE oammon.

SB, strong SPO, but all orientations occur.
SB, equant to elongate B. Inclusions of tcy bi, and helicitic
trains of op. ER by qz and Ea_

Coarse SB PB. ER. Moderate SPO, BX and SG.
IB, fine prisms with weak SPa BX and FX. Rare association with

Ky.

IB to SB, with moderate SFO. Some zoned, same with op inclusions

in cares.
SB, ER. Associated with si.

Elongate with SPO, and as equant irregular masses.

IB, ER.

IB, dark brown and clear.

Alteration of bi.

Alteration of pl.

Yetalorphic/Deformational/Crystallizatial

tietanorphisn
P1 Qz Kf

M1 114 NK 114

M1 SR SR SR
N2

S UE

History
Deformation

Si S1

SF Di

NM SR

Bi Al To Ky
/V IV NM IC
SR

ER ER ER
BX BX D2

Summary Amphibolite facies meta pelite. Initial metamorphism and S1 forming

deformation followed by static metamorphism which produced PE fabric, grew si.

Weak late retrograde metamorphism caused ER in al, to, ky and alteration of bi

and pL Moderate late deformation.
Note Good examples of PE cornposite PB.

Mylcnites

Sample limiter 3-020C
Rock Name marble mylonite ProtoLith Nh marble? Distance from Raikot Fault

0.2 krn Stained Billet no Photo yes
General Petrafabric Very fire grained mylonitic matrix of cc, pl and qz,

with diffuse chaotically folded banding. PC of qz, pl, sc and biotite gneiss

rrylonite.

Ratio of matrix to PC. 9:1

Matrix Mineralogy Cc, pl, qz and mica?

ForphyrocLast Mineralogy

Phase Character
P1 Same albite twx, alteration to se. Marginal PG oammon.

Qz Rounded, marginal PG canon, some grains entirely PG.
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Bi Strongly BX.
Sc Rounded.

Sanmary Mylonite or ultranylonite derived from impure marble. Sane complex
mylonitic flow suggested by inclusion of gneiss rrylonite, chaotic folding.
Note Surrounding geisses only slightly mylonitized. Excellent photos of pc PC,
chaotic folds and biotite gneiss PC.

Sample Minter 3-184A
Rock Nane amphibolite mylonite Protolith amphibolite from Kh. Distance

frail Raikot Fault 0.0 krn. Oriented Photo yes
General Petrofabric Fine dark matrix with strong mylonitic foliation (Si)

and seg bands of qz, pl, hb. Fbliation folded in isoclinal folds, with inconsi-
stent vergenoe. Hb PC indicate sense of shear by FX, rotation. Fine neo minera-
lized mica forms S2 oblige to Sl. Nunerous microfaults with inconsistent
offsets.

Ratio aE matric to PC. 9:1
Matrix Mineralogy Fm, pl, qz, mica.

Porpbyrcclast Mineralogy
Phase Character
Hb FX, commonly flattered by formation of transverse microfaults

and rotation. Possibly overgrown by postkinerratic hb.
P1 Rounded, PG.
Qz Ribbons.

&mammy Mylonite or ultranylonite derived f ran amphibolite. Possibl e post
kinematic metamorphism indicated by transverse mica fabric and hb agegrowths.
Note Excellent photos of microfaults, folds. good example of late mica fabric,
FX and rotated hb.

Sample Nanter 3-184E and 4-13A
Rock Name Ultrarrylonite Protal ith biotie garret gneiss Distance from

Raikot Fault 0.0 km Oriented yes, 4-13A Moto Yes
General Petrofabric Strong 51 mylonitic foliation, with seg bands of qz or

pl. S1 foliation has asymmetric folds which have inconsistent vergenc:e. S-
surfaces defined by mica PC. S2 fabric defined by fine grained reanineralized
mica oblique to S). and S-surfaces. Late spaced S3 shear bands also occur.
Dextral slip indicated by S-C intersections; offset PC; asymmetric micrafolds
around rotated PC; inclination of fine grained PG qz or pl in seg bands.

Ratio of matric to PC. 9.5:1
Matrix Mineralogy Mica, pl? qz?

Porphyroclast Mineralogy
Phase Character
Mu In coarse 33, 11<, and aligned in C surf erns. Probably postdates Sl.
P1 FX and rotated, some PG.
Al FX, in comminuted trains.
Zi Undeformed.
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Summaytatrapylonite derived from biotite garnet gneiss. Initial mylonitiza7
tion may have been followed by two periods of static recrystallization, the
first produced coarse mu PC, which were subsequently deformed in formation of

0-surfaces, the second produced the fine mica S2. Late deformation produced

spaced shear bands. Consistently dextral shear sense.
Note All around excellent examples of many mylonitic features.

Sanple Number 4-13C
Rock Name amphibolite ultranylonite Protolith Rh amphibolite? Distance

from Raikot Fault 0.0 krn Oriented yes Photo yes
General Petrafahric Strong mylonitic foliation, with fire to very fire

grained PC in an almost aphanitic matrix. Seg bands of very fine grained PE qz
or pL Consistently dextral sense of shear indicated by inclined qz pl fabric
in seg bands; asymmetric pressure shadows on hb PC; asymmetric microfolds
arcund rotated PC.

Ratio of matrix to PC. >9.5:1
Matrix Mineralogy P1? qz and fine green amphibole needles.

Porphyroclast Mineralogy

Phase Character
Hb Fine unstraned fragments
P1 Rounded.

Summary Ultranylonite derived from amphibolite. Dextral shear sense, no evi-

dence of static metamorphism.
Note Excellent example of inclined polygonal qz or pa fabric in seg bawls.

Sample Number 4-28 A
Rock Mane biotite gneiss mylonite ProtolithNh biotite gneiss Distance

from Raikot Fault 0.1 mOrientedyesPhotoyes
General Petrofabric Sub equal amounts of polygonized matrix and coarse

equant PC. Strong foliation defined by bands in rock, either original S1 or a

mylonitic foliation. S1 undulates die to wrapping around PC. S2 defined by

spaced conjugate shear bands, discontinuous due to interference by coarse PC.

Sense of shear consistently dextral, indicated by asymmetroally folded bi with

trains of PG bi; grains offset by rotating PC and asymmetry of bent fractures

in rotated PC.

Ratio of matrix to PC. 1:1
Matrix Mineralogy Q%, PI and bi.

Porphyroclast Mineralogy

Phase Character
P1 Coarse equant PC, sub angular, with UE, SG same marginal PG.

Kf As above

Bi Asynnetrically folded, 1(, PG along S2 bands.

SUminguyEtotonylonite derived from biotite ortho or Para gneiss. Consistent

dextral shear sense, but S2 surfaces imply late stage plane flattening.
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Sample Number 4-060 A

Bock Name kyanite garnet gneiss protamylonite Protolith Ns kyanite garnet
gneiss Distance from Raikot Fault 0.0 km Oriented yes Photo yes

General Petrofabric Strong original or mylonitic Si defined by seg bands

and SPO of most phases. Bands of strong PG or parallel to Si. Spaced bands
of PC inclined to S1 may be C surfaces or shear bands. Dextral shear sense
indicated by sense of offset on spaced microfaults on flattened and rotated
garnets and by asymmetric microfolds around rotated garnet PC.

Ratio of matrix to PC. 1:9

Matrix Mineralogy P1, qz, bi.

Porphyroclast Mineralogy

The Character
Al Flattened by rotation aommodated along spaced microfraztures.

P1 SG, same PG.

Qz BX ribbons, with UE, SG, same MT.

Ky BX.

Summary Protanylonite (or possibly blastanylonite) derived from kyanite garnet

gneiss. Dextral shear indicated by garrets.
Note Excellent example of garrets flattened by roatation of segments bounded try

spaced microfaults.

Sampleaster4-86A
Rodkliameamphibolite mylonite Protolith amphibolite Distance from Railmt

Fault 0.0 km Oriented yes Photo no
General Petrofabric Matrix of finely PG material with strong mylonitic

S2 defined by spaced bands of strong PG oblique to Sl. Sense of shear dextral,

from asymmetric micrcfcdds aramd rotated PC, and from asymmetric trains of PG

material off PC.

Ratio of matrix to PC. 6:4
Matrix Mineralogy P1, qz, bi.

Porphyroclast Mineralogy

Phase Character
rib Equant, FX.

P1 Rounded, with SG.

Qz Ribbons with strong PG, MT.

Bi BX, strongly PG against S1 and S2 surfaces.

amatory Protanylonite derived from amphibolite or hb bearing biotite gneiss

Dextral shear sense.


